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Preface

Korean-Japan-China joint workshop on fluid power has been held every
two years since 2010 in Lanzhou, China, and subsequently in Tokyo (2012),
Taiyuan (2014), Tokyo (2016), and Beijing (2018).
Following the success of the past conference workshops, the 6th KoreaChina-Japan joint workshop will feature a comprehensive technical program
to bring together fluid power experts from industry and academia. The aim of
this joint workshop is to promote the friendship of the fluid power society
between Korea, Japan, and China. This workshop is co-organized by the
Korean Society for Fluid Power & Construction Equipment (KSFC), Japan
Fluid power Society (JFPS), and Fluid Power Transmission and Control
Institute of Chinese Mechanical Engineering Society (FPTCI).
The topics of Fluid power and control and Hydraulic circuit design were
and are still being a research hotspot for many industrial applications. This
time, we do focus on the aspect of “New Technique for Fluid Power and
Energy-saving” for industrial application fields.
There are a total of twelve presentations, five papers from China, four
papers from Japan, and three papers from Korea, separated into three sessions:
(1) Fluid and control and (2) Energy-saving and (3) Hydraulic component
development. All papers were first screened and classified based on the
abstract contents and figures of preliminary results. The peer-review results
of the full papers have been received, with strict comments regarding the
content, format, text, figures, and methodology to interpret the given
problems. The comments of anonymous reviewers have been completed and
sent to each author for manuscripts improvement.
We hope that the proceedings will be a platform for knowledge exchange,
the review and discussion of theoretical advances, research results, and
industrial experiences among researchers and attendants. Selected papers in
the Joint Workshop will be recommended to be published in "Journal of Drive
and Control (ISSN:2671-7972) with a special issue of KSFC, indexed by
KCI(Korea citation index).
Finally, we deeply thank all for your contributions and efforts to ensure the
success of the 6th KSFC/JFPS/CMES joint workshop.
July 16th, 2021
Master of ceremony for the 6th KJC Joint Workshop
Professor Kyoung-Kwan, AHN
Department of Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
University of Ulsan, Korea
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Greetings from the President of KSFC
On behalf of the Korean Society of Fluid Power and Construction
Equipment (KSFC), it is great honor to host the 6th Korea-China-Japan Joint
Workshop on Fluid Power.
I am glad to meet you, Chinese and Japanese scholars at the workshop.
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, I am sorry to meet you on video. However,
Our society, KSFC has the gerat meaning to host an international academic
exchange event after a long time. I am sure that we will participate more
actively in international exchange in the future.
Let me briefly introduce our society.
Our society, KSFC was founded in 2004 and it is a relatively small society
with about 600 members, including student members and 23 membership
companies. KSFC publishes journals four times a year, and an average of
8~12 papers are published at a time, and four to six special manuscripts are
published on industry-wide topics. Domestic academic conferences are held
twice a year, and the number of participants is about 70~110 at a time.
Anyway, I wish you achieve a lot of academic information at the workshop
today, and it will be an opportunity for human relationship exchanges. I wish
also that the next joint workshop will be held face to face!
Thank you!
July 16th, 2021
President, the Korean Society of Fluid Power and Construction
Equipment
Sungdong KIM, Professor
Department of Mechanical System Engineering
Kumoh National Institute of Technology, Korea
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Welcome Message from the president of JFPS
On behalf of the Japan Fluid Power System Society, it is my great honor
to announce the 6th Korea-Japan-China joint workshop on Fluid Power as a
major academic international conference. I present thanks all of you who are
involved in the workshop. Academic researchers of Korea, China, and Japan
have a long history of exchanging their friendship and academic information.
The history has made by great efforts of professors of all three countries. I
believe that we must do our best to take over the history and expand fluid
power community for the next generation. Fluid power researchers have
academic interests in oil-hydraulics, pneumatics, water hydraulics, and
functional fluids. Application of fluid power have spread to broad fields. I
believe the 6th KJC workshop is a key conference which summarizes recent
trends on fundamental and application of fluid power. This message is
devoted to success of the 6th KJC joint workshop.
July 16th, 2021
President, the Japan Fluid Power System Society
Kazushi SANADA, Dr. Eng., Professor
Dean of College of Engineering Science
Yokohama National University, Japan
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Greetings from the Chairman of FPTCI
It is my great pleasure to welcome the coming of the 6th China-JapanKorea Joint Workshop on Fluid Power to be held in Ulsan, Korea on behalf
of the Fluid Power Transmission and Control Institution, CMES, China.
The FPTCI is the organization making great efforts on the reinforcement
of industry and university collaboration in the fluid power areas domestically
and internationally. The joint workshop on Fluid Power was first started 10
years ago in Lanzhou, China. This is our 6th time to have this joint workshop
organized again by one of the three countries and to have this opportunity to
welcome researchers, especially young people, in the fluid power area from
the three countries. Five young researchers from the Chinese side were
selected by FPTCI to introduce their recently developed work on fluid power
technology. I wish you may find their work interesting and valuable.
The cooperation among Japan, Korea and China in this area made great
contribution to the development of fluid power technology in China in the
past. It is a good time for us now to have the joint workshop again.
We wish that this joint workshop will provide the researchers from the
three societies great opportunities to exchange information and ideas, which
will lead to the reinforcement of collaboration among us for both universities
and industries in these areas from the three countries and strengthen the
academic foundation of fluid power in the future.
At the end, many thanks to the colleagues from KSFC for the organization
of this joint workshop. I would also like to express my acknowledgement to
all the members of the preparatory committees for your great efforts on
organizing and for the support from the JFPS and FPTCI.
I sincerely hope that you will enjoy this joint workshop when you
communicate information on fluid power technology.
June 29, 2021

Prof. Zongxia Jiao
Chairman of FPTCI, CMES
Beihang University, China
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Session 1

“Fluid and Control”

Chairs: Prof. SongJin, LI
Prof. Tomonori, KATO

Proceedings of the 6th Korea-Japan-China Joint Workshop
on Fluid Power 2021 in Busan, Korea
July 16th, 2021

A Class Model-Based Control Techniques Used in Electro-hydraulic Servo System
Qing Guo12*, Zhenlei Chen1, Fan Guo1, Dan Jiang3, Xiaochai Li1,
1 School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu, China
(Email: guoqinguestc@uestc.edu.cn, zhenlei chen@std.uestc.edu.cn, guofan1157@163.com, xiaochai_li@163.com)
2 Aircraft Swarm Intelligent Sensing and Cooperative Control Key Laboratory of Sichuan Province, Chengdu, China
3 School of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, Chengdu,
China (Email: jdan2002@uestc.edu.cn )

ABSTRACT
A terminal sliding mode control (TSMC) strategy is used in the velocity control of Electro-Hydraulic Actuator (EHA) to
improve the output response performance. Based on the terminal sliding mode technique, a disturbance observer is
designed to estimate the lumped uncertainty of EHA including hydraulic parametric uncertainty and unknown external
load. Different from asymptotic convergence controller, the TSMC guarantees the system state error and observer
estimation error converge to zero in a finite time. The effectiveness of the proposed controller is verified by simulation
results with comparisons the other controllers.
KEY WORDS
Electro-hydraulic actuator, terminal sliding mode control, disturbance observer, lumped uncertainty.

INTRODUCTION
Electro-Hydraulic Actuators (EHAs) are widely
applied in mechanical engineering as they have power
density and large load capacity, which have been used in
fatigue test device [1], wheel loader [2], exoskeleton [3],
and shaking tables [4]. However, there exist lumped
uncertain disturbances in the EHA including hydraulic
parametric uncertainties and the external load, which are
unknown constant or time-varying. These uncertainties
may degrade the dynamic performance of the EHA. Thus,
many novel controllers have been developed such as
parametric adaptive controllers [5], robust controllers [6],
geometric controller [7], output regulation controller [8],
backstepping controller with the high-gain disturbance
observer [9], adaptive robust controllers [10], and robust
controller with the extended state observer [11].
The aforementioned controllers used in EHAs only
achieve the asymptotic convergence of the output
responses. However, to the authors' best knowledge, the

finite-time stability [12] of EHAs has not be addressed
yet. Recently, the finite-time stabilization control has
been employed in manipulator motion control [13] and
strict-feedback control plant [14]. Yu [15] proposed a fast
terminal sliding mode control (TSMC) for SISO
nonlinear systems and adopted the TSMC in robotic
manipulator to achieve faster and higher precision
tracking performance [16]. Chen [17] used the terminal
sliding mode technique in both the controller design of
SISO nonlinear system and the disturbance observer
design. Sun [18] investigated a finite-time adaptive
stabilization strategy for a class of high-order uncertain
nonlinear systems. Liu [19] proposed a finite-time H
controller of uncertain robotic manipulator to improve the
response and the performance of the output tracking.
Then He [20] proposed an adaptive NN control to
estimate

the

unknown

modelling

uncertainty

and

environmental disturbance. In addition, Shao [21] also
adopted many advanced control methods in quadrotors
UAV to handle parametric uncertainty and external
~ 1 ~

disturbance. Therefore, for many motion plants with

where Ksv and u are the gain and the control voltage of the

unknown uncertainties and disturbances, these finite-time

servo valve, respectively.

convergence controllers can be used in the industrial
practice

to

obtain

the

fast

and

high-precision

Secondly, the load flow QL is related to the cylinder
load pressure pL as follows [23]

performance.

QL = Cd wxv ps − sgn( xv ) pL /  ,

In this study, a terminal sliding mode control is

(2)

performed in the velocity feedback control of EHA to

where Cd is the discharge coefficient, w is the area

improve the fast and high-precision tracking performance.

gradient of the servo valve spool,  is the density of the

Different from [17], the hydraulic parametric uncertainty

hydraulic oil.

integrated with unknown external load are considered as

According to the flow conservation law, the hydraulic

the lumped uncertain disturbance in the EHA model,

pressure behavior for a compressible fluid volumes, i.e.,

which are counteracted by a disturbance observer with

the flow-pressure continuous model, is given by

terminal sliding mode effect.

QL = Ap y + Ctl pL + Vt pL / 4 e ,

PLANT DESCRIPTION

(3)

where y is the piston velocity, Ctl is the coefficient of the

The EHA is a typical double-rod actuator, which is

total leakage of the cylinder, e is the effective bulk

composed of a servo valve, a symmetrical cylinder, a

modulus, Ap is the annulus area of the cylinder chamber,

fixed displacement pump with a servo motor and a relief
valve as shown in Fig. 1. The pump is driven by the

Vt is the half-volume of cylinder.
Then the mechanical dynamic equation can be

motor and outputs the supply pressure ps. The pressure

described as

threshold of the relief valve is set as ps. As the spool

my = pL Ap − by − FL (t ) ,

position of the servo valve xv > 0, the hydraulic oil passes

(4)

the servo valve and enters the left chamber. The forward

where m is the load mass, b is the viscous damping

channel flow QL and the cylinder load pressure pL are

coefficient of the hydraulic oil,

controlled by xv. The right chamber is connected to the

on the hydraulic actuator.

FL is the external load

On the other

From (1) - (4), if we define X=[x1, x2]T=[ y , AppL]T,

hand, the right chamber is connected to the forward

then the state space model of the electro-hydraulic

channel where the load flow and pressure QL, pL are

velocity control system is given by

return channel and the return pressure is pr.

controlled by the servo valve when xv < 0. The channel
flow is cut off as xv = 0 where the load pressure can be
steadily maintained.

1

 x1 = m (−bx1 + x2 − FL )

4 e Ap2
4 e Ap Ctl

x2
. (5)
 x2 = − V x1 −
Vt
t


4 eCd wK sv Ap
ps − sgn(u ) x2 / Ap u
 +
Vt 

The external load disturbance FL(t) is unknown [24].
However, FL(t) is often assumed to be bounded in practice.
The two states x1 and x2 can be measured by the pressure
transducer and the encoder.
Generally, the hydraulic parameters Cd, , w, b, e, Ctl
are often perturbed by different hydraulic physical

Fig. 1 The control mechanism of double-rod EHA

characteristics [8]. Hence, these parameters can be written

Firstly, the servo model is given by [22]

as Cd = Cd +Cd,  =  +, w = w +w, b = b +b, e

xv = K svu ,

(1)

=  e +e, Ctl = Ctl +Ctl, where  is the nominal value
~ 2 ~

of *, * is the parametric uncertainty.
Then, in view of parametric uncertainties, the model

has n orders form, which can be derived by the recursive
procedure given by

 s1 = x1 − x1d
 s = s +  s +  s p1 / q1
 2 1
1 1
1 1
,


 sn = sn −1 + n −1sn −1 +  n −1snp−n1−1 / qn−1

in (5) can be formulated as

 x1 = f1 ( x1 ) + g1 x2 + d L1
,

 x2 = f 2 ( x1 , x2 ) + g 2 ( x2 )u + d L 2

(6)

where

where si (i=1, , n)

bx
f1 = − 1 , g1 = 1/ m, d L1 = − FL / m + b / m
m
4  e Ap2
4 A C
f2 = −
x1 − e p tl x2
Vt
Vt
g2 =

4  eCd wK sv Ap
Vt 

(11)

are the n orders terminal sliding

mode surfaces, pi < qi (i=1, , n-1) are positive odd
integers, yd is the desirable output.
TSM Disturbance Observer
The sliding mode surfaces of two lumped uncertain

ps − sgn(u ) x2 / Ap

disturbances dLi (i=1,2) are designed as follow

d L 2 = f 2 ( x1 , x2 ,  e , Ctl ) + g 2 ( x1 , x2 , Cd , w,  ) .(7)
Remark 1: The two lumped uncertain disturbances dL1

si =  i − xi , i = 1, 2 ,

where i (i=1,2) are two disturbance observer variables.

and dL2 are caused by parametric uncertainties and
unknown external load.

(12)

To guarantee the finite time convergence to the
disturbances, i (i=1,2) are designed to satisfy the

Assumption 1: These two disturbances dLi (i=1,2) are
bounded by |dLi|  dLimax, where dLimax is a known value
for i =1, 2.
TERMINAL SLIDING MODE CONTROL

following forms:

 1 = −kd1s1 − D1 sgn(s1 ) − 1s1 p0 / q0 + f1 + g1 x2
(13)

p1 / q1

=
−
k
s
−
D
sgn(
s
)
−

s
+
f
+
g
u
d2 2
2
2
2 2
2
2
 2
where kdi (i=1,2) are the observer gains, i, Di (i=1,2) > 0

Preliminaries

are positive constants, pi < qi (i=0,1) are positive odd

Lemma 1: [25] If a positive definite Lyapunov

integers.

function V (x, t)  0 yields that

Then the estimates of two disturbances are written as

V (t ) + V (t ) +  V  (t )  0, t  t0 ,

p /q

dˆL1 = −kd 1s1 − D1 sgn( s1 ) − 1s1 0 0
,

p1 / q1
ˆ

d L 2 = −kd 2 s2 − D2 sgn( s2 ) −  2 s2

(8)

then V (t) converges to the equilibrium point x0 in finite
time tf bounded by

t f  t0 +

(14)

Lemma 2: [17] Consider the disturbance observer (13)

V
1
ln
 (1 +  )

1−

(t0 ) + 



and the velocity control system (5) under Assumption 1.
,

(9)

If the positive constants Di > dLimax (i = 1, 2), then
disturbance observer is convergent in finite time.

where ,  > 0, 0<  < 1 are positive constants, t0 is the
initial time with respect to x0.

Proof: The

Lyapunov

functions are

1 2
si , i = 1, 2 .
2

(15)

considered

Definition 1: [15] For the low-triangle strict-feedback

Vi =

nonlinear system

 x1 = f1 ( x1 ) + g1 ( x1 ) x2


 xi = fi ( xi ) + gi ( xi ) xi +1 ,


 xn = f n ( xn ) + g n ( xn )u

following

Then the time derivative of Vi takes the form
Vi = si si = s1 ( i − xi ) = si (−kdi si − Di sgn( si ) −  i si pi−1 / qi−1
+ fi + gi xi +1 − fi − gi xi +1 − d Li )

(10)

where xi = [x1 , , xi], the terminal sliding mode surface

. (16)

 −kdi si2 − Di si sgn( si ) −  i si pi−1 / qi−1 + si d Li

Due to Di > dLimax (i = 1, 2), and by Assumption 1, (16)
is rewritten as

~ 3 ~

V1  −kdi si2 −  i si pi−1 + qi−1 / qi−1
 −kdiVi − 2

( pi−1 + qi−1 ) / 2 qi−1

,
 iVi

(17)

( pi−1 + qi−1 ) / 2 qi−1

disturbance observer (13), If the terminal sliding mode
controller (TSMC) is designed by

for i = 1, 2. For the convenience of derivation, we assume

u=−

the virtual variable x3 = u.
According to Lemma 1, two sliding mode surfaces si
(i=1, 2) converge to the origin in a finite time. Meanwhile,

1
b
[− ( f1 + g1 x2 + dˆL1 ) + g1 ( f 2 + dˆL 2 ) + dˆL1
g1 g 2 m
,(22)

− yd + 11 + 1

from (14), the observation errors take the form

d Li = dˆLi − d Li = −kdi si − Di sgn(si ) −  i si pi−1 / qi−1
+ fi + gi xi +1 − xi =  i − xi = si

then all closed loop signals of the EHA are stable in the
(18)

finite time tf and the EHA velocity satisfies |x1(t) - yd |→0,
t → tf for any given velocity command yd(t).
Proof: Consider the following candidate Lyapunov

for i = 1, 2.
Since si (i=1, 2) are finite-time stable at the origin,

function

1
V3 =  22 .
2

si (i=1, 2) approach zero in finite time. Hence, the two
disturbance observer errors d Li (i=1, 2) converges to
◼

zero in finite time.

Assumption 2: [26] It is assumed that yd(t) and its ith
(i )
d

order derivatives y (t ) , i = 1, 2, 3 satisfy |yd(t)| Y0 
(i )

kc1 and yd (t ) Yi where Yi(i = 1, 2, 3) are positive

Substituting (21) into the time derivative of V3, we can

b
( f1 + g1 x2 + dˆL1 ) + g1 ( f 2 + g 2u + dˆL 2 ) + dˆL1
.(24)
m
d (1p1 / q1 )
− yd + 11 + 1
]
dt

V3 =  2 2 =  2 [−

constants.
To achieve the finite-time velocity control of the EHA,

Then consider the controller u in (22), and we have

V3  −222 −  22p2 + q2 / q2

two sliding mode surfaces are designed as follows:

1 = x1 − yd + s1


b .
p1 / q1
+ g1s2 − s1
 2 = 1 + 11 + 11
m


 −22V3 − 2( p2 + q2 ) / 2 q2  2V3( p2 +q2 ) / 2 q2
(19)

Substituting the time derivative of 1 into 2, we have

2 = x1 − yd + s1 + 11 +  

(23)

obtain that

Terminal Sliding Mode Controller Design

p1 / q1
1 1

d ( s1p1 / q1 )
+ 22 +  2 2p2 / q2 ]
dt

b
+ g1s2 − s1
m

b
= f1 + g1 x2 + d L1 − yd + d L1 + 11 +  
+ g1s2 − s1 .(20)
m
b
= f1 + g1 x2 + dˆL − yd + 11 + 11p1 / q1 + g1s2 − s1
m
Then the time derivative of 2 takes the form
p1 / q1
1 1

b
 2 = − ( f1 + g1 x2 + d L1 ) + g1 ( f 2 + g 2u + d L 2 ) + dˆL1
m
d (1p1 / q1 )
b
− yd + 11 + 1
+ g1s2 − s1
dt
m
.(21)
b
= − ( f1 + g1 x2 + dˆL1 ) + g1 ( f 2 + g 2u + dˆL 2 ) + dˆL1
m
d ( p1 / q1 )
− yd + 11 + 1 1
dt
Lemma 3: Consider the two sliding mode surfaces (19)
and the velocity control system (5). Based on the

.

(25)

According to Lemma 1, the sliding mode variable 2 is
finite-time stable. Furthermore, from (19), 2 is a function
of 1, s1 and s2. Since the two observer sliding mode
variables converge to zero in a finite time by Lemma 2, 1
is also convergent in a finite time. Due to

yd is bound

by Assumption 2 and s1 → 0, t → tf, x1 is also bounded
from 1. Hence, 1 is bounded from the definition of s1 in
(12). Then

1

is bounded which derives x2 converge to

zero in finite-time by using (13). By (19), since 2 → 0, t
→ tf, 2 → 0 and |x1(t) - yd |→0 as t → tf.
◼
The block diagram of the terminal sliding mode
control scheme is shown in Fig. 2.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To verify the TSMC, some nominal hydraulic
parameters of the EHA are given by Cd = 0.62, Cd =
0.1 Cd , w = 0.024 m, w = 0.1 w , Ctl = 2.510-11
m3/(sPa), Ctl = 0.3 Ctl ,  e = 7000 bar, e = 0.1  e ,

 = 850 kg/ m3,  = 0.15  , b

= 50 Ns/m, b = 0.2 b ,

Ksv = 510-4 m/V, Tsv = 10 ms, xvmax = 5 mm, Lmax = 78
mm, ps = 40 bar, pr = 2 bar, Ap = 4.91 cm2, Vt = 8.7410-5
~ 4 ~

m3. The manipulator load mass is m = 6 kg. The

controller (22). By a further inspection, these disturbance

disturbance observer parameters are kd1=kd2=1000, D1=30,

estimates are consistent with the dynamics of the external

D2 = 100, 1 = 100, 2 = 10, p0 = p1 = 5, q0 = q1 = 7. The

load FL and the model functions f2, g2.

TSM controller parameters are 1 = 10 , 2 = 100, 1 = 2
4

= 1, p2 = 5, q2 = 9. The cylinder velocity demands are
chosen as

yd = 30sin(0.5t) mm/s and yd = square(30)

mm/s, respectively. The corresponding external load of
the EHA is assumed to be FL(t) = 100sin(0.5t) N and
FL(t) = 100 N. To make a comparison, the other two
controllers are also applied for the EHA:

Fig. 3. The cylinder velocity response of three controllers
in simulation for the demand

yd = 30sin(0.5t) mm/s

Fig. 2. The block diagram of the terminal sliding mode
control scheme
1) PI controller u = kp(

yd -x1) + ki  ( yd − x1 )dt ,

where the control gains kp = 100 and ki = 10 are chosen to
guarantee the fast response of EHA.
2) The traditional backstepping controller (TBC) is
given by

 1 = (−k1 z1 − f1 + yd ) / g1
,

u = (−k2 z2 − f 2 − g1 z1 +  1 ) / g2

(26)

Fig. 4. The tracking errors of the cylinder velocity in
simulation for the demand

yd = 30sin(0.5t) mm/s

yd and z2 = x2 -1, 1 is the virtual control
2
variable, f1 = b x1/m, g1 = 1/m, f1 = - 4  e Ap x1/ Vt 4  e Ctl Ap x2/Vt, g2 = 4  e Cd w KsvAp
ps − sgn( u ) x2 / Ap / Vt  , k1 = 2000, k2 = 1000.
where z1 = x1 -

The simulation results under the two types of demands
are shown in Figs. 3-6. All the three controllers
guarantees that the cylinder velocity can track the two
types of demands with performance. However, the
tracking performance subject to the TSMC is better than
the other ones due to PI and backstepping controllers in
both scenarios, as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6. The
disturbance estimates generated by the proposed observer

Fig. 5. The cylinder velocity response of three controllers

are shown in Figs. 7-8, which are employed in the TSM

in simulation for the demand

~ 5 ~

yd = square(30)
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to establish a breathing assist system for saxophone players with breathing problems. Although
the saxophone is a popular wind instrument with a reed in its mouthpiece, it can be difficult for people with breathing
problems to play this instrument, as it requires adequate breath support for deep and even long breaths. To solve this
problem, the authors propose a breathing assist device, which functions like a pneumatic master–slave amplifier, for
saxophone players with breathing problems. First, the proposed device is fabricated. Second, the effectiveness of the
breathing assist device as a master–slave amplifier is confirmed through experiments. Third, the dynamic characteristics
of the device are tested up to 10 Hz, and they demonstrate that the device responds well for up to approximately 5 Hz.
KEY WORDS
Pneumatics, music engineering, breathing assist device, wind instrument

NOMENCLATURE
A1

pressure amplitude of reference signal [Pa]

A2

pressure amplitude of slave side [Pa]

Ei
f

control voltage to servo valve [V]
frequency [Hz]

G

mass flow rate [kg/s]

Gin

mass flow rate coming into the chamber [kg/s]

Gout

mass flow rate coming out of the chamber [kg/s]

KAG

amplifier gain [-]

Kp

proportional gain of controller [1/s]

KPA

gain of driving piezo-electric actuator [V/Pa]

Kpd

integral gain of controller [V/Pa]

Ksv

gain of servo valve [(kg/s)/V]

P

pressure [Pa (gauge)]

P1

pressure of master side [Pa (gauge)]

P2

pressure of slave side [Pa (gauge)]

P2ref

reference pressure of slave side [Pa (gauge)]

R

gas constant [J/(kg K)]

s

Laplace operator [1/s]

st

sampling time [s]

t

time [s]

Tf

time constant of low-pass filter [s]

V

volume [m3]

𝜃

temperature [K]
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INTRODUCTION
The saxophone is a very popular wind instrument with
a reed mouthpiece. Since its invention in the mid-19th
century in Belgium, it has been recognized as one of the
most sophisticated wind instruments, and it is widely used
throughout the world.
However, it requires the movement of two hands and
substantial breath support (for deep and even long breaths),
making it difficult for a person with a hand or breathing
disability to play it satisfactorily. Numerous studies have
been conducted on the development of robotic systems that
can play a musical instrument [1–3]. In addition, a group

restrictor, providing a realistic feeling of playing a wind
instrument to the person being assisted. On the slave side,
a servo valve and a pressure sensor (Nagano Keiki KL-17,
+10 [kPa]) are connected to a chamber with volume V =
500 cm3, and a Yamaha Venova YVS-120 mouthpiece (a
casual musical wind instrument is used in this study instead
of a saxophone because it has the same mouthpiece as a
saxophone and it is much cheaper as well) [6] is inserted
into the chamber. Because the A note is commonly used as
a baseline in the tuning of musical instruments, the reed of
the mouthpiece on the slave side is fixed with a rubber
band at the position where “la” (A4, 440 Hz) is expressed.

at Tsukuba University proposed a “robot-assisted playing”
method that can help people with hand or finger disabilities
play the saxophone [4]. However, no previous research on
the development of a device that assists the breathing of a
saxophone player was found. Therefore, in a previous
paper [5] the authors proposed a breathing assist device,
which works like a pneumatic master–slave amplifier, for
saxophone players with breathing problems.
In this paper, the proposed device is fabricated, and its
effectiveness and characteristics are examined through
experiments.
PROPOSED BREATHING ASSIST DEVICE

Figure 1 Concept of the breathing assist device.

The concept
The concept of the proposed breathing assist system is
illustrated in Figure 1. This system acts as a master-slave
system on the basis of the rate at which air is blown into
the mouthpiece. In Figure 1, the right side corresponds to
the master system, and the left side corresponds to the slave
system. The two containers on either side are completely
separate. When a person blows air into the mouthpiece (the

(a) Fabricated device (master side).

master system), the air flow rate is amplified in the slave
system, and the amplified air flow is supplied to the
saxophone. Therefore, the person playing the instrument
does not need to blow air at the same rate that is generally
required to play the saxophone.
The fabrication
The authors fabricated the proposed device, as shown
in Figure 2(a) (the master side) and (b) (the slave side). On
the master side, a pressure sensor (Nagano Keiki KL-17,
+10 [kPa]) was attached to the bottom of the mouthpiece.
The hole (3 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length) drilled

(b) Fabricated device (slave side).
Figure 2 Fabricated breathing assist device.

through the rubber stopper functions as an air flow
~ 9 ~

The working scheme of the device and a photo of the
spool-type servo valve (SP valve) used on the slave side
(FESTO MPYE-5-M5-010B-30L-SA) are shown in Figure
3. The spool-type servo valve is a flow rate control-type
servo valve. Although the spool-type servo valve has five
ports, it was used as a three-port servo valve in the
proposed system, and the two unused ports were closed.
Compressed air was supplied to port 1. The output flow

Figure 4 Block diagram showing the control for the

rate at control port 4 can be adjusted using the control

proposed master–slave breathing assist device.

signal Ei [V]. Based on the previous experiment
investigating the static characteristics of the system, when

In the controller, the differentiated value of P2 is

the supply pressure to port 1 is 0.1 MPa (gauge) and the

calculated using the first order derivative. The discrete

pressure at port 4 is atmospheric, the gain of the servo

form of the first order derivative using the Z-transform is

4

valve (Ksv) can be approximated as 2.155×10 (kg/s)/V.

formulated for the DSP as:

A block diagram showing the control of the proposed
breathing assist system is shown in Figure 4. To control the
pressure in the chamber on the slave side (P2), the pressure

𝑑𝑃2
𝑑𝑡

[𝑖] =

1+𝑒

𝑠𝑡
−𝑇
𝑓

2𝑇

(𝑃1 [𝑖 − 1] − 𝑃1 [𝑖])+𝑒

𝑠𝑡
𝑇𝑓 𝑑𝑃2

−

𝑑𝑡

[𝑖 − 1] (1)

in the chamber on the master side (P1) is detected. This is
followed by multiplying the amplifier gain (KAG) by the

Here, the sampling time (st) was set at 0.001 s, and the

value of P1. This value is used as the reference value for P2,

time constant of the low-pass filter (Tf) was assigned a

and is denoted as P2ref. In order to control P2, not only is

value of 0.01 s.

the simple feedback control utilized (as the main loop), but

The proportional gain of the pressure control loop (Kp)

the feedback of the differentiated value of P2 (minor loop)

was set at 23.68 s-1 and the integral gain of the minor loop

is utilized as well. This combination of feedback loops

was fixed at 46.40×104. These gain settings resulted in a

constitutes

proportional-integral-

value of 0.1 s for the time constant of the main loop and

derivative (PID) control, which reduces the influence of

0.01 s for the time constant of the minor loop. Because the

the nonlinear characteristics of the SP valve, thus quickly

time constant of the minor loop was much smaller than that

providing precise pressure control.

of the main loop, the minor loop could compensate for the

derivative-preceding

The digital signal processor (DSP) used in the
experiments in this study was the sBOXⅡ

(MIS

influence of the nonlinear characteristics of the SP valve,
thereby allowing precise and quick pressure control.

corporation), and MATLAB/SIMULINK was employed
as the software.

In Figure 4, the product of the gain (KPA) and P2 is
used as the driving signal of the piezoelectric actuator. The
variation in KPA may be nonlinear because the optimum
force generated by the piezoelectric actuator may vary
depending on the tone of the music. This relationship will
be calibrated in future studies.
EXPERIMENTS
Blowing air experiment
To

examine

the

performance

of

the

device,

experiments were carried out. As shown in Figure 5, a
person blew into the mouthpiece on the master side,
ensuring that the proper sound was produced (La, A4) by
the slave side, as indicated by a musical tuner.
Figure 3 Spool-type servo valve.

The experimental results are shown in Figure 6, where
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panel (a) shows the result when the amplifier gain was KAG

Dynamic characteristics experiment

= 1.0 and panel (b) depicts the result for KAG = 2.0. These

In this section, the dynamic characteristics of the

results indicate that the device performs well as a breathing

device are described. In the experiments, the reference

assist device as well as a master–slave amplifier.

value of P2ref was given by:

For reference, a previous study conducted by a group
𝑃2𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 5.8 + 0.3sin 2𝜋𝑓𝑡 [kPa (gauge)]

from Université du Maine measured the pressure in the

(2)

mouth of a person who played an alto saxophone [7].
According to the report, the maximum mouth pressure was

The frequency (f) was varied from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. The

approximately 40–50 mbar (4–5 kPa gauge). This indicates

values of P2ref and P2 were compared by defining the gain

that the fabricated device is applicable not only to a

(G) as:

Venova, but also to a normal saxophone.
𝐺 = 20 log10 |

𝐴2
| [dB]
𝐴1

(3)

where A1 is the amplitude of the pressure of the reference
signal P2ref and A2 is the amplitude of the pressure P2.
Figure 7 shows the experimental results for the
frequency response of the device. Figure 7(a) shows the
result for 4 Hz as an example, and panel (b) shows the
summarized frequency response as a Bode diagram. The
Figure 5 Experimental setup.

results show that the fabricated device responds up to
approximately 5 Hz.

(a) KAG =1.0

(a) Time domain (4 Hz)

(b) KAG =2.0
Figure 6 Pressure profiles for different amplifier gains.

(b) Bode diagram (A2/A1)
Figure 7 Experimental results for the frequency response.
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CONCLUSION

ts/winds/casual_wind_instruments/venova/index.ht
ml.

In this study, a breathing assist device for saxophone
players with breathing problems was fabricated. The

[7] B. Gazengel, J. Dalmont, “Mechanical response

effectiveness of the breathing assist device as a master–

characterization

slave amplifier was confirmed through experiments. The

Acusticum, (Aalborg, Denmark), pp. 000124, 2011.

dynamic characteristics of the device were tested up to 10
Hz, and it was demonstrated that the device can respond
well for up to approximately 5 Hz.
Future research will include investigations into the
effectiveness of using an isothermal chamber, the
improvement of the dynamic characteristics of the device,
and the control of the reed holding position through a
piezoelectric actuator.
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High Precision Direct-Operated Relief Valve with the Variable Elasticity Spring
SungDong Kim1*
Abstract
The application of a variable elasticity spring was considered in this study to improve the pressure control
precision of conventional relief valves. The equilibrium equation of the forces acting on the valve poppet
was derived, and it is confirmed that the pressure override can be improved by matching the elastic rate of
the pressure adjusting coil spring to the equivalent elastic rate of the flow force. The design procedures of
the variable elasticity spring are presented, and some design application cases of the variable elasticity
spring are also introduced. Computer simulation analysis was performed on three cases: poppet closed flow
force structure, poppet open flow force structure with a constant elasticity spring, and the application of a
variable elasticity spring. It has been confirmed that the pressure control precision of the relief valve can
be improved significantly by applying a variable elasticity spring to the poppet open flow force structure.
Key Words
Relief Valve, Variable Elasticity Spring, Elastic Rate, Pressure Override, Flow Force

Nomenclature

m4
K eq : elastic rate of coil spring, N/m

Av : pressurized area of poppet, m2

K flow : equivalent elastic rate of hydraulic spring

As : cross-sectional area of upstream flow before

caused by flow force, N/m

orifice, m2

p : upstream pressure before poppet orifice, Pa

Cd : flow coefficient of poppet orifice, no

p0 : downstream pressure after poppet orifice, Pa

dimension

pc : cracking pressure of valve, Pa

dv : diameter of circular pressurized area, m

plow , phigh : low and high pressures for design,

d : diameter of spring coil, m

Pa

Fcoil0 : spring force at valve cracking condition,

Q : flow rate, m3/s

N

R : radius of spring trajectory from center of
Fcoilx : spring force added from cracking

polar coordinates, m

condition by the poppet displacement xppt , N

R i : initial radius of spring trajectory when θ is

Fflow : flow force, N

zero, m

Fp : static pressure force, N

v1 : velocity of upstream flow before poppet

FS : factor of safety, no dimension

orifice, m/s

G : shear modulus of spring material, N/m2

v2 : flow velocity around poppet orifice, m/s

I : polar second moment of spring sectional area,

xppt : displacement of poppet from cracking
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condition, m

valves, the adjustment valves that operate the main

xscr : initial compression displacement of coil

body valves are of a direct type construction, so it
can be said that a direct type structure is essential.

spring, which determines cracking pressure, m
X(θ) : height of spring trajectory from θ − R

Recently, various studies have been conducted
such as

polar plane, m
X free : height of spring trajectory when pressure

that

attempts

to

apply

proportional control technology to general pressure
control valves including relief valves, research2)

is zero, m
X seat : height of spring trajectory when pressure

that analyzes the dynamic characteristics of valve
structure and part shape, and flow analysis3).

is phigh , m

However, while studies on control precision of

β : half of tip angle of free conical spring, rad
∆δ(θ)

research1)

:

displacement

for

an

incremental

pressure control valves have been actively studied
in the past, it is difficult to find recent studies that

pressure, which is integrated for θ range, m
δ(θ) : total displacement which is integrated for

improve their precision. In particular, studies on
improving the precision of direct-type relief valves

a pressure from zero to p, m
θ : angular displacement of spring trajectory in

consisting of a very simple structure are even more
rare. Kim Sung-won and two others studied poppet

θ − R polar plane, rad
θEff : effective spring angle in trajectory, rad

geometry to minimize pressure override for a

θspr : spring angle at low design pressure plow ,

direct-type relief valve4), but it was not an attempt
to improve the arrangement of poppets and springs

rad

and the structure of the spring itself to reduce

φ : jet angle around poppet and seat, rad

pressure override.

ρ : mass density of oil, kg/m3

There are two kinds of conventional structure of a
direct-operated relief valve: the first is that fluid
Subscripts

flows near the poppet in the direction of the poppet

ppt : poppet

closing, as shown in Fig. 1, and the second is that

scr : screw

fluid flows in the direction of the poppet opening,
as shown in Fig. 2. The structure of Fig. 1's poppet
1. Introduction

closing fluid force is a structure of conventional
relief valves in the past, and is detailed in the

Hydraulic power is used in most special vehicles,
including

construction

and

agricultural

machineries, and relief valves are a major
component of almost essential use in these

hydraulic technical book of Reference 5. The
structure of Fig. 2's poppet opening fluid force is a
relatively recent structure that can also be realized
as a differential area relief valve in Reference 6.

hydraulic power circuits. The relief valve is a valve
of the pressure control function and is divided into
direct operated type and pilot operated type in
terms of structure. Even in pilot-operated relief

The fluid force of Fig. 1 not only acts in the
direction of closing the poppet, but also the
pressure setting coil spring acts in the direction of
closing the poppet; it results in very poor pressure
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control precision. The Fig. 2's structure in which

example of designing variable elasticity springs

fluid force opens the poppet is a structure that

based on Matlab and simulating the pressure

improves the precision of pressure control because

control performance of the designed valves.

the fluid force acts in a direction that offsets the
coil spring force that closes the poppet. However,
due to the use of coil springs with a constant
coefficient of elasticity, pressure control is less
precise in low pressure areas where the elasticity of
coil springs differs significantly from that of fluid
force springs.
Fig. Lỗi! Thẻ đánh dấu không được xác định.
Configuration of the poppet opening flow force

2. Variable elasticity springs and force
equilibrium on poppet

2.1 Variable elasticity springs
Fig. Lỗi! Thẻ đánh dấu không được xác định.

The variable elasticity of the coil spring means
that as the spring compresses, a portion of the

Configuration of the poppet closing flow force

spring is stuck in the spring seat, thereby
In this work, we present a method to apply a

shortening

the

effective

spring

length

and

variable elasticity spring that further improves the

increasing the elasticity of the spring. The term

precision of pressure control of relief valves by

'spring elasticity' here means the rate of the

matching the elasticity of springs to the elasticity

incremental amount of compressive force over the

effect of fluid forces in addition to the Fig. 2's

micro amount of displacement in the spring. The

structure of the poppet opening fluid force. The

elasticity of common springs is constant regardless

'variable elasticity' here means that elasticity

of the magnitude of the strain, so it is called the

changes and increases with the size of the set

'spring constant'. On the other hand, the elasticity

pressure. The action of the fluid force can be

of the variable spring changes, which is referred to

considered as a spring with increased elasticity

as the term 'elasticity rate'.

(hereinafter referred to as the fluid force spring)

The general shape of a variable elasticity spring

depending on the size of the pressure set in the

may change the thickness of the coil wire itself, and

relief valve, which changes the elasticity of the coil

the shape of the coil can be implemented in various

spring to match the elasticity of the fluid force

ways, such as conical or cylindrical, while the

spring. In this work, we present the design method

thickness of the spring is constant. A cone shape

of variable elasticity springs, and we introduce an

may be a representative shape and it is shown in
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Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

strongly the poppet to the poppet seat, and the
pressure setting value is also increased. If the
pressure on the inlet side of the pressure control
valve increases, the force acting in the direction of
opening the poppet from the seat will also increase.
When this open force reaches the compressive
force of the coil spring, the poppet is about to open,
and the pressure at this moment is called cracking
pressure, which can be considered as the set
pressure that the user wants to control. The static
hydraulic forces (Fp ) and spring forces (Fcoil0 ) are

Fig. Lỗi! Thẻ đánh dấu không được xác định.

equilibrium with each other in the cracking state,

Overall configuration of the relief valve with poppet

expressed as shown in equation (1).

opening flow force and variable elasticity spring
x

Fcoil0 = ∫0 scr K eq (x) d x = pc Av = Fp

(1)

In equation (1), K eq means the elasticity of the
coil

spring,

xscr is

the

initial

compression

displacement of the coil spring by tightening the
adjusting screw, pc is the cracking pressure, and
Av is the hydraulic area, which is given as πdv 2 /4

Fig. Lỗi! Thẻ đánh dấu không được xác định. the
opening flow force poppet and variable elasticity
spring

for the diameter dv of the hydraulic circular area.
In this cracking state, the flow Q through the
valve is zero, and the poppet open displacement
xppt must be increased in order to increase the flow

As the shape of the variable elasticity spring is

rate, which is given in equation (2).

implemented as a cone, the shape of the seat, where
Q = Cd π dv xppt sinφ √

the spring is stuck, can also be implemented as a
cone. These are considered effective in a viewpoint
of a stable sticking structure because the contact

Cd π dv xppt sinφ √

2 ( p − p0 )
ρ

≈

2p
ρ

(2)

points of the spring's neighboring coil and the seat
form a triangular structure.

where Cd is the flow coefficient, φ is angle of
flow jet, ρ is fluid density,

2.2 Force equilibrium on poppet

p

means the

upstream pressure before the poppet and p0 means

As the pressure setting screw is tightened in Fig.
3, the compressive force of the coil spring adheres

the downstream pressure after the poppet, that is
practically the atmospheric pressure(≈ 0).
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As flow rate increases and the poppet opening

displacement, and the elasticity of the fluid spring

displacement xppt increases, the flow force and the

(K flow = Cd π dv sin2φ p ) varies proportionally to

compressive force of the coil spring increase,

the pressure.
If the elasticity K eq of the coil spring in

respectively. Those forces are expressed in

equation (6) can be set close to the elasticity K flow

equations of (3) and (4), respectively.

of the fluid spring, the change in the poppet
Fflow = ρ Q (v2 cos φ − v1 ) =
ρ Cd π dv xppt sinφ √
Cd π dv xppt sinφ √

2p
ρ

2p
ρ

•(√

displacement xppt and the valve flow rate Q may
2p
ρ

result in less pressure changes.

cosφ −

3. Design procedures of variable elasticity spring

/As ) =

Cd π dv sin2φ p xppt − 2p( Cd π dv sinφ xppt )2 /As
≈ Cd π dv sin2φ p xppt

The methods and procedures for designing
variable elasticity coil springs below introduce one

(3)

of various procedures and methods that can be
As means the sectional area of the poppet

upstream flow. The second term of the forth line of

considered.

Some

items

may

be

selected

empirically, and the order may be changed.

expression (3) can be ignored because the sectional

The key technology is to design an spring that

area As of the upstream flow before the poppet is

varies with the elasticity of the coil spring

much larger than the poppet opening area

depending on the pressure change, which is

(π dv xppt sinφ ).

complex and computationally large, so it is possible
to

F coilx = K eq xppt

(4)

use

a

computer

program.

Conceptually

describing the design process can be described as
follows:

The spring force acting in the direction of closing

① Select the shear elasticity coefficient G and

the poppet and the flow force acting in the direction
of opening the poppet reaches

equilibrium and

equal, and then, expressed in equations of (5) and

wire diameter d of the spring material and select
low pressure plow and high pressure phigh as a
range of pressure of variable elasticity. A low

(6).

pressure of zero value widens the range of variable
Fcoil0 + Fcoilx = Fp + Fflow

(5)

elasticity, but it is difficult for the spring to be too
long. The high pressure phigh must be set several

xscr

∫0

times higher than the actual operating pressure to

K eq (x) d x + K eq xppt =

p Av Cd πdv sin2φ p xppt

give a large machining margin to the pitch distance

= p 𝐴𝑣 + 𝐾𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑥𝑝𝑝𝑡

between the neighboring wires of the spring.

(6)
In equation (6), the flow force can be considered

② The basic shape of the coil spring is a cone-

to be a fluid spring acting in the direction of

shaped spring, such as Fig. 5 through Fig. 6, and

opening the poppet and in proportion to the poppet
~ 17 ~

the function of the spring spiral trajectory is
determined as shown in equation (7) through (8)
based on the condition that the spring is settled on
the spring seat.
R(θ) =

d sinβ
2π

Xseat (θ) =

θ + Ri

d cosβ
2π

(7)

θ

(8)

θ means the angle of rotation from the spring

start point, as shown in Fig. 5, and the radius R
Fig. 5 Plane projected view of the spring on R − θ

and height X of each spring point are all
represented in the independent variable θ . The

polar coordinates

radius R(θ) is the distance from the spring center
axis to the spring spiral trajectory, and R i is the
radius of the spring start point at θ = 0. Fig. 5
shows a trajectory projection of a spring that is
projected onto a plane of a R − θ polar coordinate
system.
In equation (8) X(θ) is a variable that represents
the height of the spring trajectory, and Xseat (θ) is a
function of the height in the reference condition of

Fig. Lỗi! Thẻ đánh dấu không được xác định. Side

the state of settled on the spring seat, as shown in

view of the spring settled on the seat

Fig. 6. The angle β corresponds to half of the cone
angle of the cone-shaped spiral trajectory. If the
value of β is 0, it is a cylindrical cylinder whose
radius value does not change. While the main
function of the spring seat in Fig. 6 is to change the
elasticity rate of the spring in contact with the
invalid length part of the spring, additional
functions may be performed to prevent buckling
where the spring contact part is distorted as
pressure increases.
③ Determine the length of the spring angle θspr

The displacement ∆δlow (θ) at each point of the
spring is the displacement which is accumulated for
the angular range of from 0 to θ. The displacement
∆δlow (θ) is given by an equation (9). When the
pressure setting screw is turned to set a pressure,
the displacement ∆δ(θ) begins at the point of
′θ = 0′ in contact with the poppet, and the
displacement accumulates as the angle θ increases
and is given as shown in equation (9).

to obtain the coil spring elasticity that is equivalent
to the elasticity of the fluid spring at low reference
pressure

plow .

The

following

θ plow Av R(θ )3

∆δlow (θ) = ∫0

GI

dθ

(9)

theoretical
I is the polar secondary area moment of the spring

expressions of equation (9) through (12) are used.
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cumulative displacement δ(θ)

wire, given as shown in equation (10).

are calculated,

varying by a small incremental pressure ∆p from
I =

π d4

low pressure plow to high pressure phigh . The

(10)

32

cumulative displacement means the accumulated
The elasticity K flow Low of the fluid spring at
pressure plow and the elasticity K coil Low of the

displacement for the pressure value from zero to a
given pressure p.

coil spring are given by equation (11) and equation
pn ew = pold + ∆p

(12), respectively.

K flow Low = Cd π dv sin2φ plow

(16)

In the effective spring area of 0 ∼ θEffOld , the

(11)

incremental displacement is calculated in the
K coilLow = FS • K flow Low ≡

( plow − 0) Av
∆δlow (θ)

(12)

following expression (17), and in the invalid spring
area of θEffOld ∼ θspr is given as the fixed

Here, FS is a safety factor to prevent the poppet

displacement in the expression (18).
θ ∆p Av R(θ )3

∆δ(θ) = ∫0

from opening unstablely large. The value θ of the
moment meeting expression (12) is the angular

GI

dθ for 0 ≤ θ ≤ θEffOld

(17)

length θspr of the effective spring. The value of
∆δlow (θspr )

∆δ(θ) = ∆δ(θEffOld ) for θEffOld ≤ θ ≤ θspr

in equation (12) is the spring

(18)

displacement for pressure changes from pressure
The

zero to pressure plow .
④

The

cumulative

displacement

variable

incremental

displacement

∆δ(θ)

are

reflected to the displacement δold before the
pressure is increased.

δold (θ) , the effective spring angle variable
θEffOld , and the pressure p are all initialized to

δn ew = δold + ∆δ(θ)

(19)

low pressure state values and are given expressions
(13) to (15). These variables are required for the
calculation process from low

⑥ The fluid spring elasticity rate is calculated

pressure plow to
from the equation (20) for an incremented pressure

high pressure phigh .

pn ew , and the effective spring angle θEffNew is
δold (θ) = ∆δlow (θspr )

(13)

obtained under conditions that satisfy equation (20)
and equation (21).

θEffOld = θspr

(14)

pold = plow

(15)

K flow N ew = Cd π dv sin2φ pn ew

K coil = FS • K flow N ew ≡

⑤ The incremental displacement ∆δ(θ) and
~ 19 ~

∆p Av
∆δ(θ)

(20)

(21)

In equation (21), the incremental displacement
∆δ(θ) is the value calculated by equation (17).

is set at 900 bar to be marginal enough for big
tolerance to actual operating pressure range. The

⑦ If the pressure pn ew is less than the high
design pressure phigh , update the values of the

actual pressure range is considered to be 0 to 210
bar.

various parameters as shown in the following
expressions and return to step ⑤ and repeat.

δold = δn ew

(22)

θEffOld = θEffN ew

(23)

pold = pn ew

(24)

⑧ A cumulative displacement δn ew containing
a history of equilibrium between the elasticity of
the fluid spring and the elasticity of the coil spring
up to the high design pressure phigh is added to
the spring spiral trajectory X seat (θ) in the settled
state of the spring seat. Then, the spring spiral
trajectory

X free (θ)

in

no-load

condition

Fig. Lỗi! Thẻ đánh dấu không được xác định. Flow
chart of the procedure to design the spring

is

obtained and it is the free spring spiral trajectory,
In Fig. 8 of the conical spring, the spring wire

which can be used to manufacture the spring.

diameter d is 0.007 m, the initial spiral radius is
Xfree (θ) = Xseat (θ) + δ(θ)

0.01 m, and half angle β of the cone tip

(25)

is

choosed as 30 degrees. In Fig. 8, the dotted
The design process of the ideal variable elasticity

trajectory is the corresponding trajectory to Fig. 6,

spring is summarized in the flow chart given in Fig.

where all parts of the spring are seated on the seat

7.

at pressure 900 bar. The solid-line trajectory of Fig.
8 shows the trajectory for spring machining as a

4. Application Cases

coil-centered trajectory under zero load of pressure
Two types of conical and cylindrical springs are

0 bar.

designed as examples of variable elasticity springs,

In the cylindrical spring of Fig. 9, the wire

shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. The low

diameter is also selected as 0.007 m, the initial

design reference pressure is set at 70 bar (1 bar =

helical radius is 0.01 m, and half angle β of the

100,000 Pa), and the high design reference pressure

cone tip is 0 degree. At Fig. 9, the dotted line is
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also a trajectory with a pressure of 900 bar, with all

In Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, the elasticity K coil of the

parts of the spring settling on the seat. The solid-

coil spring shows that the elasticity K flow of the

line trajectory is the load-free trajectory with a

fluid spring is properly tracked. The reason for the

pressure of 0 bar.

difference of about 10% is that the safety factor is

The behavior of the elasticity rate of the spring

1.1 to prevent unstable opening of the poppet if the

given in Fig. 8~9 was determined using the

coil spring happened to be less elastic than the fluid

calculations of the Matlab program to compare the

elasticity. On the other hand, the constant elasticity

elasticity rate of the fluid force spring.

K const of springs used in conventional pressure
control valves differs significantly from that of
fluid elasticity K flow. In other words, the variable
elasticity spring pressure control valve is expected
to have precise pressure performance because the
coil spring force to close the poppet is similar to
the fluid spring force to open the poppet, while the
conventional constant elastic spring pressure valve
has a significant pressure override due to the spring
force that is larger than the flow force. The poppet
closing force of the coil spring is superposed on the

Fig. Lỗi! Thẻ đánh dấu không được xác định.

poppet closing flow force in the valve of Fig. 1,

Trajectories of the cone spring for the

'poppet closing flow force', causing a greater

pressure of 0 bar free load and 900 bar.

increase in pressure.

(d=0.007 m , Ri=0.01 m, β=0 °)

Fig. 10 shows the elasticity rate is linear for the
cracking pressure as explained before the elasticity
of the fluid spring varies proportionally to the
pressure: K flow = Cd π dv sin2φ p . On the
other hand, Fig. 11 shows that the corresponding
elasticity value increases faster than the simple
straight shape as the displacement of the pressure
set screw increases.

Fig. 9 Trajectories of the cylindrical spring for the
pressure of 0 bar free load and 900 bar.
(Design conditions : 70 bar low and 900 bar
high, d=0.007 m , Ri=0.01 m, β=0 °)
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Fig. 10 Spring elastic rate against the cracking
pressure pcrack.

very low at around 4 bar. The pressure of the
conventional constant elastic spring valve increased
significantly to 23 bar, and the pressure of the
poppet-closing

flow-force

structure

increased

tremendously to nearly 40 bar.
If the valve has a set pressure (or cracking
pressure) of 100 bar, the pressure on the variable
spring valve appears to be very small quantitatively
as the flow increases, while the pressure on the
constant elastic spring valve still shows a large
Fig. 11 Spring elastic rate against the displacement

value of 15 bar. In a valve with a poppet-closing
flow-force structure, the pressure has risen nearly

The quantitative size of the pressure precision of
the relief valve with a variable elasticity spring of

40 bar, which is very different from the pressure
increase in the variable elasticity spring valve.
Even in areas of high pressure with a set pressure

Fig. 8∼9 was calculated via a MATLAB computer

(or cracking pressure) of 150 bar, the pressure of

program. The quantitative size of the pressure

the variable elasticity spring valve shows a small

precision means the pressure increase or pressure

pressure increase of several bar, regardless of the

override due to the increase in poppet displacement

size of the set pressure, which is significantly

and flow rate.

smaller than that of the constant elastic spring valve

Fig. 12 shows the pressure precision for three

and the poppet-closing flow-force valve.

types of valves: relief valve of a variable elasticity
spring, relief valve of a constant elastic spring, and
relief

valve

of

a

poppet-closing

flow-force

structure. The precision of a relief valve means that
there is less pressure change with respect to the
flow rate of relief valve. Fig. 12 shows the
characteristics between valve flow and pressure for
the opening displacement of the poppet from 0 to
0.68 mm.
When a set pressure (or cracking pressure) is of

Fig. 12 Plots of the flow-pressure ( Q − p )

50 bar, this is in a pressure area where the

characteristics for the three relief valve types

capability of the variable elasticity spring is not
applied. However, the low design pressure of the

5. Conclusion

variable spring valve was 70 bar, with a small
difference from the set pressure of 50 bar, and the

In this work, we present the application of

pressure increase of the variable spring valve was

variable elasticity springs to the poppet-opening
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flow-force structure as a way to reduce pressure

3) Yoon, Ju Ho, Youn, Jang Won, Son, Ho Yeon,

override and improve control precision of the

Kim, Dang Ju, and Ahn, Kyoung Kwan,

direct-operated relief valve, as well as the design

"Simulation

procedure, design case, and the pressure control

Characteristic using CFD Analysis", Journal of

performance of the direct-operated relief valve.

Drive and Control, Vol.14, No.1, pp.14-22, 2017.

of

EPPR

Valve

Flow

Force

Simulation results showed the greatest pressure

4) S. W. Kim, Y. M. Seo, H. S. Ahn,

override and the lowest pressure control precision

"Optimization of Poppet Shape to Minimize

when fixed elastic springs were applied to the

Override on Direct acting Relief Valve", Drive

conventional poppet-closing flow-force structures,

Control 2015 Spring Conference, p.p 165~171,

while the very small pressure override and

2015.

excellent pressure control precision when the

5) Lee, Ill Yeong and Technique Education

variable elasticity spring was applied to poppet-

Business Division in Bosch Rexroth Korea,

opening flow-force structure. The application of

"Hydraulic

fixed elastic springs to the poppet-opening flow-

Edition, pp. 220-223 and 232-244, 2019.

force structure showed moderate performance in

6) Robert Eugene Rennington II, “A Numerical

the front two cases.

and Experimental Investigation of Direct Acting

Engineering",

Munundang,

2nd

In the future, a study is planned to manufacture a

Differential Area Relief Valves”, A dissertation
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ABSTRACT
The micro impulse test system is an important device which can test the performance of the micro thruster. In this paper,
a novel micro impulse test system is proposed based on the air flotation method. The testing system method has been
built which uses the micro damping model. According to the air flotation method, the impulse can be calculated which
only determined by the motion period and torque of the system. The moment of inertia and elastic coefficient can be
replaced in this model. The accuracy of the system can be improved due to the systematical simplification. And the thrust
influence rules are calculated on the measurement results. The air floated platform has been built and the impulse can be
tested in the system. The test results show that the test precision is satisfied with micro impulse. The test error is less than
2% in 40ms thrust test.
KEY WORDS
Micro impulse, air flotation platform, torque, micro thruster

NOMENCLATURE

I

requirements for the propulsion system. It should be have

Moment of inertia of the swing mechanism
2

[ kg m ]

higher precision attitude adjustment and control function
and it also have the small quality, high specific impulse
and achieved automatic control easily[8-10].With the



Angular velocity of the swing mechanism [/s]

Mq

Torque sensor data [ Ng m ]



Angle of the swing mechanism []

microsatellites technology development the many thruster
have been researched, for example the cold air micro
thruster, pulse plasma micro thruster and holzer thruster
[11-13]

F
r
k
T

reflect the thrust changing truly and intuitively when the

Thrust of the Nozzle [ N ]

electrical parameters and the medium parameters changed.

Arm of the thrust [ m ]
Elastic coefficient of torque sensor [ N/m ]
Oscillation period of the system [ s ]

The design can be evaluated using by the test system.
Thus, it should be development a novel test system to
enhance the measurement accuracy.
In

INTRODUCTION
With the continuous expansion of space missions, the
application of microsatellites has been development in
resents

years[1-4].The

microsatellites

have

several

characteristics such as light weight, small size and low
cost[5-7].The

microsatellites

have

.The precise measurement of the micro thrust can

more

stringent

order

to

satisfy

the

thrust

measurement

requirements of different types of micro thrusters, many
types of micro thrust measurement system should be built
[14]

.The typical micro thrust measurement systems can be

divided into four types, torsion pendulum, balance, single
pendulum, and cantilever[15-17].The torsion pendulum type
is one of the most important measurement system. The
~ 24 ~

fundamental operating principle can be described. The

The Theory model has been established in the

force of micro thruster acts on the horizontal beam and

mechanical model. The air has been ejected in t1 and

then the horizontal beam is deflected in the horizontal

stopped in t2. The maximum amplitude has been defined

plane. The horizontal beam is tended to a new equilibrium

as t3. In this time the speed gets to zero. The kinetic

position when the flexible pivot force is recovered. The

energy and elastic potential energy presents all the

new equilibrium position can be measured in order to

mechanical energy.

obtain the thrust performance.
The researchers have done many researches in the
thruster. Thrust stands calibration has been accomplished
in several ways. Haag designed an impact pendulum. The
system can hit the thruster with a computable momentum
by measuring its velocity before and after the impact and
multiplying the marginal value of velocity by the mass of
the impact pendulum[18].Cubing et al. also used a
pendulum, but the momentum created was obtained by
integrating the force recorded by a force transducer
during the impact[19].Tang et al. has been introduced a

Figure.1 The schematic diagram of novel testing system

new calibration technique based on an electromagnetic
force. The electromagnetic force has been used as a part
of feedback or a damper in several thrust stands [20].
In this paper, a novel micro impulse test system is
proposed based on the air flotation method. The testing
system method has been built which uses the micro
damping model. According to the air flotation method,
the impulse can be calculated which only determined by
the motion period and torque of the system. The moment
of inertia and elastic coefficient can be replaced in this
model. The accuracy of the system can be improved due
to the systematical simplification. And the thrust
influence rules are calculated on the measurement results.
The air floated platform has been built and the impulse
can be test in the system. The test results show that the
test precision is satisfied with micro impulse. The micro

The time of t2 should be selected when the inertia
moment is equal to the elastic torque of the table motion.
Work from our laboratory has shown that the kinetic
energy of the platform is mainly converted from the spray
force. The potential energy is very small in the system.
When the velocity is maximum, the torque sampling
value is about 0.0026 Nm. The nozzle thrust is about 5
mN at the same time. It is less than 2% which relative to
the peak value of the spray force. It is means that the
effect of the spray force can be ignored after the real
sampling point. Thus, the maximum speed point can be
regarded as the end of spray force point. In the real test
system, the maximum speed point can be easily tested.
The spray force starts from t1 and stops at t2. The
mechanical energy is constant from t2 to t3 after the time
of t1. The theory can be analyzed based on the

1
1
1
I t 2 2 + kt22 = kt23
2
2
2

impulse is 0.034Ns.

(1)

Novel Micro-Impulse Testing System
t2

The air floating platform has little interfering
moment. This part of interfering moment can be
neglected. Thus, the analysis model has been built. The
torque sensor is calibrated as a linear spring oscillator
model. The linear relationship between the feedback
value of torque sensor and rotation angle of elastic
element can be described in linear relation. The slope is

 ( Fr − M

The slope is k =

k=



)dt = I (t 2 − t1 ) = I t 2

(2)

Mq



. According to the (1) and (2),

the equation (3) is
t2

Mq

q

t1

t2

 Frdt =  M q dt +

. The mechanical model has been built in

t1

Figure.1.
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t1

I
(M qt2 3 − M qt2 2 )
k

(3)

The equation (3) can be achieved when the equation

t2

 Frdt = 9.9 10

I
is built.
T = 2
k
t2

−4

Nm  s

(6)

t1

-3

t2

T
t1 Frdt = t1 M q dt + 2

(M

2
qt 3

−M

5

2
qt 2

)

(4)

x 10

4
3
2

Mq/N·m

In the theory, the parameters of Mq, t1, t2 and t3 can
be tested easily. Thus, the micro impulse can be accurate

1
0
-1

obtained.

-2
-3
-4

Simulation Analysis
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According to the equation of motion, the following

Figure.3 Curve of moment changing with time

simulation model can be obtained. The governing
equation of the model has been shown in equation 5.

The ideal input (t1=1.000s, t2=1.040s, t3=1.371s )
t2

 ( Fr − M

q

)dt = I (t 2 − t1 )

(5)

t1

could be obtained in Figure.3. The impulse result of
formula (4) could be calculated as fellow:
t2

 Frdt = 9.78 10

Considering the dynamic characteristics of the nozzle

−4

Nm  s

(7)

t1

output, set it to
Linear output of 0-66mN for 1000ms-1010ms;

The error between formula (4) and formula(5) is the

Stable output of 66mN at 1010ms-1030ms;

potential energy of the system at the end of the spray

Linear output of 66mN-0 for 1030ms-1040ms.

force. Because the potential energy of the system is very
small, the error is only 1.2%, which belongs to the
method error. This error will cause the measurement
result of the system to be smaller, but has little influence
on the calculation result of the system.
In the actual test, there will be other errors, such as
time measurement error and torque measurement error.
According to the sensor accuracy, set the time
measurement error as ± 5ms, and the torque sensor range
as 0.2N·m (accuracy 0.5%, 0.001N·m).
The simulate data is t2=1±0.002 s; t3 =1.040 ±0.002 s
and Mq= Mq +0.001N·m,which is shown in Figure4.
-3

5

x 10

4
3

Mq/N·m

2
1
0

-1
-2

Figure.2 Simulation model and moment diagram

-3
-4
-5
0

At this time, the movement of the platform has been

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

t/ms

6000

7000

8000

9000

10000

shown in Figure 3. Then the ideal impulse can be

Figure.4 Curve of moment changing with time

calculated as fellow:

After data processing, we can get the data for
calculation as t1=1.005s, t3= 1.376s, t=1.395s. The
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impulse result of formula (4) could be calculated as

t2

 Frdt = 9.84 10

fellow:

−4

Nm  s

(10)

t1

t2

 Frdt = 9.88 10

−4

Nm  s

(8)

It can be seen that the resistance moment has little

t1

influence on the system (the amplitude of resistance
The error between the calculated result and the ideal
result is 0.2%. The time measurement error could be
enlarged to ± 10ms. The calculation results are t1=0.995s,

moment is difficult to tested accurately, and could be
estimated

to

the

actual

movement

phenomenon).

t3=1.361s, t=1.39s. The impulse result of formula (4)
could be calculated as fellow:

according

Lastly, the results of dynamic simulation with all
factors considered could be calculated as follows: t1 =

t2

1.005s, t3 = 1.381s, t = 1.39s;

−4
 Frdt = 9.79 10 Nm  s

(9)
t2

t1

 Frdt = 9.80 10

The errors between the calculated result and the ideal

−4

Nm  s

(11)

t1

result is 1.2%. The simulate test shows that the
The comprehensive error was 1.01%.

measurement system is not sensitive to time measurement
error and sensor error. It is of great significance to reduce

Experimental Results

the system cost.
Considering the dynamic characteristics between the

Figure 6 shows the novel experimental system of

output thrust of the nozzle and torque of the table, the

micro impulse. The experiment system consist torque

relationship curve between torque and time is obtained, as

sensor, sensor pedestal, braced frame, support table of air

shown in Figure.2. The simulation analysis shows that

flotation, linker length of air-capacitor and air-capacitor

there is still a certain friction moment in the air bearing,

component.

and there is a certain wind resistance in the rotation of the

The sensor pedestal has been fixed on the table of air

air bearing platform, so there is energy loss, so as time

flotation and the coaxiality can be assured between the

goes on, the moment is getting smaller and smaller. It is

sensor pedestal and the table of air flotation. The rotation

better to choose the first cycle to calculate the impulse,

synchronism can be guaranteed between the sensor

which will improve the accuracy.

pedestal and the table of air flotation.
The linker length of air-capacitor and table of air

-3

5

x 10

flotation has been connected. There is a scale on the face

4
3

of the table of air flotation. The scale coincides with the

Mq/N·m

2
1

table of air flotation centre. The linker length of

0

air-capacitor has been aligned to the scale of the table of

-1

air flotation. The structure is suitable for the side

-2

elevation of linker length through the table of air flotation

-3

center. The linker length of air-capacitor and air-capacitor

-4
-5
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

t/ms

6000

7000

8000

9000

10000

Figure.5 The simulation result of torque value in
different time

component has been fixed. Under the connection the
precision of air-capacitor component can be ensured. The
side wall of air-capacitor parallels to the side elevation of
linker length. There is a nozzle on the air-capacitor. The

As the resistance moment is actually a damping effect,

jet axis of nozzle is perpendicular to the table of air

it has little influence on the period, but has a certain

flotation center. The table of air flotation, sensor pedestal
and braced frame are all fixed on the marble base table.

influence on the amplitude of M q . Take the first period

The torque sensor puts on the sensor pedestal. The

for calculation, and the results are as follows

compressed air can poured into the support table of air
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flotation. The support table of air flotation can be floated

physical quantity. The wireless communication can be

with the air in it and then the torque sensor can be fixed.

achieved in the system with the lower computer.

Figure.6 the novel experimental system of micro
impulse

Figure.7 the pressure response with 40 ms jet interval
Table 1. The pressure response error

The pressure response can be tested when inputs the
instruction. The jet interval has been defined in 40 ms.

Number

The pressure response has been shown in Figure. 6.
Figure.7 has been shown that the pressure getting

of

40ms
input

interval

output

measure

interv

outpu

al

t

lower with the time increase. The real jet intervals are

ments

40.8ms, -43.2ms, -41.2ms, -39.5ms and -38.9ms. The real

1

40.8

43.2

41.2

39.5

38.9

error has been calculated in 10 times measurement. The

2

40.1

40.2

39.7

40.3

41.1

3

42.1

39.1

40.3

41.2

39.7

4

39.3

39.9

41.2

40.1

42.3

5

39.9

41.2

40.2

39.1

39.9

6

40.6

41.6

40.3

38.8

39.1

7

38.9

42.3

41.2

40.6

39.2

8

41.7

40.9

39.3

41.2

40.1

9

40.5

39.1

43.2

41.0

39.3

10

41.2

40.6

40.7

39.9

40.1

everage

40.5

40.8

40.7

40.2

40.0

error（%

1.25

2.0

1.75

0.5

0.0

test results show that error is less than 2%. The error
value has been shown in table 1.
The air has been ejected in t1 and the maximum speed
point is t2. The Maximum amplitude has been defined as
t3. The period has been defined as the stage swing period,
and the oscillation value defined as the peak value of the
shaking moment in the initial state of the platform. The
torque can be tested by the torque sensor. The type of
torque sensor is CYB-802s. The range is 0.2 Nm and an
accuracy is 0.5%. The range of nozzle arm is 0.5m, the
highest accuracy of the spray test is 2mN and the

）

response frequency is 2 kHz. The test electronic control

Figure 8 shows the results of the torque test. Figure 8

system is built based on the air floating platform. The
battery lithium has been used as the power source. The
DC-DC linear stabilizing module can be powered by the
battery. The Net-2801 board has been used in the test
system. The range of sampling frequency is 31-250 kHz.
The measurement accuracy is 0.1%. The board has some
characteristics such as independent acquisition function.
Thus, the acquisition system can be written under the
windows system and the LabVIEW has been used to
develop test software which can be achieved the realize
control of the solenoid valve and the collection of

(a) and (b) are the air jetting period of 40 ms and 60 ms,
respectively. With the air jet into the system the plate has
been moved and the torque sensor can transform the data
to the computer. This is the principle of conservation of
mechanical energy. In fact, there is a certain friction
moment in the air bearing, and there is a certain wind
resistance in the rotation of the air bearing platform. Thus,
the moment becomes smaller and smaller. It can also be
put forward that it is better to choose the first cycle to
calculate the impulse. In order to obtain the time in max
velocity the differential coefficient of torque has been
~ 28 ~

calculated as shown in Figure. 9.

Figure.8 The torque value in 40ms thrust test

Conclusion
In this paper, a novel test system of micro impulse
has been proposed. The testing system method has been
built based on the micro damping model. According to
the micro impulse method, the impulse can be calculated
which only determined by the motion period and twist
value of the system. The moment of inertia and elastic
coefficient can be replaced in this model. The accuracy of
the system can be improved due to the systematical
simplification. The flow field has been analyzed and the
dynamic process of the thrust can be observed in the
simulation results. The air floated platform has been built
and the impulse can be test in the system. The test results
show that the test precision is satisfied with micro
impulse.

Sampling Frequency:5120Hz
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ABSTRACT
With the progress in virtual reality technology, various virtual objects can be displayed using head-mounted displays
(HMD). However, force feedback sensations such as pushing against a virtual object are not possible with an HMD only.
Focusing on force feedback, desktop-type devices are generally used, but the user cannot move in a virtual space because
such devices are fixed on a desk. With a wearable force feedback device, users can move around while experiencing
force feedback. Therefore, the authors have developed a wearable force feedback device using a magnetorheological
fluid clutch and pneumatic rubber artificial muscle, aiming at presenting the elasticity, friction, and viscosity of an object.
To date, we have developed a wearable four-degree-of-freedom (4-DOF) force feedback device and have quantitatively
evaluated that it can present commanded elastic, frictional, and viscous forces to the end effector. However, sensory
evaluation with a human has not been performed. In this paper, therefore, we conduct a sensory evaluation of the
proposed method. In the experiment, frictional and viscous forces are rendered in a virtual space using a 4-DOF force
feedback device. Subjects are asked to answer questions on a 1- to 7-point scale, from 1 (not at all) to 4 (neither) to 7
(strongly). The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used for all data, and answer 4 (neither) was used as compared standard
data. The experimental results confirmed that the user could feel the presence or absence of viscous and frictional forces.
However, the magnitude of those forces was not sensed correctly.
KEY WORDS
Force feedback device, Pneumatic artificial muscle, Magneto rheological fluid

INTRODUCTION
With the development of virtual reality (VR)
technology, users can recognize various virtual objects
while moving in a space such as a room. They do this by
wearing a head-mounted display (HMD). However, with

HMD alone, touching an object in the VR space does not
provide force and tactile sensations, as in real space.
Therefore, it is difficult to grasp the mechanical
characteristics of the object. Focusing on haptic
technology, general haptic devices are desktop ones such
as Touch, by 3D Systems [1], and Omega 7, by Force
~ 31 ~

Dimension [2]. A desktop device is used by placing it on

evaluation of the proposed method by rendering frictional

a desk, so there is an advantage that the user does not

and viscous forces in a virtual space by combining a 4-

support the weight of the device. However, the user

DOF force feedback device and the HMD.

cannot move in the virtual space because the device is
fixed. If a wearable device was developed, it would be

FORCE FEEDBACK METHOD

possible to present haptics in wide space. Many wearable

Overview of the proposed joint

haptic devices have been studied thus far [3-7]. However,

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a force

because these devices provide force feedback through a

feedback joint that with an MR fluid clutch and artificial

motor and reduction gear, their back-drivability is low.

muscle. The proposed system consists of pneumatic

Therefore, the force-rendering quality in the free-to-move

artificial muscle, an MR clutch, a wire, a pulley, and an

state is low. A method using a direct-drive motor is also

attachment part. The pneumatic artificial muscle is used

conceivable, but an increase in the mass of the motor

as a variable elastic element, and the MR clutch is used as

itself would be inevitable.

a variable torque-transmitting element. Figure 2 shows a

As an alternative to a motor and reduction gear, the

schematic diagram of the presentation method for the

authors developed a wearable force feedback device that

free-to-move state for friction, viscosity, and elasticity.

uses a magnetorheological (MR) fluid clutch and

The characteristics of the object to be rendered are

pneumatic rubber artificial muscle, aiming at the

expressed by changing the state of the artificial muscle

presentation of high-quality free space [8-10]. This

and the transmitted torque of the MR clutch.

proposed system is able to render the elasticity, friction,
Attachment

and viscosity of an object. So far, we have developed a
wearable four-degree-of-freedom (4-DOF) haptic device

MR Clutch

and conducted a quantitative evaluation. The results

Pulley

showed the ability to present various forces at the end

Wire

effector. However, the qualitative evaluation was not

Pneumatic muscle

performed using the HMD and combining vision and

Body

Attachment

force feedback in the virtual space.
Therefore, in this paper, we conduct a qualitative

Attachment

Attachment
Equivalent system
Pneumatic muscle
Variable stiffness

Free to move

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of joint for force feedback.

MR clutch
Variable transmitted
torque(force)

Attachment

2 attachments are connected via pneumatic muscle and
MR clutch.

Attachment

No stiffness or force transmitted
(MR clutch is off and in slippage mode)

Attachment

MR clutch changes transmitting torque to render
friction force to end effector.

Min torque

Friction force
rendering

Attachment
Max stiffness

Viscous force
rendering

Attachment

Attachment
Max stiffness

Stiffness
rendering

Variable torque

Attachment
Variable stiffness

Variable torque

Attachment
Variable torque

MR clutch changes transmitting torque to render viscous
force to end effector.
Pneumatic muscles are pressurized to achieve desirable
stiffness at end effector.
MR clutch changes transmitting torque to cancel
nonlinearity of pneumatic artificial muscle stiffness.

Figure 2 Function of the pneumatic muscle and MR clutch, considering rendered force.
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Pneumatic artificial muscle
Joint 1

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the pneumatic

Joint 2

artificial muscle [11]. This muscle is composed of a
carbon fiber sheet and latex rubber. When air pressure is

Joint 3

applied, it contracts in the axial direction and expands in

MR clutch

the radial direction. The variable stiffness characteristic
Joint 4

15 mm

of the artificial muscle is utilized for force rendering.

Pneumatic
artificial muscle

60 mm

Latex rubber

Figure 5 Overview of force feedback device.
Compressed air

FRICTION FORCE-RENDERING EXPERIMENT

Contraction

Carbon layer

Objective
The objective was to qualitatively evaluate the friction

Figure 3 Schematic of pneumatic artificial muscle.

presentation ability of the proposed method. In the
experiment, the subjects wore the HMD and force

Magneto rheological brake

feedback device, and a friction force was rendered to

Figure 4 shows the appearance and internal structure

them. Then, they answered the questionnaire.

of the MR fluid clutch used in the device. This clutch is
composed of disks that enclose a magnetic viscous fluid

Set up

and rotate in conjunction with an internal core, and a coil

Figure 6 shows the experimental setup. Oculus Rift

that generates a magnetic field [12]. When a magnetic

and Kinect v2 are connected to a measurement PC, and

field is generated, clusters of magnetic particles are

the force feedback device is connected to a control PC.

formed perpendicular to the direction of disk rotation.

The measurement PC acquired the position and

The clusters are cut by rotating the disk, and the shear

orientation of the HMD and the subject’s right hand. It

stress is exerted as braking torque. The torque can be

also constructed a virtual space using Unity and showed it

controlled within tens of milliseconds [13].

to the subject through the HMD.
Figure 7 shows an example of the image seen by the

30.2 mm

subject. The red sphere represents the subject’s hand, and
the blue box is the frictional object. When contact

MR fluid

between the subject’s hand and the object in the virtual

Core
Coil
Disk

52.5 mm

Case

space is detected, the result is sent to the control PC,
which controls the prototype based on the judgment.

Kinect v2

1m

Tracker
PC

PC
Figure 4 Overview of MR fluid clutch.

1.4~2.4 m

1.4
m

4-DOF Prototype
Figure 5 shows the wearable 4-DOF force feedback
device [8]. The 5.5-kg prototype has four proposed active

y

joints, each of which has a pneumatic muscle and an MR

z

clutch. This device calculates the required torque at each

x

Oculus Rift
Prototype

joint using the Jacobian from the target’s rendering force
at the end effector.

Figure 6 Experimental setup.
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twenties. All of the procedures used in this research were
Right hand

approved by the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of
Science and Technology of Chuo University (approval

Goal area

number 2017-30).
y z
x

Goal area
y

Frictional object

z

x

Virtual
desk
Virtual
hand

Figure 7 VR space for rendering friction.

Virtual
object

Procedure
The virtual space used in the experiment is shown in

(a) Initial position

(b) x-direction

(c) y-direction

(d) z-direction

Fig. 8. Three forces are presented: 3, 6, and 9 N. The
subject pushes the virtual object with the virtual right
hand and moves it to the goal area. The virtual object is
pushed in the x- and z-directions until it leaves the virtual
desk, after which the object falls because of gravity, and
then the operation ends. In the y-direction, the motion
ends when the virtual object is pushed into the goal area.
The experimental procedure is as follows.
1.

Render the reference 6 N to the subject.

2.

Render the 3-, 6-, or 9-N friction force to the subject.

Figure 8 Behavior of subjects for the experiment.

The commanded friction force is not told to the
subject.
3.

Result and discussion

Perform steps (1) and (2) 15 times each in the x-, y-,
and z-directions, for a total of 45 times.
At the end of the experiment, the subjects were asked

to complete a seven-point questionnaire (7: strongly
agree, 4: neither, 1: not at all). The contents of the
questionnaire are shown in the second row of Table 1.
The subjects in this experiment were seven males in their

The results are shown in Table 1. The Wilcoxon
signed rank test was used for all data, and answer 4
(neither) was used as compared standard data. The fifth
and sixth columns show the results of the experiments.
P-values were calculated for each question using the
Wilcoxon signed rank test based on “4: Neither”. The
significance level was set to 5%, as indicated by *. In the

Table 1 Questionnaire and result of the friction force rendering experiment
Box plot
Questionnaire

p-value

0.016*

0.19

0.14
0.11

7

0.38

* p <0.05
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8

7

6

5

4

3

2

7

6

Q7

6

5

Q6

5

4

Q5

0.094

Did you feel the difference in the friction force when
pushing the right-side surface of the virtual object?
Did you feel the difference in the friction force when
pushing the bottom surface of the virtual object?
Did you feel the difference in the friction force when
pushing the front surface of the virtual object?
Did you feel the friction force when the hand was
detached from the virtual object?

4

3

Q4

Did you feel the difference in the friction force?

3

2

Q3

0.016*

2

1

Q2

Did you feel the friction force from the virtual object?
Did you feel the delay of the feedback force compared
with the visual information?

1

0

Q1

1

box plot, the straight lines at the top and bottom indicate

Setup and procedure

the maximum and minimum values, respectively. The

The setup was the same as for the friction rendering

bars indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, and the line at

experiment. Figure 9 shows the virtual space used in the

which the color depth changes indicate the median.

experiment. The viscous object was water-like object that

There was a significant difference in Q1 (p = 0.016).
Therefore, it can be said that the subject could recognize
the frictional force rendered by the device. A significant
difference was observed in Q2 (p = 0.016). From previous
studies [10], it was confirmed that the device requires an

moved in an undulating manner. When the end effector
was in the object, a viscous force was rendered to it. A
refraction phenomenon occurred when a subject’s right
hand entered the viscous object, so the subject could
visually recognize the viscosity.
In this experiment, the movement direction was not

end effector displacement of about several tens of
millimeters to reach the target frictional force. Therefore,
a time delay was inevitable, but it was confirmed that this
delay did not affect human sensing. There was a
significant trend in Q3 (p = 0.094) but no significant
difference in Q4, Q5, and Q6 (p = 0.19, 0.14, 0.11). This
indicated that the range that the prototype was able to

specified. That is because the viscous force was generated
by the movement of the subject, and it was difficult to
determine its direction. The viscosities to be set were 20,
30, and 40 Ns/m in the x-, y-, and z- directions,
respectively, and were defined as small, medium, and
high in order of increasing viscosity.
The experimental procedure was as follows:

render was small for human sensing. There was no
significant difference in human sensitivity. Q7 (p = 0.38).

1.

The subject touches the virtual object with only the
HMD, without the force feedback device.

In this device, the mechanical friction of the member and
the base frictional torque of the MR fluid clutch were

2.

The subject wears the force feedback device and
three types of force are rendered: low, medium, and

generated, even in the free-to-move condition. However,

high viscosity. At this time, the subject is told the

the effect was not significant for human sensing.

magnitude of the rendered viscosity.
VISCOUS FORCE-RENDERING EXPERIMENT
Objective

3.

The medium reference viscosity is rendered.

4.

A randomly selected viscosity (small, medium, or
high viscosity) is rendered. At this time, the subject

The purpose of the experiment was to qualitatively
evaluate the viscous rendering ability of the proposed
method. As in the friction force-rendering experiment, the
subjects wore the HMD and force feedback device, and a
viscous force was rendered. Then, the subjects answered
the questionnaire.

is not told the magnitude of the rendered viscosity.
5.

Steps (3) and (4) are conducted 15 times.
At the end of the experiment, the subjects were asked

to complete a seven-point questionnaire (7: strongly agree,
4: neither, 1: completely disagree). The contents of the
questionnaire are shown in the second row of Table 2.

Table 2 Questionnaire and result of the viscous force rendering experiment
Box plot
Questionnaire

p-value

7

7

6

6

5

5

4

4

3

グラフ タイトル

4
5

0.16

系列1

Q5

0.43

3

Q4

0.25

系列2

Q3

2

0.094

Did you feel the delay of the feedback force compared
with the visual information?
Did you feel the difference in the viscous force when
touching the virtual object?
Did you feel the viscous force when the hand was
detached from the virtual object?

2

Did you feel the viscous force from the virtual object?

3

1

Q2

系列3

0.031*

2

1

1

0

系列4

Q1

Did you feel the viscous force from the virtual object?
(Only with visual information)

* p <0.05
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the virtual object, although they could not recognize its
magnitude. As for viscosity, although previous studies
have confirmed that the quantitative evaluation of

Viscous object
Right hand

viscosity can be achieved, a significant result could not be
obtained in this study.
The results clarified that future work is required to

y z
x

improve the range of friction and viscosity.
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Table 1 Symbol of each part in valve
Symbol
Parameter

INTRODUCTION
In this study, an analysis model of the pressure
control valve for CO2 refrigerant considering phase
change was developed in order to enable the analysis
of the operation characteristics no matter where the
pressure control valve is installed in any position
during the refrigeration and air conditioning cycle.
This analysis model was simulated according to
temperature and pressure, and the condition of the
fluid was predicted and the dynamic characteristics
such as displacement were analyzed. Finally, the
experiment was conducted, and the validity of the
analysis model was verified by comparing the
experimental result and the simulation result.
MODELING OF PRESSURE CONTROL
VALVE
Structure and operation principle

Fig. 1 Internal structure of
pressure control valve

𝑝𝑚1

Pressure at inlet of main valve

𝑝𝑚2

Pressure at top of stem

𝑝𝑚3

Pressure at bottom of stem

𝑝𝑚4

Pressure at outlet of main valve

𝐴𝑚12

Area of orifice between inlet of valve
and top of the stem

𝐴𝑚23

Area of orifice between top and bottom
of stem

𝐴𝑚34

Area of orifice between bottom of stem
and outlet of valve

𝜔𝑚12

Mass flow rate at area of orifice
between inlet of valve and top of stem

𝜔𝑚23

Mass flow rate at area of orifice
between top and bottom of stem

𝜔𝑚34

Mass flow rate at area of orifice
between bottom of stem and outlet of
main valve

𝜔𝑚14

Mass flow rate at area of orifice
between inlet and outlet

Fig. 1 is the structure of the pressure control valve
that is the subject of study, and each symbol is the
same as the symbol description in Table 1. The
displacement of the valve is adjusted by the pressure
difference between pm2 and pm3. When this pressure
difference becomes more than 0.07 bar, it starts to
open. The valve is opened in proportion to the
pressure difference up to 0.2 bar. When the pressure
~ 38 ~

difference is more than 0.2 bar, the valve is
completely opened.
Density equation
First, the gas model can calculate the density as in
Equation (1) using the ideal gas equation. (8,9)
𝑃

𝜌 = 𝑟𝑇

critical density.

is an ideal gas constant, and 𝑛, 𝑛𝑘 ,

𝑡𝑘 , 𝑑𝑘 , 𝛼𝑘 . 𝜖𝑘 , 𝛽𝑘 , 𝛾𝑘 , 𝜇𝑘 , 𝜈𝑘 , 𝑏𝑘 , 𝐵𝑘 , 𝐴𝑘 , 𝐶𝑘 ,
(1)

In the above equation, 𝑃 is the pressure, is the
gas constant, 𝑇 is the temperature, and 𝜌 is the
density. Since the density is approximated using the
ideal gas equation as above, the density is calculated
assuming that the actual fluid is a gas even in a
different state (liquid, two-phase, etc.).[5] For this
reason, it is far from the density of the real fluid. To
supplement this, the following equation derived from
the Helmholtz free energy equation was used in the
model considering the phase change.
𝑓(𝜌, 𝑇) = 𝑓0 (𝜌, 𝑇) + 𝑓𝑟 (𝜌, 𝑇)

In the above equation, 𝛿 is ρ/ρred , 𝜏 is 𝑇/
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑑 , where 𝑇 is the temperature, 𝜌 is the density,
and 𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the value in the critical state. That is,
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the critical temperature and 𝜌𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the

𝐷𝑘 are constants according to the fluid.[3,4]
The above equation using the Helmholtz free
energy considers not only the properties
approximated from the ideal gas equation but also the
residual properties excluding them, so a value close
to the actual property can be obtained.[5]
SIMULATION

(2)

In Equation (2) above, 𝑓 is the characteristic of
the fluid, 𝑓0 is the fluid characteristic from the ideal
gas equation, and 𝑓𝑟 is the fluid characteristic of the
remaining part except for 𝑓0 . The nondimensionalized expression is as follows.
𝑓(𝜌,𝑇)
𝑅𝑇

= 𝛷(𝛿, 𝜏) = 𝛷0 (𝛿, 𝜏) + 𝛷𝑟 (𝛿, 𝜏)

(3)

8

𝛷0 = ln𝛿 + 𝑛1 + 𝑛2 𝜏 + 𝑛3 ln𝜏 + ∑ 𝑛𝑖 ln(1 − 𝑒 𝛾𝑖 𝜏 )
𝑖=4

(4)
𝑛

Fig. 2 Simulation model

𝑛+3
𝑡𝑘 𝑑𝑘 −𝛿 𝑐𝑘

𝛷𝑟 =  ∑ 𝑛𝑘 𝜏 𝛿 𝑒

𝑡𝑘 𝑑𝑘 −𝛼𝑘 (𝛿−𝜖𝑘 )𝜇𝑘

+ ∑ 𝑛𝑘 𝜏 𝛿 𝑒

𝑘=1

Table 2 Parameters used for simulation model

𝑘=𝑛+1
𝑛+5

+ ∑ 𝑛𝑘 Δ𝑑𝑘 𝛿𝛹

Parameter

Value

Unit

Stem diameter

79.99×10-3

m

Plug diameter

49.95×10-3

m

Disk diameter

49.95×10-3

m

𝐴𝑚12

19.625×10-6

m2

𝑘=𝑛+4

(5)
2

Δ =  θ + 𝐵𝑘 [𝛿 − 1]2𝛼𝑘

(6)
1/𝑏𝑘

θ = (1 − τ) + Ak [𝛿 − 1]
2 −𝐷

Ψ = e−Ck(𝛿−1)

𝑘 (𝜏−1)

2

(7)
(8)
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𝐴𝑚23

0.785×10-6

m2

𝐴𝑚34

4.153×10-6

m2

Spring stiffness

12×10-3

N/m

20

N

𝑉𝑚2

2.277×10-5

m3

𝑉𝑚3

13.5×10-5

m3

𝑉𝑚4

30×10-5

m3

𝑉𝑚1

30×10-5

m3

Pipe diameter

50 ×10-3

m

Spring force at zero
displacement

Fig. 4 Simulation results of density according to
pressure

In this study, numerical analysis was performed
using AMESim of LMS Imagine lab for the analysis
of the pressure control valve Since the state of the
refrigerant to be analyzed includes three states of a
fluid, liquid, two phase flow, gas, etc., it is possible
to analyze all states of a fluid using Helmholtz free
energy. Fig. 2 shows the analysis model that shapes
the cross-sectional view of the valve Fig. 1 and
considers the operating principle. The parameters
used for each symbol are shown in Table 2.
The pressure conditions used in the simulation are
shown in Fig. 3. The solid line is the P-h diagram of
the CO2 refrigerant, and the broken line is the
simulation condition in the P-h diagram, which
includes a gaseous state and a two phase flow state.
𝑇𝑚1 is 16 °C, 𝑝𝑚1 is 60 bar, and 𝑇𝑚4 is set to 70
°C, and 𝑝𝑚4 is applied as 60 bar for 0 to 3 seconds,
40 bar for 3 to 5 seconds, and 20 bar for 5 to 10
seconds.

Fig. 4 is a graph showing the density according to
pressure, the broken line is the pneumatic model
using gas, the solid line is the model considering
phase change developed in this paper, and the dotted
line is the NIST(National Institute of Standards and
Technology) values are shown. In this graph, it can
be seen that the density values of the two analysis
models are different. This difference is because the
equation for calculating the density is different as
shown in 2.2. of this paper. In particular, it can be
confirmed that the analysis model considering the
phase change is closer when compared with the CO2
characteristic data of the NIST.
EXPERIMENT

Fig. 5 Experimental apparatus for dry air

Fig. 3 Pressure according to specific enthalpy

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus
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The actual appearance and schematic diagram of
the experimental apparatus are shown in Fig. 5 and 6.
The experiment was conducted using compressed air.
The pressure control valve, the subject of this
study, is opened/closed using 𝑝𝑚2 − 𝑝𝑚3 . Here,
since the upper and lower pressures of the stem are
connected to the inlet and outlet sides of the valve,
respectively, 𝑝𝑚1 and 𝑝𝑚2 were controlled. That
is, Fig. 6, the proportional pressure control valve
(inlet side ③ , outlet side ⑪ ) was controlled to
open/close the valve.
After carrying out the experiment, the measured
and values were applied to and respectively in the
analysis model developed in this paper and to
analyze the dynamic characteristics of the valve, and
the results were compared with the experimental
values.
The following is the results of comparing the value
obtained through the experiment with the value
obtained through the simulation. In this case, the
simulation conditions are the same as the
experimental conditions.

In the above graphs, the red solid line represents
the experimental value, and the blue solid line
represents the simulation value.
Fig. 7 is a graph showing 𝑝𝑚2 − 𝑝𝑚4 according
to time. The principle of operation is that the valve
opens and closes due to the pressure difference
𝑝𝑚2 − 𝑝𝑚3 between the upper and lower ends of the
stem, but it is difficult to measure actually because it
is located inside the valve. Therefore, it is replaced
with 𝑝𝑚4 which is structurally connected with 𝑝𝑚3 .
Experimental values and simulation values have
similar patterns, and have a maximum error rate of
about 15.3% in the vicinity of about 13 seconds.
Fig. 8 is a graph showing displacement according
to time. About 13 seconds for 𝑝𝑚1 to be from 0 bar
to 3.2 bar, that is, at Fig. 16, the valve starts to open
at about 13 seconds that the pressure difference
becomes more than 0.07 bar. And closes at 22
seconds that pressure difference becomes 0 bar again.
At this time, the maximum displacement is about 2.2
mm. The maximum error rate of 14.6% occurred
around 13 seconds from the opening start. Then, the
maximum error rate in the steady state is about 4.4%.
There are several causes of the above error. One of
them is the spring inside the valve. The stiffness of
the spring is difficult to measure and implement.
Therefore, the displacement of the valve, which is
opened and closed by the spring, may also cause an
error. Also, in this paper, the valve has a closed space
as it is not possible to measure. Although 𝑝𝑚3 and
𝑝𝑚4 are structurally connected, a pressure loss may
occur, and an error may occur accordingly.
CONCLUSION

Fig. 7 Experiment results of 𝑝𝑚2 − 𝑝𝑚4

In this paper, a pressure control valve model was
developed to predict the phase change of a fluid and
to analyze the three states of liquid, two phase flow,
and gas using one analysis model in consideration of
the characteristics that vary depending on the state.
The results obtained in this paper are as follows.
An analysis model that considers the phase change
was developed using Helmholtz free energy that
considers both the ideal and residual fluid properties
of the fluid.
The simulation was performed by setting the
temperature and pressure so that the state of the fluid
Fig. 8 Experiment results of displacement
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includes gas and two phase flow. As a result, it was
confirmed that a phase change occurred.
As a result of comparison with the analysis model
using gas, it was confirmed that the analysis model
developed in this paper considering the phase change
was more consistent with the CO2 characteristics
provided by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology.
Experiments were conducted to verify the
developed simulation model, and the experimental
results were compared with the analysis model. As a
result, it was confirmed that 𝑝𝑚2 − 𝑝𝑚4 and the
displacements of driving part of the pressure control
valve were well matched, and the maximum error
rates were 15.3%, and 14.6%, respectively.
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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, the relief valve overflowing energy loss is considered impossible to solve. The principle of the overflow
energy loss of the relief valve is analyzed. A novel type of proportional relief valve (PRV) with a hydraulic energy
regeneration unit (HERU) connected to its outlet is proposed. The influence of the energy regeneration unit on the
pressure control characteristics and steady-state flow force of the pilot proportional relief valve are discussed. The effects
of the return line pressure on the distribution of the flow field and the pressure control characteristics are analyzed
through computational fluid dynamics simulation and experiment. The results show that with the increase of the return
line pressure, the reset spring force increases accordingly. While the steady-state flow force decreases dramatically with
the increase of the return line pressure, which results in a smaller differential pressure which is reduced from 15% to
2.5%. This verifies that the pilot proportional relief valve with the outlet connecting to the energy regeneration unit to
recover the overflow energy loss cannot reduce the pressure control characteristics, and can achieve a better pressure
control accuracy of the pilot proportional relief valve.
KEY WORDS
Relief valve, Computational fluid dynamics, Overflow loss, Energy regeneration, Steady-state flow force….

NOMENCLATURE

P

power lost through the PPRV [W]

A1

area of the main valve spool [m2]

p1

inlet pressure of the PPRV [MPa]

b

damping coefficient of the main spool [N·s/m]

p2

outlet pressure of the PPRV [MPa]

D

diameter of the main spool [m]

p3

pressure in the spring chamber [MPa]

d

diameter of orifice in the main valve spool [m]

Q

flow rate through the PPRV [L/min]

F0

pre-tightening force of the reset spring [N]

Q2

flow rate of the main valve [L/min]

Fk

spring for of the reset spring [N]

Q3

flow rate flowing into the pilot valve [L/min]

Fs

steady-state flow force [N]

x

displacement of the main valve spool [m]

k

stiffness of the reset spring [N/m]

x0

precompressed length of the reset spring [m]

l

length of the orifice [m]

Δp

pressure drop across the relief valve [MPa]

m

mass of the main valve spool [kg]

ΔpERU

pressure drop across the relief valve with ERU
[MPa]
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ΔpT

pressure drop across the traditional PPRV [MPa]

αD

discharge coefficient of the flow rate [/]

βs

exit angle of the fluid at the outlet of PPRV [°]

μ

viscosity of the fluid [Pas]

ρ

density of the fluid [kg/m3]

organized as follows. The principle of the proposed PPRV
with ERU connected to its outlet is presented and the
influence of the ERU on the pressure control of the PPRV
is analyzed in the upcoming section. The simulation of
the flow field of the PPRV is carried out and the
steady-state flow force under different flow rates is
calculated later. The inlet pressure and the pressure

INTRODUCTION

differential under different return line pressures, target

Hydraulic systems are widely used in industry and

relief pressures, and flow rates are tested in the

mobile equipment and are considered to represent the

subsequent section. Then, the summary and conclusion

development level of a country’s industry. But the

are obtained and presented in the last section.

efficiency of the hydraulic system is low because there
are many energy loss in a hydraulic system, which can be

PRINCIPLE AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF

divided into two types, namely the throttling loss in

PPRV

throttle control valve and overflow loss in relief valve.

Structure and principle

The research on the throttling loss attracts a lot of

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the traditional PPRV

attention, such as the positive or negative flow control

and the proposed PPRV with the ERU connecting to the

system [1-2], load sensing control system [3-4], separate

outlet [14]. The pressure drop across the relief valve is

controlling of meter-in and meter-out orifices [5-6], pump

defined as

p = p1 − p2

control system [7], etc.
Usually, the overflow loss is produced when the
actuator is starting or braking, e.g. the overflow loss of

(1)

where p1 is the inlet pressure of the PPRV and p2 is the
outlet pressure of the PPRV.

the hydraulic excavator during the starting and braking

Pressre drop at
relief valve

period of the swing is about 30–40% of the total energy

p = p1 − p2

loss [8]. The common methods to reduce the overflow

Reset spring

p3

loss are through reducing the flow rate of the relief valve,

p2=0

HERU

while the pressure drop across the valve port is not
reduced. Therefore, the overflow loss is not solved

Pressre drop
at relief valve

fundamentally. Generally, the outlet of the relief valve is

p1

connected to the tank and the pressure drop across the

Traditional PPRV

p3
p2≠0

p1

p = p1 − 0

Proposed PPRV

valve port is equal to the inlet pressure. The inlet pressure
is unchanged because it is the target pressure. With the

Figure 1 Comparison of PPRV with and without HERU

increasing of the target pressure, the pressure drop

When the traditional PPRV is connected to the tank,

increases accordingly. The research on the relief valve is

pressure p2 is approximately equal to zero, therefore, the

focused

optimization, and analysis of the flow field [9-13]. Fewer

pressure drop can be simplified as
pT = p1

research works are reported on the reduction of the

where ΔpT is the pressure drop across the traditional

pressure drop across the relief valve.

PPRV.

on

the

working

performance,

structural

(2)

To reduce the pressure drop of the proportional pilot

When the hydraulic ERU or electrical ERU is

relief valve (PPRV), this paper proposes a structure where

connected to the outlet of the PPRV, the oil will flow into

an energy regeneration unit (ERU) is connected to the

the ERU and make the outlet pressure increase, therefore,

outlet of the PPRV in series to recover the overflow

pressure p2 is far larger than zero, the pressure drop ΔpERU

energy loss. The influence of the ERU on the inlet

across the PPRV is smaller than ΔpT, namely
pT = p1  pERU = p1 − p2

pressure control performance is analyzed. And the
feasibility of this structure to recover the overflow loss is

(3)

The overflow energy loss in PPRV is featured by the

verified by the experiment. Accordingly, this paper is
– 44 –

product of the flow rate and the pressure drop
P = pQ

governed by
(4)

F = p A − p A − F
1 1

where P is the power lost through the PPRV and Q is the
flow rate through the PPRV.

3 1

0

(5)

where p1 is the inlet pressure p3 is the pressure in the

The flow rate Q through the PPRV is equal, hence, the

spring chamber, namely the inlet pressure of the pilot

energy loss through the PPRV with ERU is less than the

valve, A1 is the area of the main valve spool, and F0 is the

traditional PPRV. Moreover, the energy stored in the ERU

pre-tightening force of the reset spring.

can be reutilized and the efficiency of the hydraulic
system can be improved.

When the inlet pressure overcomes the electromagnetic force, the pilot valve opens and the liquid flows

Figure 2 presents the proposed PPRV with an ERU

from inlet A through orifice R to the pilot valve and then

connected to its outlet. It includes three parts: (1) The first

to the tank. There is pressure drop when the liquid flows

part is the main valve, which is a cartridge valve. The

across the orifice R and, therefore, pressure p3 in the

areas of the two spool ends are equal to A1 and there is an

spring chamber is smaller than the inlet pressure p1. And

orifice R in the spool which connects the inlet with the

considering that the stiffness of the reset spring 3 is small,

spring chamber. (2) The second part is the pilot valve,

the force F0 is far smaller than the force induced by the

which is a proportional relief valve. The inlet of it is

inlet pressure. Therefore, equation (5) is greater than zero.

connected to the spring chamber of the main valve. (3)

The main valve spool is open and the liquid flows

The third part is the ERU, which is connected to the

through port A to port B and then from the ERU to the

outlet B of the main valve to adjust the return line

tank.

pressure of the outlet of the main valve.

FEM
Pilot
y
Qy valve
my
Ay p x
Vx x
F0 p
x
mx
QR
RR

V2

B

Ax V1
p1

p2 Q2

Mathematical model
(1) Force balance equation of the main valve spool
The ERU makes the pressure of the outlet of the main
valve fluctuate within a high pressure scope and has
effects on the static and dynamic characteristics of the
PPRV. It is crucial to establish the mathematical model of
the PPRV and analyze the influence factors.

ER
U

The force balance equation on the main valve spool is
as follows [15-16]

Q1

m

Main valve

Figure 2 Structural schematic of a PRV with an ERU

Fs = 2 D2 A( x)( p1 − p2 ) cos s

Generally, the outlet B of conventional PPRV is
connected to the tank. While in Fig. 2, though the PPRV
and the ERU are in series, the inlet pressure of inlet A is
still adjusted by the PPRV because the pilot valve is
connected to the tank. Generally, the higher the return line
pressure p2, the higher the efficiency of the PPRV. The

d2 x
dx
=  F = p1 A1 − p3 A1 − b − Fk -Fs
2
dt
dt
Fk =k ( x0 + x) = F0 + kx

(6)
(7)
(8)

where m is the mass of the main valve spool. x is the
displacement of the main valve spool. b is the damping
coefficient of the main spool. Fk is the spring for of the
reset spring. Fs is the steady-state flow force. x0 is the
pre-compressed length of the reset spring. k is the

return line pressure p2 must be less than the inlet pressure

stiffness of the reset spring. αD is the discharge coefficient

p1 to make sure that the PPRV can work properly.

of the flow rate. βs is the exit angle of the fluid at the

The inlet pressure is set by giving a certain current to
the pilot valve. When the force produced by the inlet
pressure is smaller than the force produced by the
proportional solenoid, both the pilot valve and the main

outlet of PPRV. β is the half cone angle of the main valve
seat. D is the diameter of the main spool. A(x) is the flow
area of the main spool, which can be expressed as
A( x) = πx sin  ( D + x sin(2 ) / 2) .

valve are closed. The forces on the main valve spool are

(2) Flow equation
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The flow flowing across the main spool is described
as

displacement of the main valve and the flow rate changes
accordingly. Changing flow rate leads to the variable

Q2 =  D A( x)

steady-state flow force, which affects the pressure control

2( p1 − p2 )

(9)



performance of the PPRV. To obtain the flow field
distribution and the flow force, the FLUENT software is

where Q2 is the flow rate of the main valve and ρ is the

used.

density of the fluid.

CFD pre-processing software Gambit is used to

The flow flowing into the pilot spool is given by

Q3 =

πd
( p1 − p3 )
128l

generate the grid. Due to the symmetric structure of the

4

(10)

main valve, half of the grid division of the ﬂow ﬁeld of
the main valve is used, as shown in Fig. 3. The grid is

where Q3 is the flow rate flowing into the pilot valve. d is

densiﬁed around oriﬁce due to the small opening of the

the diameter of the orifice in the main valve spool. l is the

oriﬁce. Pressure boundary conditions are set for both the

length of the orifice. And μ is the viscosity of the fluid.

inlet and outlet. The basic parameters of the main valve

The input flow rate of the inlet A can be expressed as
Q1 = Q2 + Q3
(11)

and the ﬂow ﬁeld are respectively listed in Tables 1 and 2.
When calculating, the standard k–ε turbulent model is

After the main spool opens and the liquid through the

used in FLUENT software. Figure 4 shows the contours

main valve tends to be stable, the dynamic flow force and

of the pressure and velocity distributions taken from the

the inertial force acting on the main spool can be

simulation.
Inlet

neglected. Accordingly, only the steady-state flow force is
considered. Then equation (6) can be simplified as
p1 A1 − p3 A1 = k ( x0 + x) + 2 D2 A( x)( p1 − p2 ) cos s

(12)

In order to analyze the influence factors of the inlet

Outlet

pressure, equation (12) can be rewritten as
p1 =

p3 A1 + k ( x0 + x)
A1
+ [1 −
] p2 (13)
A1 − 2 D 2 A( x) cos s
A1 − 2 D 2 A( x) cos s

Figure 3 Mesh of flow field

The right side of equation (13) includes two parts, the

As seen from Fig. 4, when the return line pressure is 0

first part is the same as the traditional PPRV, which

MPa, the outlet pressure in part area is very low, which

illustrates the influence of the spring force and the force

may induce the cavitation and the maximum velocity

of the pressure in the spring chamber. The second part is

when the ﬂuid ﬂows through the main valve of about 241

the influence of the return line pressure p2. When the

m/s, which leads to the very low outlet pressure in part

return line pressure p2 increases suddenly, the flow rates

area. While the return line pressure is 15 MPa, the lowest

and pressures change accordingly. The inlet pressure p1

outlet pressure is 14 MPa and the maximum velocity is

will increase or decrease. Therefore, the steady-state flow

120 m/s. The inlet pressures in both conditions are set to

force shown in equation (8) will change accordingly.

21.5 MPa. The pressure diﬀerence between the inlet and

Furthermore, the position of the spool and the flow rate

the outlet is small and can avoid the cavitation when the

through the main valve will vary. It is difficult to

return line pressure is 15 MPa.

calculate these parameters correctly due to the uncertainty
in the hydraulic systems. To obtain the relationship of the
inlet pressure, flow rate, and the return line pressure, the
simulation software is employed.
CALCULATION OF STEAFY-STATE FLOW
FORCE
When

the

return

line

pressure

changes,

the
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to the PPRV from the beginning of the test. The pilot
valve is powered on and the inlet pressure of the PPRV is
-8MPa

set at the time interval 5–15 s in all the following tests.

14MP
a

(a) Pressure distribution when back (b) Pressure distribution when back
pressure =0 MPa
pressure =15 MPa

vmax=120m/

vmax=241m/s

s

(c) Velocity distribution when back
pressure =0 MPa

(d) Velocity distribution when back
pressure =15 MPa

Figure 4 Pressure and velocity distribution

Figure 6 Test rig of the proposed PPRV with HERU

With the increase of the return line pressure, the
displacement of the main valve is varied to keep the ﬂow
rate constant. The relationship between the steady-state
ﬂow force and the return line pressure is shown in Fig. 5.
With the increase of the return line pressure, the

Influence on the steady-state flow force
Figure 7 shows the inﬂuence of the return line
pressure on spring force and steady-state ﬂow force. The
displacement of the main valve spool x is taken from the

steady-state ﬂow force decreases and the displacement of

simulation results shown in Fig. 5. The maximum x is

the main valve spool increases whenever the ﬂowrate is

about 4.6 mm. The pre-compressed length of the reset

200 or 50 L/min. Both the steady-state ﬂow force and the
displacement of the main valve spool are larger when the
ﬂow rate is 200 L/min.

270

Displacement at
200L/min
Displacement at
50L/min

180

3
2

90
0

4

1

0

7

14

Back pressure / MPa

0
21

(14)

150
120

Forces / N

Flow force at 200L/min
Flow force at 50L/min

5

the steady-state ﬂow force is calculated by
Fs = p1 A1 − p3 A1 − k ( x0 + x)

Valve displacement / mm

Flow force / N

360

spring x0 is 12 mm. The spring stiﬀness is 6 N/mm. Then,

90
60

Spring force
Steady state flow force

30
0

0

6

12

Back pressure / MPa

18

Figure 7 Influence on spring force and steady state

Figure 5 Steady state flow force vs. the back pressure

flow force
EXPERIMENT STUDY
Test rig

It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the spring force
increases with the increase in the return line pressure and

The test rig is developed to verify the eﬀects of the

it is rather small compared to the steady-state ﬂow force.

return line pressure on the pressure control performance

The steady-state ﬂow force ﬂuctuates a little when the

of the PPRV. The test rig is shown in Fig. 6. The

return line pressure is below 10 MPa but decreases

hydraulic pump station can maximally provide 250 L/min

dramatically when the return line pressure is larger than

ﬂow rate with a maximum pressure of 31.5 MPa. The

10 MPa. It has the same trend with the simulation results

safety valve is used to guarantee the safety of the test

as shown in Fig. 5. The ﬂow force of the simulation result

system and the 2/2 solenoid directional valve is used to

is little smaller than the experimental result when the

make the pump unload. The return line pressure is added

return line pressure is below 10 MPa and little larger
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when the return line pressure is larger than 10 MPa. The

the return line pressure is 15 MPa than when the return

maximum error between the simulation and the

line pressure is 0 MPa.

experiment is 19 N, which is under 15%. Therefore, the

25

Inlet pressure / MPa

return line pressure can reduce the steady-state ﬂow force,
especially when the return line pressure is high. The
steady-state ﬂow force is the additional force on the valve
spool, which will inﬂuence the pressure control
performance [17-18]. Therefore, the methods to reduce
the steady-state ﬂow force are the hot spot for the design
of the hydraulic valves [19-20]. As a whole, the return

20

600 rmin
rmin--1
900

15

1

1200 rmin-1

10
5
0

line pressure may be one of the feasible ways to reduce

0

5

10

Figure 8 shows the ﬂow rate of the PPRV with
diﬀerent return line pressures. The ﬂow rate of the system
is supplied by a ﬁxed displacement pump driven by a
variable frequency motor. When the pilot valve of the
PPRV is working at time 5–15 s, it has been proved that
the ﬂow rate of PPRV is almost the same with the ﬂow
rate of the PPRV without ERU. Furthermore, it can also
maintain the ﬂow rate of the PPRV as a certain value with
a small oscillation which is so important that the PPRV
can release the redundant ﬂow of hydraulic system.
300

Flow rate / L·min-1

20

Figure 9 Influence on the inlet pressure (15 MPa)

Influence on the flow rate

Figure 10 shows the pressure diﬀerential of the relief
pressure with the ﬂow rate under diﬀerent return line
pressures. It can be seen that the relief pressure increases
with the increase in the ﬂow rate even though the return
line pressure is 0, 15, or 18 MPa. The pressure diﬀerential
is about 15%, which is so common in a relief valve.
However, it is 7% when the return line pressure is 15
MPa. When the return line pressure is 18 MPa, it can be
seen that the pressure diﬀerential is only 2.5%. With the
increase in the return line pressure, the relief pressure
decreases owing to the decrease of the steady-state ﬂow
force. That is to say, the pressure diﬀerential is smaller

0 MPa
5 MPa
10 MPa
15 MPa
20 MPa

200

15

Time / s

the steady-state ﬂow force.

under higher return line pressure. Smaller pressure
diﬀerential can achieve a pressure control accuracy with
the variation in the ﬂow rate.
Figure 11 shows that when the energy loss of the

100

PPRV is regenerated by the hydraulic accumulator, the
hydraulic accumulator pressure is increasing. And the

0

energy regeneration efficiency saved by the hydraulic
0

5

10

Time / s

15

20

Figure 8 Flow rate under different back pressure

accumulator is up to 83.6%. This indicates that the
proposed structure of the PPRV with HERU can achieve a
better performance and higher regeneration efficiency.

Influence on the inlet pressure
Relief pressure / MPa

23

Figure 9 shows the inlet pressure of the PPRV with
diﬀerent return line pressures. The relief pressure of the
PPRV is set at around 22 MPa by the pilot valve. No
matter how much the motor speed or the ﬂow rate is, the
inlet pressure of the PPRV is almost the same. And the
relief pressure is around the preset value of 22 MPa at
time 5–15 s. Nonetheless, the inlet pressure has little

22
21
20

18
17
16
15

diﬀerence when the ﬂow rate changes. The larger the ﬂow

0 MPa
15 MPa
18 MPa

19

0

44

88

132

Flow rate / L·min-1
Figure 10 Influence on diﬀerential pressure

rate, the higher the inlet pressure. The pressure
differential of the inlet pressure is a little smaller when
– 48 –

[3] Sugimura K and Murrenhoff HS. Hybrid load

Inlet pressur
Pressure in spring chamber
Accumulator pressure
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sensing-displacement controlled

Pressure / MPa
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excavators. In: 14th Scandinavian international
conference on fluid power (SICFP’15), Tampere,
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Finland, 2015.
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systems. In: UKACC international conference on
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Control’96, Exeter, UK, 1996, pp.1456–1461.
[5] Jansson A and Palmberg JO. Separate controls of

Figure 11 Pressures during the energy regeneration

meter-in and meter-out orifices in mobile hydraulic

process

systems. SAE Technical Paper, 1990.
[6] Pedersen HC, Andersen TO, Skouboe T, et al.

CONCLUSION

Investigation and comparison of separate meter-in

From the above experiment and analysis, when the

separate

meter-out

control

strategies.

In:

ERU is added to the outlet of the PPRV, some of the

ASME/BATH 2013 symposium on fluid power and

following conclusions can be obtained:

motion control. New York: American Society of

(1) The return line pressure, which is produced by the

Mechanical

ERU on the outlet of the PPRV, can reduce the
steady-state ﬂow force and the pressure diﬀerential. The
higher the return line pressure, the smaller the ﬂow force

Engineers,

2013,

pp.V001T01A047–V001T01A047.
[7] Quan Z, Quan L and Zhang J. Review of energy
efficient

and the pressure diﬀerential. It is one of the feasible ways

direct

pump

controlled

cylinder

electro-hydraulic technology. Renew Sustain Energy

to reduce the steady-state ﬂow force and achieve a better

Rev 2014; 35: 336–346.

pressure control accuracy of the PPRV.
(2) The return line pressure has little inﬂuence on the

[8] Ren H, Lin T, Huang W, et al. Characteristics of

ﬂow rate of the PPRV and the PPRV can release the

energy regeneration and reutilization system during

redundant ﬂow of hydraulic system only if the return line

the acceleration stage of the swing for hydraulic
excavator. Proc IMechE, Part D: J Automobile

pressure is less than its target relief value.

Engineering 2016.

(3) When the return line pressure valve is substituted
by an ERU the above conclusions are the same.

[9] Bazsó C, Hős C J. An experimental study on the

Moreover, the relief energy loss through the PPRV can be

stability of a direct spring loaded poppet relief valve.

saved and reutilized to reduce the energy consumption.

Journal of Fluids and Structures, 2013; 42: 456-465.

Further research studies will be concentrated on how to

[10] Beune A, Kuerten JGM and van Heumen MPC.

recover the overﬂow energy loss in the relief valve by the

CFD analysis with fluid–structure interaction of

ERU.

opening high-pressure safety valves. Comput Fluid
2012; 64: 108–116.
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ABSTRACT
Water hydraulic system is garnering attention because it is environmentally friendly, hygienic, cleans itself, and safe
against fire hazards. Moreover, this system is effective in a wide range of fields, such as food processing, medicine
manufacturing, and thermal power stations. However, conventional water hydraulic systems and oil hydraulic systems
suffer from large energy loss due to pressure loss via control valves. However, there are two solutions to achieve
energy-saving: reducing the throttling loss via control valves and utilizing an energy recovery module with an
accumulator. In oil hydraulic systems, the independent metering system, which includes two control valves for one
actuator to reduce the throttling loss via valves, was proposed. This system uses a variable displacement pump to control
the pump supply flow. However, such types of pumps are still in the research and development stage in the field of water
hydraulics because of internal leakage and difficulty in selecting the appropriate materials for sliding parts. In contrast,
the energy recovery module can reduce energy consumption and can be easily applied to water hydraulic systems. This
study proposes two circuits to achieve each energy-saving solution for water hydraulic motor systems with a fixed
displacement pump and compares the control and energy performance of these circuits. According to the experimental
results, the pump supply energy of the proposed circuit that utilized the energy recovery module reduced by 10 %
compared to that of the conventional system. In contrast, the pump supply energy of the proposed circuit, which reduced
the throttling loss, reduced by 40 % compared to that of the conventional system.
KEY WORDS
Water Hydraulic System, Energy Saving, Circuit, Motor, Velocity Control, Accumulator, Experimental Analysis

NOMENCLATURE
D

Displacement of water hydraulic motor

e

Error of rotational velocity

E

Energy

p

Pressure

q

Flow rate

t

Time

T

Torque

V

Volume
Ratio



Rotational velocity

Abbreviations
ACC

Accumulator

Conv.

Conventional circuit

CV

Check valve
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FW

Flywheel

energy efficiency of components.

M

Electric motor

On/Off

On/Off valve

module. Specifically, energy-saving systems with an

PB

Electromagnetic powder brake

accumulator

Prop. 1

Proposed circuit that applies the energy

performance compared to the case of introducing a

A promising idea is to utilize an energy recovery
(ACC)

can

achieve

higher

energy

recovery module

capacitor or a battery because ACC can store energy

Prop. 2

Proposed circuit that reduces the throttling loss

without experiencing energy conversion loss [3,4].

RV

Relief valve

Moreover, water hydraulic systems can apply the energy

SSE

Sum of square error

recovery module with an ACC.

SV

Servo valve

WHM

Water hydraulic motor

Another energy-saving solution is to reduce the
throttling loss via control valves. An independent

Subscripts

metering system was proposed for achieving the

a

Assist phase

aforementioned idea [5]. This system consists of two

A

Accumulator

control valves for one actuator. The two control valves

d

Deceleration phase

can control the inlet and outlet orifices of the actuator

FW

Flywheel

individually. Thus, the independent metering system can

in

Meter-in

reduce the pump supply pressure because this system can

L

Load

keep a metering control valve open. Additionally, this

loss

Pressure loss through pipe

system estimates the required flow of the actuator and

out

Meter-out

makes the pump supply flow track the required flow by

ref.

Reference

controlling the displacement of the pump. Therefore, this

s

Supply from pump

system can reduce the surplus pump supply flow and

T

Tank

pump supply energy. This system is useful for oil

v

Volume

hydraulic systems. However, it is difficult to apply this
system to water hydraulic driving devices because
variable displacement pumps are still in the research and
INTRODUCTION

development stage in the field of water hydraulics owing

Water hydraulic systems use tap water instead of

to internal leakage and difficulty in selecting materials of

hydraulic oil as the working fluid. Thus, they have many

sliding parts [6]. It is also possible to adopt motor

advantages, such as environmental friendliness, hygiene,

velocity control for controlling the pump supply flow

water washability of actuators, and high safety against

[7-9]. However, these systems cannot be applied to

fire hazards. Hence, they have been applied in a wide

devices that drive several actuators using one pump.

range of fields, e.g., meat slicing and automatic

On the other hand, a system that controls actuators by

bone-removing machine [1]. Additionally, these systems

switching on/off valves without using proportional

are useful in vehicles used to protect the environment,

control valves has been proposed [10]. However,

e.g., waste packer lorry and lawn mower have already

introducing this system requires precise prior data on the

adopted the water hydraulic system [2].

input delay of all valves and the time constant of sensors

However, conventional water and oil hydraulic
systems suffer from large energy loss due to pressure loss

to improve the control performance. Therefore, this
system is not practical.

through control valves and energy loss in relief valves

This study focuses on improving the energy efficiency

(RVs). Accordingly, the main pump supply pressure has

of water hydraulic motor (WHM) systems that use a fixed

to be increased, which in turn increases the energy

displacement pump and a constant velocity motor.

consumption

many

Specifically, this study proposes two energy-saving

energy-saving systems were proposed recently. There are

circuits for WHM systems. One circuit uses ACC to save

two solutions to save energy, apart from improving the

the kinetic energy of the water hydraulic motor and reuses

of

the

system.

Therefore,
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the saved energy as the driving source instead of the
pump supply energy. The other circuit reduces the
throttling loss via valves to reduce the pump supply
pressure. The experimental results of the control and
energy performances of these circuits were compared to
identify the better solution for water hydraulic systems.

EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUITS
Conventional circuit
Figure 1 shows a conventional circuit (Conv.) for
WHM. This circuit includes a fixed displacement pump,
WHM connected to a flywheel (FW), an electromagnetic

Figure 1 Conventional circuit (Conv.)

powder brake (PB) that generates the load torque for
WHM, RV, a servo valve (SV), and two check valves

Applying energy recovery module circuit

(CVs) (CV1 and CV2) for cavitation prevention. The

Figure 2 shows the proposed circuit that utilizes the

rotational velocity of FW, ωFW was detected using a pulse

energy recovery module (Prop. 1). Prop. 1 can reuse the

sensor. ωFW follows the reference rotational velocity of

kinetic energy of WHM saved in ACC to run the next

FW, ωref. by controlling the opening area of SV. This

cycle of WHM. The valve operations of Prop. 1 are

results in large pressure loss via SV because WHM is

illustrated in Table 1.

always controlled by meter-in and meter-out control.

In the deceleration phase of WHM, the kinetic energy

Therefore, the steady value of pump supply pressure ps

of WHM is sent to ACC by opening the on/off valve

can be expressed as:

(On/Off2). Meanwhile, the pump can be driven with no

ps = pL + pin + pout + ploss + pT

load by opening On/Off1 because WHM can be driven by

(1)

its own inertia without using the pump supply. Here, the

where pL (= p2 – p1) is the load pressure of WHM, Δpin

deceleration velocity of WHM depends on the pre-charge

and Δpout indicate meter-in and meter-out throttling loss at

pressure of ACC.

SV, respectively, ploss is pressure loss through pipes, and

The saved energy in ACC can assist in driving

pT is the tank pressure. However, ps should be reduced for

WHM by opening On/Off3. Moreover, the pump can be

energy-saving. Here, pL depends on the load torque for

driven with no load when WHM is driven by the energy

WHM, displacement of WHM, and required movement of

saved in ACC. In this study, ACC assist was conducted in

WHM. In contrast, ploss and pT can be reduced by

the constant velocity phase of WHM. The opening area of

improving the hardware. However, ploss and pT are not

SV1 should be controlled in the assist phase if the

dominant on the right side of Eq. 1. Thus, it is efficient to

required energy of WHM is greater than the saved energy

reduce Δpin and Δpout by modifying the constitution of the

in ACC. However, SV1 is completely opened in this phase

circuit. ps can be decreased by reducing Δpin and Δpout,

for reducing the throttling loss. In the constant velocity

and this improves the energy consumption of the system.

phase of WHM without ACC assist and acceleration
phase of WHM, ωFW is controlled via meter-in and
meter-out control using SV2 in the same manner as the
operation of Conv..
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pressure ps to the designed optimal pressure of WHM
theoretically.
In contrast, the independent metering system controls
the supply flow to the actuator by controlling the pump
displacement [5]. However, the meter-out control valve in
this system has to guarantee the control performance
because it is difficult to accurately control the actuator
using the pump only. Therefore, Δpout in this system is
greater than that in Prop. 2.

Figure 2 Proposed circuit that applies the energy recovery
module (Prop. 1)
Table 1 Valve operations of Prop. 1
Phase
Valve

Deceleration

On/Off1

Assist

Constant velocity
and acceleration

open

close

On/Off2

open

On/Off3

close

open

close

SV1

close

full open

close

SV2

close

close

Figure 3 Throttling loss reduction circuit (Prop. 2)

control

Table 2 Valve operations of Prop. 2
Phase

Throttling loss reduction circuit
Figure 3 shows the proposed circuit that reduces the

Valve

Deceleration

Constant velocity
and acceleration

throttling loss (Prop. 2). This circuit can reduce the pump

On/Off1

open

close

supply pressure by controlling two SVs (SV1 and SV2)

On/Off2

close

open

SV1

control

full open

SV2

close

control

independently. The valve operations of Prop. 2 are
illustrated in Table 2.
In the deceleration phase of WHM, SV1 performs
meter-out control for ωFW. Meanwhile, the pump can be

EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

driven with no load by opening On/Off1 because WHM
Experimental conditions

can drive itself as described earlier.
In the constant velocity phase and acceleration phase

In this section, the experiments performed using

of WHM, the pump supply energy is sent to the p2 side of

Conv., Prop. 1, and Prop. 2 are discussed. In these

WHM by closing On/Off1 and opening On/Off2. Then,

experiments, the initial value of ωFW was 600 rpm. The

ωFW is controlled by SV2, i.e., bleed-off control and SV1

variation of ωref. is shown in Fig. 4. A PI controller with

is completely open. Thus, there is less pressure loss from

an anti-windup compensator was used in each circuit to

the outlet port of the pump to the inlet port of WHM and

make ωFW follow ωref.. The image of ωFW is illustrated in

low-pressure loss via SV1. Therefore, this circuit can be

Fig. 4. In this study, the deceleration phase is defined as

1.

the period between 10 s and the time when ωFW first

Consequently, this circuit can reduce the pump supply

reaches 500 rpm, whereas the acceleration phase is

decreased

effectively

Δpin

and

Δpout

in

Eq.
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defined as the period between 20 s and the time when

The PB inputs load torque TL to WHM, and experiments

ωFW first reaches 600 rpm. The constant velocity phase is

were conducted on the condition that TL = 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8

defined as the period excluding the acceleration and

N･m, respectively. The water temperature was maintained

deceleration phases.

between 22 °C and 30 °C.

The specifications of the equipment used in the

In Prop. 1, the pre-charge pressure of ACC was set to

experiments are summarized in Table 3. Additionally, the

5.0 MPa. The assist phase was started at 15.00 s and

inner diameter of pipes was 10 mm. The DS1104 R&D

finished at 15.45 s. Here, the end time of the assist phase

controller board made by dSPACE was adopted as a

was decided based on the time required to deplete the

measuring and controlling instrument in our experiments.

energy stored in ACC.

The sampling time was set to 0.01 s, and the reference
rotational velocity of the electric motor (M) was 900 rpm.

Figure 5 shows the experimental results of the
ωFW

ref.

rotational velocity of WHM ωFW for Conv., Prop. 1, and
Prop. 2 when TL is 4 N･m. Here, each PI gain was

600

ωref.

adjusted to reduce the settling time.

Acceleration

550
Deceleration

Constant velocity

5

650

Constant velocity

500 Constant velocity
10

15
Time[s]

20

25

30

Figure 4 Comparison of reference rotational velocity ωref.
and rotational velocity ωFW

Rotational velocity[rpm]

Rotational velocity[rpm]

650

450
0

Control performance

Item
Accumulator (ACC)
Pressure sensor

600
550
500
450
0

Table 3 Equipment specifications
Specification

ref.
Conv.
Prop.1
Prop.2

5

10

15
Time[s]

20

25

30

Figure 5 Rotational velocity of the water hydraulic motor

Rated pressure: 7 MPa

ωFW (TL = 4 N･m)

Volume: 5 L
Measurement range: 0-20 MPa

According to Fig. 5, the settling time in Prop. 2 is the

Rated output: 7.5 kW

longest in the deceleration phase, and ωFW in Prop. 2

Rated rotational velocity: 1500 rpm

overshoots from 12 s to 15 s because Prop. 2 applies

Flow rate at pressure difference 7

bleed-off control in the constant velocity phase. When

MPa: 20 L/min

ωFW overshoots, the opening area of SV2 increases to

Displacement: 18.6 cc/rev

reduce the flow to the inlet port of WHM. However,

Water hydraulic motor

Rated rotational velocity:

bleed-off control cannot inhibit the flow to WHM directly.

(WHM)

500-4000 rpm

Hence, Prop. 2 needs a long time to decrease the

Rated pressure: 16 MPa

overshoot. In contrast, overshoots in Conv. and Prop. 1

Cracking pressure: 0.05 MPa

hardly occur in this period because these circuits apply

Flow rate at pressure difference 4

meter-in and meter-out orifices, which can reduce the

MPa: 30 L/min

overshoot directly.

Electric motor (M)

Servo valve (SV)

Check valve (CV)
On/Off valve (On/Off)

Pump

The undershoot in Prop. 1 is the largest, whereas the

Displacement: 18.0 cc/rev
Rated pressure: 14 MPa

one in Prop. 2 is the smallest after the deceleration phase.

Relief valve (RV)

Cracking pressure: 7 MPa

In Prop. 1, the pump was unloaded in the deceleration

Rotary encoder

Pulse number: 5400 ppr

phase, and the pump supply pressure began to increase
after this phase. However, it takes some time until the
pump supply pressure reaches the required pressure
~ 55 ~

because of the delay caused by the valve. Thus, the
undershoot of Prop. 1 increases. Furthermore, the rapid
causes a bigger load for the outlet port of WHM in the
deceleration phase. Similarly, the pump in Prop. 2 was
unloaded in the deceleration phase. However, PI gain in
Prop. 2 was adjusted to make the meter-out opening area
bigger in the deceleration phase for preventing the

Rotational velocity[rpm]

deceleration causes a bigger undershoot because ACC

510

500
495
490
485
14

settling time from becoming longer due to increasing the

ref.
1
Prop.2

505

undershoot. Therefore, the undershoot in Prop. 2 is the

14.5

15

15.5
Time[s]

16

16.5

17

Figure 6 Enlarged portion of Fig. 5 showing Prop. 1

smallest. In contrast, SV of Conv. was closed to shorten

performance from 14 s to 17 s

the settling time in the deceleration phase. Thus, the
undershoot occurred after the deceleration phase.
p

A

However, the undershoot of Conv. was smaller than that
Pressure[MPa]

6

of Prop. 1. Moreover, the settling time of Conv. was the
shortest because Conv. does not unload the pump.
Figure 6 shows the enlarged portion of Fig. 5 from 14
s to 17 s for Prop. 1. Figures 7 and 8 show the pressure in
the pipeline connected to ACC pA and the pump supply

4
2
0
14

pressure ps, respectively. According to Fig. 7, pA has a
higher value when ACC assist starts (15.00 s) at 15.45 s.

14.5

15

15.5
Time[s]

16

16.5

17

Figure 7 Pressure in the pipeline connected to the

After that, pA requires less pressure than the pre-charge

accumulator pA in Prop. 1

pressure of ACC (5.0 MPa). In other words, the bladder in
ACC is completely inflated because the pressure of
nitrogen gas in ACC is greater than pA. Thus, we can
effective

ACC

assist

is

terminated.

Pressure[MPa]

observe that there is no water in ACC after 15.45 s and
the

p

s

6

The

aforementioned results were confirmed by preliminary
experiments. Therefore, these valves were set to switch at

4

2

15.45 s in this experiment. According to Fig. 6, the
0
14

rotational velocity ωFW decreases by approximately 15
rpm for ωref. at 16 s because of the pump supply pressure

14.5

15

15.5
Time[s]

16

16.5

17

Figure 8 Pump supply pressure ps in Prop. 1

ps shown in Fig. 8. In this experiment, the pump in Prop.
1 was unloaded by opening On/Off1 from 15.00 s to 15.45

30  2

SSE =  
e(t )  dt
10
 60

2

s. Then, the pump supply energy was sent to WHM by
closing On/Off1 and opening SV2. However, ωFW

(2)

decreases because the pump supply pressure ps needs

where e(t) (= ωFW − ωref.) is the rotational velocity error.

some time to reach the required pressure.

Figure 9 shows SSE in each case when TL is 0, 2, 4, 6,

Control performances in each circuit are discussed

and 8 N･m. Figure 9 shows the mean value obtained by

quantitatively. It was assumed that the operation from 10

conducting the experiment five times in each condition.

s to 30 s was repeated successively. Thus, control and

According to the results, SSE of Prop. 2 increases by

energy performances were calculated using the data

approximately 5 % compared with that of Conv. because

obtained in this period. First, control performances were

Conv. always applies meter-in and meter-out control. In

calculated using the sum of square error (SSE), as shown

contrast, Prop. 2 applies bleed-off control in the constant

in Eq. 2.

velocity and acceleration phases and applies meter-out
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control in deceleration phase only. On the other hand,

Energy performance

SSE of Prop. 1 increases by approximately 10 %

Figure 11 shows the pump supply pressure ps when TL

compared with that of Conv. because of the undershoot

= 4 N ･ m. Additionally, Fig. 12 shows ps and load

after the deceleration phase. Additionally, higher the TL

pressure of WHM pL (= p1 – p2) in Prop. 2. According to

value, higher the increase in SSE in each circuit because

Fig. 11, ps in Conv. always has a higher value depending

higher load on WHM results in a larger undershoot after

on the override characteristics of main RV. In contrast, ps

the deceleration phase. The larger undershoot results in

in Prop. 1 is reduced because the pump can be driven

longer acceleration times.

with no load in the deceleration and assist phases.

Figure 10 shows ±5 % settling time that ωFW

Moreover, ps in Prop. 2 was reduced in the deceleration

converges in 500 rpm from the start time of the

phase because of unloading the pump. Moreover, ps in

deceleration phase (10 s). Furthermore, the settling time

Prop. 1 changes depending on pL in the acceleration and

for Prop. 1 increases by approximately 15 % compared to

constant velocity phases, as shown in Fig. 12. Therefore,

that for Conv. In contrast, the settling time for Prop. 2

ps decreases drastically in Prop. 1 compared to that in

increases by approximately 45 % compared to that in

Conv.. In Prop.1, the pressure difference between ps and

Conv..

pL is equal to approximately 1.5 MPa. This pressure
difference includes the pressure loss through pipes ploss
and tank pressure pT, as explained in Eq. 1. Additionally,
the pressure loss by fully opening SV1 and On/Off2
becomes the cause of the pressure difference between ps
and pL.

Pressure[MPa]

8

Conv.
Prop.1
Prop.2

6
4
2
0
0

Figure 9 Sum of square error in each circuit ( N = 5)

5

10

15
Time[s]

20

25

30

Figure 11 Pump supply pressure ps (TL = 4 N･m)

8

Pressure[MPa]

6
4
2
0
-2
-4

p

-6

p

s

-8
0

L

5

10

15
Time[s]

20

25

30

Figure 12 Pump supply pressure ps and load pressure of
water hydraulic motor pL for Prop. 2 (TL = 4 N･m)
As mentioned in the preceding subsection, assist time

Figure 10 Settling time of each circuit (N = 5)

in Prop. 1 was approximately 0.45 s. The theoretical assist
~ 57 ~

time is calculated as follows. The volume of water stored

where qs is the pump supply flow estimated based on the

in ACC in the deceleration phase Vd can be expressed

rotational velocity of M, displacement of the pump, and

using Eq. 3.

volumetric efficiency of the pump. The ratio of energy

Vd =  v D  FWd t d

consumption in Prop. 1 or Prop. 2 to that in Conv. η can

(3)

be calculated using Eq. 5 (Fig. 13). According to this

where ηv (0  ηv  1) is the volumetric efficiency of WHM,

figure, Prop. 2 can be operated using approximately 90 %

D is the displacement of WHM, ωFWd is the mean of

of the required energy for operating Conv. Furthermore,

rotational velocity of WHM in the deceleration phase, and

Prop. 1 can be operated using approximately 60 % of the

td is the time required for decelerating. The volume Va of

required energy for operating Conv. In Prop. 1, as TL

water supplied to WHM in the assist phase can be

increases, the pump supply energy also increases because

expressed using Eq. 4.

the pump supply pressure ps increases due to the effects

Va =

1

v

of increasing the load pressure pL of WHM, as explained

D FWa ta

in Eq. 1.

(4)

where ωFWa is the mean of rotational velocity of WHM in
the assist phase, and ta is the assist time. Here, ta can be
calculated because Vd is equal to Va theoretically. Then, ta
= 0.96 s when ηv = 0.95. However, the actual assist time is
0.45 s, which is less than half of the theoretical value
because the energy sent to ACC is decreased due to the
leakage at SV1 and SV2. In Prop. 1, the operation of
WHM transfers to the deceleration phase after the
constant velocity phase. Here, SV2 is opened in the
constant velocity phase, whereas SV2 is closed to let ACC
save energy in the deceleration phase. Certainly, the valve
has a response delay. Therefore, some output energy of
WHM was wasted at SV2 until SV2 was closed

Figure 13 Ratio of energy consumption η to the

completely. In particular, leakage in water hydraulic

conventional system (N = 5)

systems is more compared to oil hydraulic systems.
Water hydraulic SVs prevent friction and abrasion by

CONCLUSIONS

supporting the both ends of the spool with water
hydrostatic bearings and uses the leakage from water
hydrostatic bearings as the nozzle flow of nozzle-flapper
mechanism for generating the pressure difference
between both side chambers of the spool [11]. Hence,
internal leakage exists even though the spool is located in
the normal closed position. For SVs used in the
experiments, the pressure difference of 7 MPa resulted in
3 L/min flows from P-port to T-port of the SV. For the
aforementioned reasons, the energy sent to ACC was
decreased and the assist time was also shortened.

This study focused on WHM drive circuits with
constant pump supply flow, and proposed two novel
energy-saving circuits: Prop. 1 and Prop. 2. According to
the experimental results, Prop. 1 could only reduce
approximately 10 % of the pump supply energy compared
to the conventional servo motor circuit because Prop. 1
could not achieve theoretical energy recovery due to the
characteristics of water, such as easy to leak, and the
structure of water hydraulic SV. In contrast, Prop. 2 takes
advantage

of

water

characteristics

and

reduces

approximately 40 % of the pump supply energy compared

The pump supply energy in each circuit can be
calculated as:

to conventional servo motor circuit because water has the
properties of low-pressure loss through pipes due to low

30

E =  p s q s dt
10

(5)

viscosity compared to oil.
However, Prop. 2 could not attenuate overshoots
~ 58 ~

because this circuit adopted bleed-off control. In future,

Journal of the Japan Hydraulics & Pneumatics

we aim to improve the control performance by adopting

Society 1989, Vol. 20, No. 3, pp.73-78.

the control method that predicts the future response to

[9] Tanaka,

Y.,

Nakano,

K.,

Yamamoto,

N.,

calculate the optimized input value for the plant while

Energy-saving

satisfying a set of constraints.

Inverter-motor Drive (2nd Report: Two Pressure

Hydraulic

Power

Source

with

Control System). Journal of the Japan Hydraulics &
Pneumatics Society 1990, Vol. 21, No. 4, pp.78-86.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a new design of an energy recovery system is presented for regenerating and reusing potential energy
in a boom cylinder. The proposed energy recovery system uses an electrical hydraulic continually variable powertrain
which contains an engine and an electric motor/generator to drive the main pump. The potential hydraulic energy of
boom cylinder is converted electrical energy and store in a battery through a hydraulic motor and an electric
motor/generator during moving down process. Then, the stored energy can be supplied to the electric motor/generator
(motor mode) to support the engine during lifting process. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed system, a real test
bench is built. The experiment results indicated that the energy regeneration efficiency could reach up to 37%. Besides,
the energy consumption was also reduced.
KEY WORDS
Boom system, constantly variable powertrain, energy recovery system.

NOMENCLATURE

role in industrial development. One of the most popular
and widely used equipment is the hydraulic excavator

D

bore diameter [mm]

Dp

displacement of pump [cm3/rev]

because of its benefits such as moving heavy objects, dig,

Dm

and demolition.



displacement of motor [cm3/rev]
energy regeneration efficiency

qc

flow rate [lpm]

L

length of cylinder [m]

pc

pressure [bar]

Pe

power of electric motor [kW]

Pg

power of generator/motor [kW]

Ep

potential energy [kJ]

d

rod diameter [mm]

Er

regenerated energy [kJ]

Tr

torque [Nm]
speed [rpm]

r

However, like other construction

machinery, hydraulic excavators consume a lot of fossil
fuels and release harmful gases into the environment
[1-4]. Therefore, research on energy regeneration and
energy consumption reduction of the hydraulic excavator
is extremely necessary.
To

reduce

energy

consumption,

conventional

hydraulic excavators (HE) with internal combustion
engines (ICEs) are gradually being replaced by hybrid
HE that combines the ICE with an electric motor or
electric HE using electric motor and battery. The first
structure of hybrid HE is proposed by Kanezawa [5].
After that, a full-scale commercial hybrid HE namely

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, construction machines play an important

PC200-8 is released from Komatsu [6]. In this hybrid HE,
the potential energy in the swing system is recovered
through a generator and stored in the battery. The results
~ 60 ~

showed that the energy consumption was reduced 25%

is driven by the ICE and the electric motor/generator

compared with conventional HE. Lei Ge proposed an

(motor mode) which is supplied power from the battery.

electric HE configuration [7]. In this research, a speed

With the proposed structure, the system is not only

variable electric motor was used as the main power

recover but also reuse the energy in the boom cylinder

source to drive a variable displacement pump. Besides, a

system. To prove the effectiveness of the proposed system,

control strategy was designed to adjust the pump

a real test bench is built. Several experiments are

displacement

conducted with the different working modes of the system.

and

motor

speed

to

ensure

these

components working in highly efficient areas. The

The

experiment results indicated that the energy consumption

regeneration efficiency could achieve 40%. Besides,

reduced from 28.5 to 33%. However, the electric HE still

energy consumption is reduced.

has limitations such as low durability and not suitable for
dusty environments.
In HE, there are some places where the energy can
be recovered such as in the boom cylinder during the

experiment

results

indicate

that

the

energy

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents the structure and working principle of the
proposed system. The experiment results are presented in
section 3. Conclusions are given in the final section.

moving down or flow rate of the swing system during
SYSTEM DESIGN

deceleration process. In which, potential energy in boom
cylinder accounts for 51% of the total recoverable energy

The proposed system consists of a boom cylinder, an

[8]. Therefore, energy recovery systems (ERSs) for HE

electric motor that emulated the ICE, an electric

focuses on the recovery of energy in boom cylinder. Yu et

motor/generator, a variable displacement pump, two

al. [9] placed a hydraulic motor at the outlet port of bore

proportional control valve 4/3, and some auxiliary valves

chamber to reduce the energy losses. In addition, a flow

for safety as shown in Fig. 1. In details, two electric

control valve was integrated to regulate the flow rate

motors drive the main pump via a planetary gear. The

through the hydraulic motor. Hence, the hydraulic

rotation speed from the electric motors is connected or

motor’s working point is ensured in the high-efficiency

disconnected by clutch and brake devices. Besides, the

area. The experiment result showed that the energy

double-clutch is used to switch the connection between

regeneration efficiency can achieve 57,4%. Based on this

the main pump, hydraulic motor and the planetary gear.

research, Do et al. [10] proposed a ERS which can not

Based on the structure, the proposed system can operate

only recover but also reuse the energy in the boom

with three main modes: normal working, energy

cylinder system. The proposed system used energy

regeneration and energy reuse.

conversion components which combined a hydraulic

Boom cylinder

pump/motor and an electric motor/generator. The boom

Load

hydraulic energy is converted to electrical energy and

Energy regeneration part

stored in the battery. Then, the stored energy can be
reused to the electric motor/generator (motor mode) in the

V2

V1

next cycles. However, this system required large device
sizes to perform the above functions. This leads to
increased manufacturing costs and payback times.
Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes a
new ERS using an electrical hydraulic continually
variable powertrain which contains an engine and an

Ring gear

Clutch/
Break

Double
Clutch

electric motor/generator to drive the main pump. During
Electric
Motor

the moving down process, the potential energy of the
boom cylinder is recovered through a hydraulic motor

Clutch/
Break

Sun
Gear

Clutch/
Break

Electric Motor/
Generator

Inverter/
Converter

Carrier Gear

and the electric motor/generator (generator mode) and
stored in the battery. During the lifting up, the main pump

Figure 1 The proposed boom ERS.
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Battery

In the proposed system, the planetary gear is one of

Boom cylinder
Load

the key components for transferring the power from
Energy regeneration part

electric motors to the main pump. The planetary gear
contains sun, carrier and ring gears as shown in Fig. 2.

V2

The electric motor (emulated ICE) is connected to the sun

V1

gear, the electric motor/generator and the main pump are
connected with the carrier gear and the ring gear,
respectively.
In the normal working mode, the main pump is driven
by the electric motor and supply the flow rate to the boom

Clutch

Ring gear

system. The movement of the boom cylinder is controlled

Electric
Motor

by the state of valve V1. When the boom cylinder moves
down under the influence of gravity, it can automatically

Break

Sun
Gear

Clutch

Double
Clutch
Electric Motor/
Generator

Inverter/
Converter

Battery

Carrier Gear

move down without suppling the flow from the power

Figure 4 Boom cylinder moves down in the energy

source. The flow rate from the tank can go directly to the

regeneration mode.

rod chamber via valve V1 as shown in Fig. 3.
Boom cylinder
Load
Energy regeneration part

V2

V1

Figure 2 Structure of planetary gear.
Ring gear
Boom cylinder
Load

Electric
Motor

Energy regeneration part

Clutch

Sun
Gear

Clutch

Clutch

Double
Clutch

Generator

Inverter/
Converter

Battery

Carrier Gear

Figure 5 Boom cylinder moves up in the hybrid mode.
V2

V1

In the energy regeneration working mode, the boom
cylinder moves down by the gravitational force. Instead
of going straight to the tank as in normal working mode,
the directional valve V2 is adjusted to the left position
Ring gear

Electric
Motor

Clutch

Sun
Gear

Clutch

Break

allowing flow from the bore chamber to pass through a

Double
Clutch
Electric Motor/
Generator

hydraulic motor as shown in Fig. 4. Then, the hydraulic
Inverter/
Converter

Battery

energy is converted to electrical energy through the
electric motor/generator and store in the battery.

Carrier Gear

Figure 3 Working principle of normal mode.
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EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Boom cylinder
Load
Energy regeneration part

V2

Ring gear

Electric
Motor

Clutch

Sun
Gear

V1

Double
Clutch

Clutch

Clutch

Electric Motor/
Generator

Inverter/
Converter

Battery

Carrier Gear

Figure 6 Boom cylinder moves up in the energy reuse
mode.
In the hybrid mode, three clutches/brakes work in the
clutch function and connect two power sources to
planetary gear. During this operation, the electric motor
(emulated ICE) supplies the power to both the main pump
Figure 7 Experiment apparatus of proposed system

and electric motor/generator. The cylinder moves up by
the flow rate from the main pump. Besides, the electric
motor/generator works in generator function and convert
the mechanical energy to the electric energy and store in
the battery as shown in Fig. 5.
is

reused

and

supplied

effectiveness of the proposed system. The detail structure
of the experimental system using electrical hydraulic
constantly variable powertrain is presented in Fig. 7. The

In the energy reuse mode, the stored energy in the
battery

The experimental setup was built to verify the

to

the

electric

motor/generator. Then, the electric motor/generator works
as motor mode and drives the main pump. The flow rate
from the tank is supplied to the boom cylinder and lift the
load. The flow rate in the rod chamber goes to the tank as
shown in Fig. 6.

total system includes the main parts such as the cylinder,
powertrain, hydraulic circuit and control box. The
parameters of the experimental system are shown in Table
1. As presented above, the ICE was emulated by the
7.5kw electric motor. The system is controlled on the
computer within real-time Window Target Toolbox of
MATLAB 2013b under a sampling time of 0.01 seconds.

Table 1 Proposed system configuration.
Components
Cylinder
Pump
Electrical
motor
Hydraulic
motor
Generator/
motor

Parameter

Value

[SI unit]

Bore diameter

50

mm

Rod diameter

28

mm

Length

0.75

m

Displacement

35

cm3/rev

Power

7.5

Displacement

20

Power

5.5

kW
cc/rev
Figure 8 Displacement of the boom cylinder. (NM:

kW

normal mode, RM: regeneration mode, HM: hybrid
mode, RUM: Reuse mode)
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Figure 9 Pressure of the boom cylinder.
Figure 11 Speed of electrical motor/generator and ICE.

Figure 12 Torque of electrical motor/generator and ICE.

Figure 10 Flow rate of the main pump.
Fig. 8 presents the displacement of the boom cylinder
in three cycles. From the 0s to 10s, the system run in the
normal mode. The boom cylinder took 5 seconds to reach
0.68 m. From the 20s to 30s, the hybrid mode is activated.
During this operation, the ICE supplied the power to both
cylinder and electric motor/generator. From the 42s to 60s,
the system operated in the reuse mode with the main
pump driven by the electric motor/generator without
power from the ICE. During the moving down process,
the pressurized flow rate from the cylinder is converted to
electric energy through the hydraulic motor and electric
generator in energy regeneration mode. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10

Figure 13 Speed and torque of electrical motor/generator.

shown the pressure and flow rate of the main pump,
The speed and torque of the electrical motor/generator

respectively.

and engine were presented in Fig. 11 and 12, respectively.
In the regeneration mode, the electric motor/generator
worked in the generator function. Therefore, the torque
and speed were different signs. From the 42s to 60s, the
speed and torque were the same signs because the electric
~ 64 ~

motor/generator was working in the motor functions and
driving the main pump in the energy reuse mode. The
highest torque and speed of the electric motor/generator
were 1550 rpm and 18 Nm during three cycles. Fig. 13
shows the energy consumption of the proposed system.
From the 30s, the system could work without the power
from the ICE. Hence, energy consumption could be
reduced.
The potential energy in the boom cylinder can be
estimated based on the pressure (pc) and flow rate (qc) as
E p =  pc qc dt

(1)

The regenerated energy can be estimated as shown in
Eq. (2).
Er =  Tr r dt

(2)

where the Er, Tr, and r are the regenerated energy, torque
and speed of the electric motor/generator, respectively.
The energy regeneration efficiency of the proposed
system can be estimated as follow:
E
= r
Ep

(3)

From the above results, the energy regeneration
efficiency of the proposed system was 40%.
CONCLUSION
This paper presented a new energy regeneration system
using

the

electrical

hydraulic

constantly

variable

powertrain. In details, the proposed contained a hydraulic
motor that could regenerate the energy from the boom
cylinder and stored in the battery. In addition, the drive
system includes an ICE and an electric motor / generator

Modeling and Analysis of a PEM Fuel Cell
Excavator with Supercapacitor/Battery Hybrid
Power Source”, Journal of Drive and Control, 16(1),
45-53, 2019.
[3] Truong, H. V. A., Dao, H. V., Do, T. C., Ho, C. M.,
To, X. D., Dang, T. D., & Ahn, K. K. “Mapping
Fuzzy Energy Management Strategy for PEM Fuel
Cell–Battery–Supercapacitor Hybrid Excavator”
Energies, 13(13), 3387, 2020.
[4] Dinh, T. X., Thuy, L. K., Tien, N. T., Dang, T. D.,
Ho, C. M., Truong, H. V. A., ... & Ahn, K. K.
“Modeling and Energy Management Strategy in
Energetic Macroscopic Representation for a Fuel
Cell Hybrid Electric Vehicle”, Journal of Drive and
Control, 16(2), 80-90, 2019.
[5] Kanezawa, Y., Y. Daisho, and T. Kawaguchi.
"Increasing efficiency of construction machine by
hybrid system." JSAE (Society of Automotive
Engineers of Japan) annual congress. Vol. 100.
2001.
[6] Inoue, H., Introduction of PC200-8 Hybrid
Hydraulic Excavators. Komatsu technical report
2008, Vol. 54 No.161.
[7] Ge, L.; Quan, L.; Zhang, X.; Zhao, B.; Yang, J.,
Efficiency improvement and evaluation of electric
hydraulic excavator with speed and displacement
variable
pump.
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and
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allowing it to reuse energy during operation. A test rig
was developed to prove the effectiveness of the proposed
system. The results indicated that the system could work
well with designed modes. The energy recovery
efficiency of the proposed system could achieve 40%.
Besides, the energy consumption was decreased because
of energy reuse mode.
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ABSTRACT
The control performance of hydraulic wind turbines depends on system parameters and controller parameters. This paper
takes ADRC (Active Disturbance Rejection Controller) hydraulic wind power generator set power steady output control
system as the research object, establishes the mathematical model of hydraulic wind turbine and ADRC controller, adopts
the first-order trajectory sensitivity analysis method, and selects two sensitivities. As the measurement index, the
influence of 14 parameter unit output power including the structural parameters, working parameters and control
parameters of the system is analyzed. And based on MATLAB simulation software analysis to verify the theoretical
results of this article. The results show that the displacement of the fixed pump, the displacement gradient of the variable
motor, and the initial speed of the variable displacement motor in the hydraulic wind turbine is the most significant in the
maximum instantaneous value of the power output. The estimated value of the control signal coefficient of the controlled
system in the ADRC controller is the most significant in terms of the instantaneous maximum value of the power output
and the parameter o is the most significant in affecting the cumulative value of the power output, and as the given
power increases, its impact on the power output will continue to increase. The analysis results can lay a theoretical
foundation for the performance improvement of the hydraulic wind power generator system.
KEY WORDS
wind turbine, hydraulic flexible transmission system, ADRC controller, first-order trajectory sensitivity

1.INTRODUCTION

[2-4].
Due to the randomness and volatility of wind, it has

With the continuous update of wind power
technology, in addition to the considerable development
of traditional models, hydraulic wind turbines have also
received increasing attention [1]. This type of unit uses a
pump-controlled hydraulic motor hydraulic flexible
transmission system to replace the gearbox in the
conventional unit, which improves the power quality of
the wind turbine, and replaces the rectifier and inverter in
the wind turbine with the excitation synchronous
generator commonly used in hydropower and thermal
power. It simplifies the system structure and enables the
wind turbine to be directly integrated into the power grid

become a hot research issue in the wind power industry to
enable the generators to obtain energy smoothly and
accurately according to demand in the random fluctuating
wind energy. After investigation, the current research on
hydraulic wind turbines mainly focuses on speed stability
control [5-6], power smoothing control [7], frequency
modulation control [8], optimal power tracking control
[9-10] and other aspects.

Among them, Professor Zhao

from the University of Warwick proposed a coordinated
control scheme and HWT hydrostatic transmission
configuration, which realized the stable control of
~ 66 ~

generator speed under turbulent wind conditions and

The other parts of this article are organized as

operation under different grid frequency events [11].

follows: First, in the second section, the mathematical

Professor Kim A. Stelson of the University of Minnesota

model of the hydraulic wind turbine and ADRC controller

has studied a rule-based energy storage control strategy.

is built, and then the first-order trajectory sensitivity is

The results show that the use of a 60-liter hydraulic

solved in the third section. The solution results and

accumulator in a 50 kW hydrostatic wind turbine can

analysis are in the fourth section. Chapter proceeds, and

increase the annual power generation (AEP) by 4.1% [12].

finally concludes in Chapter 5.

Professor Ai Chao of Yanshan University proposed a new
method for the stable power output of hydraulic wind
turbines based on active anti-disturbance control, which

2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL ESTABLISHMENT
2.1 Mathematical Model of Hydraulic Wind Turbine

realizes the power control of hydraulic wind turbines.

The focus of this paper is the hydraulic wind turbine,

Under wind speed fluctuations, the smoothness of output

so it is necessary to establish a mathematical model for its

power is greatly improved[13]. Although the use of

related components, specifically the rotor model, the

advanced control strategies can improve the dynamic and

fixed

static characteristics of the pump-controlled motor system

displacement motor model, and the hydraulic pipeline

to a certain extent, and achieve the control goal, in the

model [17].

process, does the change of various parameters in the
transmission system and the controller affect the output

displacement

pump

model,

Variable
displacement
motor

conducted research.

power grid
G
G

As we all know, the output of the hydraulic wind
Fixed
displacement
pump

turbine control system is not only affected by the
control

parameters,

but

also

by

the

time-varying hydraulic system parameters. If we further
explore the influence of the control algorithm and system
parameters on the output characteristics of the system,

variable

2.1.1 Working principle of hydraulic wind turbine

characteristics of the system? Impact, no one has yet

controller

the

synchronous
generator

rotor

Figure 1 Working principle of hydraulic wind turbine

and obtain the decisive influence parameters, which can

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the principle of a

provide references for controller design and structural

hydraulic wind turbine. The drive shaft of the wind

optimization, it will definitely improve the dynamic and

turbine is rigidly connected to the quantitative pump.

static characteristics of the entire system, and the

After the rotor captures the wind energy, it drives the

sensitivity analysis theory can quantitatively study the

Fixed

influence of control parameters and structural parameter

high-pressure oil. The high-pressure oil drives the

changes on the dynamic characteristics of the system. At

variable

the same time, because the first-order sensitivity method

synchronous generator. It is rigidly connected with the

is easy to derive, easy to understand, and the analysis

variable displacement motor to drive the synchronous

accuracy has been accepted in many engineering systems

generator to rotate and generate electricity.

displacement

pump

displacement

to

motor

rotate
to

to

rotate,

produce
and

the

[14]-[16], so in order to quantitatively analyze the effects
of different time-varying parameters on the output of the

2.1.2 Rotor aerodynamic model
The wind power and torque captured by the rotor are

entire system under different working conditions, and to
optimize the controller parameters and system structural

expressed as follows [18]

Pw = Cp (  ,  )

parameters, this paper adopts the first-order trajectory
sensitivity analysis method based on the system state
space description to analyze the ADRC-based sensitivity

A
2

v3 =

1
 R 2 v3Cp (  ,  )
2
(1)

Tr =

analysis of the hydraulic wind turbine power stable output
control system is carried out.
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Pw

p

(2)

where Pw is the wind power absorbed by the rotor. Cp is
the wind energy utilization coefficient of the rotor.  is
air density,  p is the speed of the rotor. Tr is the rotor
aerodynamic torque. R is rotor blade radius.

Combining (3) and (6) gives the following formula

2.1.3The model of the fixed displacement pump
The fixed displacement pump flow continuity
equation and torque balance equation are

where Ct =Ctp +Ctm is the total leakage coefficient

Qp = Dpp − Ctp ph
Tr − Tp = J p

dp
dt

Tp =

+ Bpp + Gpp

d m
Tm − Te =J m
+ Bmm + Gm m
dt

Tm = Dm phmm

energy
consumption

×

ADRC

－

Actuator

Figure2 ADRC control idea
In addition to the controlled object, changes in the
parameters of the controller may also have an impact on
the output of the entire system. Therefore, when
analyzing the entire system, not only the controlled object
must be considered, but also the system controller must
be analyzed.

It can be seen from the literature [13] that

the ADRC controller is used to actively and smoothly

(8)

achieved great results. Therefore, this section will refine
the ADRC model it built to prepare for further analysis
later.
2.2.1 The extended state observer model
Since the disturbance model of the wind power
system is unknown, the extended state equation written
by the differential equation of the controlled system is a
disturbance-free model, as shown in equation [13].Lỗi!
Không tìm thấy nguồn tham chiếu.

xˆ = Axˆ − b0 Bu + L ( y − xˆ1 )
0
0
A=
0

0

2.1.5 The model of hydraulic pipeline
The flow of hydraulic oil in the system pipeline due

where

to compression can be expressed as

V
ph
e

motor

control the power of hydraulic wind turbines, and has
(7)

where Qm is the motor flow. Dm is the motor
m is the motor speed and
displacement.
md = 1500r/min after being connected to the grid. Ctm
is the motor leakage coefficient. Km is the motor
displacement.  1 is non-dimensional displacement
fraction, ranging from 0 to 1. Tm is the motor output
torque. mm is the motor mechanical efficiency. Te is
electromagnetic torque acting on the motor. Jm is the
moment of inertia of the motor. Bm is the motor damping
coefficient. Gm is the motor load spring stiffness. θm is the
motor angle.

Qc =

Energy
input
Load
Variable
displacement power

Feedback motor output
hydraulic power

(5)

(6)

Fixed
displacement
pump

Rotor

(4)

2.1.4 The model of the variable displacement motor
The variable displacement motor flow continuity
equation and torque equation are
Qm = Km 1m + Ctm ph

Wind
speed
Power swing angle
reference value

where Qp is the pump flow. Dp is the pump
displacement. Ctp is the pump leakage coefficient. ph is the
pump inlet and outlet pressure differential. Tp is the pump
torque(N·m). Jp is the moment of inertia of the rotor and
pump. Bp is the pump damping coefficient. Gp is the
pump load spring stiffness. θp is the pump angle.

(10)

2.2 ADRC controller model

(3)

Dp ph

mp

Qc = Qp − Qm = Dpp − Ct ph − Dmmd

(9)

where V is the pressure-affected oil volume. βe is the

xˆ =  xˆ1

xˆ2

L = l1

l2

xˆ3

l3

xˆ4 

T

l4 

T

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

(11)
0
0 

0 
0
,B =  
1 
1

 
0
0 

，

is estimation of state variables.，
is the observer gain vector， y is

effective oil bulk modulus including a correction for hose
expansion. Qc is the flow rate caused by the oil

actual output value， b0 is a tuning parameter, which

compression.

should be adjusted according to observer gain.， u is the
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control input of the system.

entire system, the following text will further analyze the

Design the observer gain from the polar arrangement
method. When the pole position of the observer is −o ,

influence of the above selected unit parameters on the
output power of the unit when the unit is running.
3 SOLVING FIRST-ORDER TRAJECTORY

the observer gain is l1 = 4o , l2 = 6o2 , l3 = 4o3 , l4 = o4 .
2.2.2 ADRC controller model
Combined
with
the
power
transmission
characteristics of hydraulic wind turbines, the ADRC
controller is designed as follows

u (t ) =

( u0 − xˆ4 )
−b0

=

K ( r − xˆ )
−b0

SENSITIVITY
For the power closed-loop control system of
hydraulic wind power generator sets, changes in the
structural parameters, working parameters and control
parameters in the system may affect the output power of
the system. In order to quantitatively calculate the degree

(12)

where K =  k1 k2 k3 1 is the controller gain

of influence of each parameter on the output of the
system, it is necessary to analyze its sensitivity, because
of its simple system structure and only one input
parameter r, the first-order sensitivity model is selected

vector. r is the power setting of the controller.

for sensitivity analysis.

2.3 State space model

3.1 First-order trajectory sensitivity equations

From equations (4), (9), (10), (11), (12), the state

Solving the state space equation (13) of the power

space equation of the power closed-loop control system

closed-loop control system , the solution can be expressed
as:

of the hydraulic wind turbine can be expressed as

n (t ) = x (t, )

n
(15)
Bp
Dp

1
x2 + Tr
 x1 = − x1 −
Jp
Jp
Jp
Where n =1, 2……m is the nth state variable in the


D
power closed-loop control system , and m is the
C
K 
 x2 = e p x1 − e t x2 + e m m0 ( k1r − k1 x3 − k2 x4 − k3 x5 − x6 )
V0
V0
V0 b0

dimension of the state variable in the power closed-loop

 x3 = −4o x3 + x4 + 4o Dp x1 x2
control system.

 x4 = −6o2 x3 + x5 + 6o2 Dp x1 x2
The first-order trajectory sensitivity function of the

3
state
variable
x to the selected parameter  is
 x5 = − ( 4o + k1 ) x3 − k2 x4 − k3 x5 + l3 D p x1 x2 + k1r

 x6 = −o4 x3 + o4 Dp x1 x2
 x 
i

nf = 

 i n

(13)
Equation (13) can also be expressed as

x = f ( x, r ,  , t )

(16)

where i=1, 2……p is the variable represents the
(14)

Among them, the meaning of each of the six state
variables in the state variable x: x1 represents the speed of
the fixed displacement pump, x2 represents the high
pressure pressure, x3 , x4 , x5 and x6 respectively
correspond to the four observed variables of the ESO, and
the control input r is the controller. The power is given,
the 14 parameters in the parameter vector are defined as
1 =Bp ,  2 = J p , 3 = Dp ,  4 = e , 5 = V0 ,  6 = Ct

i

selected parameter in the power closed-loop control
system . The variable f represents the order of the
sensitivity function is 1 . The variable

p

is the number

of selected time-varying parameters.
The initial conditions are:

 x 
nfi 0 =  0 
 i n

,  7 = K m , 8 = m0 ,  9 = o , 10 = k1 , 11 = k2 ,

12 = k3 , 13 = b0 , 14 = Tr

(17)

As the unit state variables x are  and r function.

It contains various types of parameters that will
change during the operation of the unit. In order to

Therefore, take the partial derivative of the selected

improve the performance and control accuracy of the

parameter  on both sides of the formula (13)
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 x 
f

 =
  i n  i

Among
(18)

 x ( t ,  ) 
 is
  i  n

them 

the

formula

definition function nf , and the formula (16) and the
i

And expand it further

 x   f   x   f   r   f  formula (22) are calculated together, and then

 =  
 +   
 +

  i n  x n   i n  r n   i n   i  n
x = nfi   + Higher-order terms
(19)
In this system, the control input r has a dimension
of 1, so the result of seeking partial derivative of t is a
two-dimensional zero matrix of order 1 p . At the same
time, substituting formula (16) into formula (19) to
simplify it, we can get

 f 
 f 
i

  nf + 
 x n
 i n

nfi = 

(20)

The formula (20) is the first-order trajectory
sensitivity equations of the power closed-loop control
system, the formula ( f x )n is the coefficient term of
the sensitivity equation , and the formula

(16)

( f i )n is

(23)

Through the formula (23), the change amount of the
unit state output caused by the selected parameter change
can be calculated. However, the calculation of high-order
terms is complicated, and low-order terms can meet the
requirements of the subject. Therefore, this paper takes
the calculation result of the low-order terms as the value
of the unit output change x .
3.2 Coefficient matrix and free term matrix
Calculate the coefficient term matrix of the power
closed-loop control system. Let the equation (13) take the
derivative of the state variable x and calculate the
Jacobian matrix of the coefficient term.

f  BP DP  e
= − ,
, 4 Dpo x2 , 6 Dpo2 x2 , 4 Dpo3 x2 , Dpo4 x2 
x1  J P V0


the free term of the sensitivity equation.
When the unit is running, the power output change
of the unit caused by the selected parameter change can
be calculated by multiplying the function defined by the
formula (16) by the selected parameter change  .
Therefore, in order to change the power output of the
computer group, it is necessary to perform Taylor
expansion of the formula (15)

 D

C
f
=  − P , − t e , 4 Dpo x1 , 6 Dpo2 x1 , 4 Dpo3 x1 , Dpo4 x1 
x2  J P
V0


K  k
f 
= 0, − m m0 e 1 , −4o , −6o2 , −4o3 − k1 , −o4 
x3 
V0 b0



K  k
f
= 0, − m m0 e 2 ,1, 0, −k2 , 0 
x4 
V0b0


T

T

 x ( t ,  ) 
T
x ( t , +  )n = x ( t , )n + 
   + Higher-order terms f  K   k

  n
= 0, − m m0 e 3 , 0,1, −k3 , 0 
x
Vb
5

(21)
The state variable change caused by each parameter
change  can be expressed as

x ( t ,  +  i )n

 x ( t ,  ) 
= x ( t ,  )n + 
   i
(22)
  i n
+ Higher-order terms

T





0 0



K  
f
= 0, − m m0 e , 0, 0, 0, 0 
x6 
V0 b0


T

(24)
Derivation of the parameter vector  is performed
on the function f in the state equation (13) , and the
Jacobian matrix of the system free term is calculated.
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T

 x

f
=  − 1 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
1  J p


T

 Bp x1 − Tr + Dp x2

f
=
, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
2
 2 
Jp


T

 x  x

f
=  − 2 , e 1 , 4o x1 x2 , 6o2 x1 x2 , 4o3 x1 x2 , o4 x1 x2 
 3  J p V0


T

 Dp x1b0 − Ct x2 b0 − K mm0 x6 + K mm0 k1r − K mm0 k1 x3
0,
V0 b0
f
=

 4
− K mm0 k2 x4 − K mm0 k3 x5
, 0, 0, 0, 0

V0 b0



+





T

 Ct  e x2 b0 − Dp  e x1b0 + K mm0  e x6 − K mm0  e k1r + K mm0  e k1 x3
0,
V02 b0
f
=
 5  K mm0  e k2 x4 + K mm0  e k3 x5
, 0, 0, 0, 0

V02 b0



x
f
= 0, − e 2 , 0, 0, 0, 0 
 6 
V0



+





T

T

(25)

   k r − m0  e x6 − m0  e k1 x3 − m0  e k2 x4 − m0  e k3 x5

f
= 0, m0 e 1
, 0, 0, 0, 0 
 7 
V0 b0

 K  k r − K m  e x6 − K m  e k1 x3 − K m  e k2 x4 − K m  e k3 x5

f
= 0, m e 1
, 0, 0, 0, 0 
 8 
V0 b0

0, 0, 4 Dp x1 x2 − 4 x3 ,12 Dpo x1 x2 − 12o x3 ,12 Dpo2 x1 x2 − 12o2 x3 , 
f
=

 9  4 Dpo3 x1 x2 − 4o3 x3

 K   r − K mm0  e x3

f
= 0, m m0 e
, 0, 0, r − x3 , 0 
10 
V0 b0



K   x
f
= 0, − m m0 e 4 , 0, 0, − x4 , 0 
11 
V0 b0


T



K   x
f
= 0, − m m0 e 5 , 0, 0, − x5 , 0 
12 
V0 b0


T

Since

the

unit’s

model

is

T


+





T

T

calculated

using

incremental differential equations, the initial value of the
unit’s state variables can be zero, that is

nfi 0 =0m p

T

T

 K mm0  e x6 − K mm0  e k1r + K mm0  e k1 x3 + K mm0  e k2 x4
0,
V0 b02
f
=
13  K mm0  e k3 x5
, 0, 0, 0, 0

V0 b02

1

f
=  , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
14  J p


T

matrix of order
3.3 Sensitivity function calculation
Because the power closed-loop control system

(25)

where 0 m p is m  p the two-dimensional zero

focuses on the power output characteristics, only the

influence of the selected parameter vector  on the
output power of the power closed-loop control system is
studied. The power output of the system can be
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represented by the state variable x3of the ESO , that is, the
state variable x3 pairs are studied. The sensitivity of the
parameter vector  .

In order to calculate the change of the unit state
output caused by the selected parameter changes, the
fourth-order/fifth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm can be

9 and the torque 14 input to the system have an
impact on the power output during the dynamic
adjustment stage and the smooth operation stage. The
other 10 selected parameters will only have a certain
impact on the power output of the unit during the
dynamic adjustment phase of the unit, but have a small
impact during the steady-state operation of the unit.

used in MATLAB to perform joint simulation with the

4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF FIRST-ORDER

power closed-loop control system model of the hydraulic

TRAJECTORY

wind turbine to solve the problem. Equation (20), its
system simulation model parameters and initial values are

4.1 Sensitivity measurement index
Because the product of the first-order trajectory

shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Key parameter setting table in simulation
Parameter

Value

[SI unit]

Jp

400

kg·m2

Dp

63

mL/r

Km

40

mL/r

sensitivity function 3i f and the parameter vector change
 is the power output change x3 , which is to quantify

the influence of the selected parameter  on the state
variable x3 , two sensitivity metrics are defined [20] .[20]
For the power step response characteristics of

βe

7×10

V

2.8

L

Ct

0.2×10-12

m3/(s·Pa)

ωm

157

rad/s

Bp

0.4

m·s/rad

of influence of the selected parameter changes on the
variable motor output power x3 , so that the percentage The

A

4.9×10-4

m2

maximum value of is used as a measure of sensitivity s1 ,

8

μ

1.1725×10

da

0.025

ωo

40

b0（under constant
wind speed）

Pa

-2

kg/(m·s)

20

γ0

0.5

and its expression is

m

s1 =

MPa

x3
xrated

100% =

3i f   i

max

xrated

100%
max

In order to measure the overall degree of the
influence of each parameter during the sampling time x3 ,
the cumulative value of the absolute value of the

b0（under

influence of the parameter change in the sampling time on
1×10

9

speed）
k1

500

k2

400

k3

power at 8m/s wind speed is used to measure the degree

5×108

ph0

fluctuating wind

hydraulic wind turbines, the percentage of the variable
motor output power xrated change relative x3 to the rated

the

power

output

is

defined

as

the

sensitivity

measurement index s2 , and its expression is
t

s2 =  3i f   i dt
0

0.1

(27)

After simulation, calculation of 8m/s at a constant

Through the two sensitivity measurement indicators

wind speed from the rated power of the power given to

defined above, it is possible to more clearly and

step 5200 W, a first-order function curve trajectory

effectively analyze the influence of the changes of various

sensitivities , as Lỗi! Không tìm thấy nguồn tham

parameters on the power output.

chiếu.. In the same way, the sensitivity function curve

4.2 First-order trajectory sensitivity analysis

under other working conditions can be obtained.
It Lỗi! Không tìm thấy nguồn tham chiếu.that the
viscous damping coefficient of the fixed pump side 1 ,
the total inertia of the fixed pump and the load (converted
to the fixed pump shaft  2 ) , the observation gain

Hydraulic type wind turbine power output 8m/s at a
constant speed, a change in the original value of each
parameter vector on the basis of 10% , is given by the
calculated power 5300W step to 5200 W , a 5225W step
to 4500W , the 5225W step to 5600W when the selected
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parameter variation caused when the unit power change
process which changes as a graph 0.
In wind turbine 8m / s wind speed, three kinds of
power step corresponding to the given condition is

Sensitivity
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Figure 3 First-order trajectory sensitivity function
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Parameter number

b) Sensitivity index 2 whengradient of the variable motor  7 , the initial speed of the
stepping from 5300W to variable motor 8 and the sensitivity index 1 of the

a) Sensitivity index 1 when
stepping from 5300W to
5200W

5200W

accounts for a larger proportion. Therefore, parameters
3 ,  7 , 8 and 13 the most significant in terms of the

4

Sensitivity index 2\× 10 W

Sensitivity index 1(%)

coordination parameters account for a large proportion
13 , and the observation gain  9 is Sensitivity index 1

maximum instantaneous power output of the impact.
The results in the sensitivity index 2 can be seen that
the displacement of the fixed displacement pump 3 , the

c) Sensitivity index 1 when

displacement gradient of the variable motor  7 , the
d) Sensitivity index 2 wheninitial speed of the variable motor 8 and the

stepping from 5225W to

stepping from 5225W to coordination parameters 13 are larger in the sensitivity

Parameter number

Parameter number

4500W

4500W

parameter 9 is the most significant in affecting the

Sensitivity index 2\× 10 W

4

Sensitivity index 1(%)

index 2 . In addition, the power controller observation
gain 9 is larger in the sensitivity index 1 . Therefore, the
cumulative value of the power output.
Comparing the two sensitivity indexes under the
three working conditions, it can be seen that most of the
parameters have little influence on the power output

Parameter number

Parameter number

e) Sensitivity index 1 when
stepping from 5225W to
5600W

under different working conditions. Only the observation
gain 9 is in the two sensitivity indexes. With the
f) Sensitivity index 2 when
increase of the given power, The proportion of its
stepping from 5225W to
influence on power output is constantly increasing.
5600W

Figure 5 Two sensitivity indexes corresponding to three working

5 CONCLUSION

conditions
Through the above content, it can be directly

(1) Select ADRC 's hydraulic wind power generator

obtained the influence of various parameter changes on

set power steady output control system as the research

the power output of hydraulic wind turbine sets: the
viscous damping coefficient of the fixed pump 1 , the

object. Based on the hydraulic wind power generator

total inertia of the fixed pump and the load  2

controller, the first-order trajectory sensitivity analysis

(converted to the fixed pump) , and the comprehensive
bulk elastic modulus of the oil  4 , the total volume of

method is adopted, and two sensitivity measurement

the high-pressure pipe 5 , the total leak factor  6 ,
gain control 10 , 11 , 12 and the input torque 14 system

change of each parameter on the power output of 14

sensitivity index 1 with a small proportion of the

parameters and control parameters of the system under

influence on the power output of the other parameters, in

three typical given power step conditions .
(2) The displacement of the fixed pump 3 , the
displacement gradient of the variable motor  7 , and the

addition to the system input torque beyond which the
average value Within 1% . The sensitivity index 2 of the

system and the mathematical model of the ADRC

indicators are selected. Analyzed the influence of 10%
parameters including the structural parameters, working

same 9 parameters also accounts for a small proportion of

initial speed of the variable motor 8 in the hydraulic

the influence of other parameters on the power output.

wind turbine are the most significant in terms of the

Therefore, the comprehensive evaluation results of the

instantaneous maximum value of the power output .

sensitivity index 1 and 2 show that the above parameters

Therefore, the

have little influence on the power output of the unit.

theoretical basis for performance optimization when the

For

other

parameters other

than

the

above

parameters , the results in the sensitivity index 1 can be
seen that the fix pump displacement 3 , the displacement

above conclusions can provide a

hydraulic wind power generator system is optimized.
(3) The coordination parameter 13 in the ADRC
controller is the most significant in terms of the
~ 75 ~

instantaneous maximum value of the power output , and
the parameter 9 is the most significant in affecting the

[7] Vibration and power regulation control of a floating
wind turbine with hydrostatic transmission[J].

cumulative value of the power output, and will
continuously increase its impact on the power output as

Renewable Energy, 2020.

[8] Lin S , Zhao X , Tong X . Feasibility Studies of a

the given power increases. influences. Therefore, when

Converter-Free

Grid-Connected

Offshore

designing the controller, the perturbation of the above

Hydrostatic Wind Turbine[J]. IEEE Transactions on

parameters should be considered.

Sustainable Energy, 2020, PP(99):1-1.

(4) This article only conducts a simulation analysis

[9] Wei, Zhan, Liu, et al. Modeling and Analysis of

for the first-order sensitivity of the ADRC based

Maximum Power Tracking of a 600 kW Hydraulic

hydraulic wind turbine power stable output control

Energy Storage Wind Turbine Test Rig[J]. Processes,

system, which will be verified with the experimental

2019, 7(10):706-.

[10] Fan Y J , Mu A L . Adaptive fuzzy Proportion

platform later.
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ABSTRACT
The electro-hydrostatic actuator (EHA) is a typical Power-by-Wire (PBW) actuator for driving the flight control surfaces.
The efficiency and longevity of EHA affect the power density and reliability of More Electric Aircraft (MEA). The EHA
pump usually operates at a low speed in the cruise mode, but when applying a high pressure to move the connected flight
control surfaces, it soars to tens of thousands r/min within tens of milliseconds then slumps to the lowest speed within
another tens of milliseconds. Under those conditions, full fluid film lubrication in the interface is hard to be established,
and metal-to-metal contact will appear. As a result, its efficiency and reliability will be reduced. To improve both the
mechanical and volumetric efficiency of the EHA pump, as well as meeting the requirement of optimizing
arbitrary-shaped surface texture in the EHA pump, and obtaining the design of surface texture with the best
comprehensive effect, the multi-objective optimization model for the multi-scale textured slipper/swash plate pad
interface in the EHA pump is established. The model couples the lubrication model of the oil film, the component
dynamic model, and the multi-objective optimization model based on the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm
(NSGA-II). It also considers the time-varying and unevenly distributed boundary conditions and the interaction between
adjacent dimples. The evaluation results of the optimal shapes in the large-scale textured show that the entirely textured
slipper/swash plate pad interface with the arc-sided square-shaped dimples, which are arranged on the inner side of the
slipper sliding trajectory, reduces the friction torque and leakage by about 4.89% and 0.90%, respectively.
KEY WORDS
Electro-hydrostatic actuator pump, slipper/swash plate pad, multi-objective optimization, surface texture

NOMENCLATURE
Fa

reciprocating inertia force of the piston-slipper assembly [N]

Fcs

centrifugal force of the slipper [N]

Ff

axial friction force between the cylinder and
the piston [N]

Ffps

friction force of the slipper caused by the
spherical joint [N]

FN

normal force generated by the piston-slipper
.assembly

[N]

FNy,FNz

. side

force generated by the inclined swashplate

[N]
Foils

load-bearing capacity force of the slipper/
swash plate pad [N]

Foils_l
ΔFoils

load-bearing capacity of a specific region [N]
difference of load-bearing capacity before and
...after the textured fine-meshed region [N]

Fp

pressure force [N]

Fr

spring-back force [N]

Fsp

spring force in the cylinder center [N]

–1–

h

oil film thickness [m]

h0

central gap height of the slipper pair [m]

tilt azimuth angle of the slipper [rad]
θds, θde

circumferential coordinate of the fine-meshed

hmin

minimum gap height of the friction pair [m]

region [rad]
oil density [kg/m3]

Izs

inertia moment of the slipper about the zs-axes

shaft rotation angle in the O-XYZ system [rad]

lcs

length between the center of the spherical joint

starting shaft rotation angle of the optimization

and the centroid of the slipper [m]

procedure [rad]
rotation angle of os in the Osw-XswYswZsw system

shifting velocity of the gap height [m/s]

n

shaft speed [r/min]

np

number of the piston

p

oil film pressure [Pa]

[rad]
shaft angular velocity [rad/s]

p0

case drain pressure [Pa]

speed of os about the Zsw [rad/s]

p1, ph

inlet and outlet pressures [Pa]

spin speed of the slipper [Rad/s]

pops

slipper oil chamber pressure [Pa]

Δpsn

oil film radial pressure difference [Pa]

Qss

leakage [L/min]

r

radius [m]

rj

radius of the spherical joint [m]

rp

piston radius [m]
performance rate of the textured interface and
average value over an entire shaft revolution

Rc

pitch radius of cylinder ports [m]

Rds, Rde

radial coordinate of the fine-meshed region [m]

Ros
Rs

length between os and the Zsw-axes [m]
length between any position (r, ) and the
Zsw-axes [m]

Rop

array of the radial coordinates defining the
arbitrary dimple shape [m]

t

time [s]

Toilsx,Toilsy torques generated by the unevenly distributed
pressure fields of the oil film about the xs- and
the ys-axes [Nm]
Tτsx

viscous friction torques of the oil film about the
xs-axes [Nm]

Tτsy

viscous friction torques of the oil film about the
ys-axes [Nm]

Tτsz

viscous friction torques of the oil film about the
zs-axes [Nm]

Tτszg

viscous friction torques of the oil film about the
Zsw-axes [Nm]
radial and circumferential velocity at any
position (r, ) of the slipper bottom [m/s]

αs

slipper tilt angle [rad]
swash plate angle [rad]
oil dynamic viscosity [Pas]
azimuth angle [rad]

1 INTRODUCTION
Due to the advantages of compact structure, high
power density, and high reliability, the high-speed axial
piston pumps are widely used as the main power sources
in Electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHA). The EHA pump
has a broad operating range and needs to start up instantly
and change shaft rotating direction frequently. Under
those conditions, full fluid film lubrication within the
friction pair is hard to be established, and it results in
severe abrasion of sliding parts especially the slipper. The
slipper/swash plate pad is one of the three major
tribological contacts of the axial piston pump, which
plays the function of sealing and bearing, and its friction
torque and leakage flow determine the mechanical
efficiency and volume efficiency of the pump. However,
the dynamic behaviors of slippers are extremely complex.
Due to external forces such as the spherical joint friction
and the slipper centrifugal force, it will cause the slipper
spin motions. Meanwhile, the dynamic pressure and
extrusion effect make the micro-characteristics of the oil
film of the slipper pair more complex, the oil film
pressure field is no longer logarithmic, and the thickness
is no longer constant. As a result, the oil film shape of the
slipper pair is unstable, and the mixed friction area with
terrible lubrication conditions is easy to be found. More
seriously, oxidized and blackened wear traces even appear
on the surfaces, which have a great impact on the
efficiency and the lifetime of the EHA pump.
The laser surface texturing (LST) technique as a viable
option of changing surface topographies can reduce
friction and wear of various industrial applications. The
enhanced performances are dependent on the micro
–2–

dimples' abilities to induce additional hydrodynamic

applied surface texturing technique to the friction pair of

pressure, store lubricants, lower shear gradient, and trap

the piston pump. They use LST to process micro-dimples

wear debris, which is attractive for enhancing the

with different morphological parameters on the surface of

tribological performances of the friction pair in EHA

the piston [13-15]. The results show that under low

pumps. However, the effects of surface textures are

pressure and high pressure, the energy loss of the friction

sensitive to the type of contacts and operating conditions,

pair is mainly shear friction loss and leakage loss,

and a poorly designed texture pattern will deteriorate the

respectively. Based on these studies, this article put

tribological performance.

forward an optimization pattern of arbitrary-shaped

There is little research on the friction pair of piston
pumps in the published theoretical studies, which mainly

surface textures which considers the leakage caused by
the increase of oil film thickness.

focuses on the thrust sliding bearing and the mechanical

Moreover, an optimization model is established for the

seal. Louisiana State University, City University of Hong

multi-scale textured slipper/swash plate friction pair in

Kong, Xi'an Jiaotong University, and Tsinghua University

the EHA pump through coupling the lubrication model of

have used self-written procedures instead of commercial

the oil film, the component dynamic model, and the

software to establish the one-dimensional or two-

multi-objective

dimensional constant flow models of the fixed and

NSGA-II. Then develop the logical rules that call each

uniformly

The

calculation module reasonably and efficiently, and use

three-dimensional unsteady computational fluid dynamics

multi-core parallel computing programs to deal with a

(CFD) model of the oil film in the thrust sliding bearing is

large number of individuals in the population so as to

established by using ANSYS at National Technical

reduce the simulation time cost. After obtaining the

University of Athens and University of Patras [4]. The

optimal Pareto solution set of the surface textured dimple

Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [5]

shape of the slipper/swash plate pad, taking the oil film

is coupled with the CFD model to optimize parameters

load-bearing capacity, friction torque, tilt angle, and

such as the dimple depth, location of textured areas, and

leakage flow as optimization objectives. By comparing

so on.

the performances of large-scale textured interfaces with

distributed

sliding

bearings

[1-3].

And the use of NSGA-II in these researches has

great reference value.
The establishment of the lubrication model of the
slipper pair is the premise to accurately evaluate the
surface texture scheme. Tongji University, Purdue
University have measured the thickness, pressure, and

motion has been established. However, the significant
change of spin speed of the EHA pump under high-speed
conditions should not be ignored and can not only be
replaced by a constant value. It is necessary to establish a
spin speed prediction model to avoid misjudgment of the
surface texture effect caused by the introduction of the
inaccurate velocity boundary.
Meanwhile, the optimization goal of the piston pump
surface texture research is mainly to improve the
load-bearing capacity of friction pair interfaces and
reduce friction force as well as friction coefficient [8-12].
The research team of the Institute for Fluid Power Drives
and Controls, IFAS, RWTH Aachen University, first

model

based

on

the

different dimple shapes and arrangement modes, a surface
texture design pattern that is suitable for the EHA pump
in the entire shaft revolution is put forward.
2 MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
OF THE TEXTURED INTERFACE

temperature distribution of the oil film [6-7]. The
lubrication model of the slipper pair considering spin

optimization

2.1 dynamics
In order to avoid the long-term mixed friction caused
by the serious tilt behavior of the slipper, or the solid
contact caused by the difficulty of forming the oil film
which will finally result in the wear of the component, it
is necessary to understand the dynamics of the
piston-slipper assembly.
The global coordinate system O-XYZ, the additional
coordinate system Osw-XswYswZsw, and the additional
coordinate system os-xsyszs of the slipper are established
as shown in Fig. 1.
The piston-slipper assembly is subjected to FN, which
is generated by the piston cavity pressure F p , the
reciprocating inertia force F a of the piston-slipper
–3–

Figure 1 Kinematic parameter, external forces, and key dimensions of an axial piston pump
assembly, and the axial friction force Ff between the

and the zs-axes. In the fine-meshed region determined by

cylinder and the piston:

the radial coordinate Rds, Rde, and the azimuth coordinate
θds, θde, four identical micro-dimples on the contact
(1)

surface are formed. As shown in Fig. 3, the arrangement
is two rows along the radial direction and two columns

The load-bearing capacity Foils of the slipper/swash

along the circumferential direction. Optimization of

plate pad interface needs to be balanced with the FN and

surface texture Multi-dimples is used to consider

the spring-back force Fr which serves to hold the slippers

interactions between adjacent dimples. The parameters of

against the retaining plate. The total torques around the

arbitrary shapes are a set of radial coordinate Rop which

xs- and the ys-axes include Toilsx and Toilsy produced by the

are distributed at equal angular intervals in the direction

unevenly distributed pressure fields，Tτsx and Tτsy caused

of 0°-360°. As can be seen from the figure, the large

by viscous friction of oil film, friction torque caused by

number of selected points leads to generate a spiny

friction force Ffps of the spherical joint, and torque

divergent shape which is difficult to calculate and process.

produced by centrifugal force Fcs acting on the centroid of

Therefore, the number of Rop is set as 12 in this

slippers. Besides, the viscous friction of the oil film on

model.

the bottom of the slipper also produces the torque Tτsz,
which also affects the spin motion of the slipper.
The force and moment equilibrium equations of
slippers are expressed as shown in Eq. 2:

(2)

The equations can be solved by Newton–Raphson
method, in which the Jacobian matrix is illustrated in Eq.
3.
(3)
2.2 Pressure governing equations
The oil film between the slipper/swash plate pad is a
ring-shaped fluid domain. As shown in Fig. 2, the oil film

Figure 2 Wedge-shaped geometry of the oil film and

fluid domain coordinate system is oso-xsoysozso. The xso-,

contact surfaces of the slipper and swash plate

the yso- and the zso-axes are consistent with the xs-, the ys-,
–4–

Figure 3 Four identical micro-dimples and arbitrary dimple shape characterized by a set of radial coordinates Rop
Considering the spin speed

It is assumed that the oil film between the slipper/

of the slipper, the

swash plate pad is an incompressible Newtonian fluid, the

radial and circumferential velocities of any point (r, θ) on

flow is laminar and there is no metal to metal contact; At

the bottom of the slipper can be expressed as Eq. 7 and

the same time, without considering the wall slip

Eq. 8:

phenomenon, it is thought that the velocity of the fluid
(7)

attached to the wall is as same as that of the wall. The
Reynolds equation [16] in polar coordinates is derived as
shown in Eq. 4 which considers the centrifugal force.

(8)
(4)

In the simulation model, the main dimensions, working
conditions, and oil medium parameters of the EHA pump
are listed in Table 1. The pump uses Kunlun No.15 as the

The position of the slipper bottom can be determined

Table 1 Simulation parameter

by the coordinates of points A, B, and C in Fig. 2, while

Parameter

the height of the three points is determined by the
time-varying external load. Therefore, the gap height h of

Pitch radius of cylinder ports Rc

any point (r, θ) at the interface of the slipper/swash plate

Value
20mm

pad can be derived from the functions h1, h2, h3 with time

Piston radius, rp

5 mm

t as shown in Eq. 5:

Inlet pressure, p1

0.5 MPa

Outlet pressure, ph

≤35 MPa

Case drain pressure, p0

0.1 MPa

(5)

Deaeration pressure of

The macro-motion of the slipper forms an elliptical

dissolved air

trajectory on the Xsw-Ysw plane. The relationship between
the spherical center of the slipper, that is, the origin of the
coordinate system os-xsyszs, and the shaft rotation angle
in the additional coordinate system Osw-XswYswZsw is as Eq.
6:
(6)
–5–

0.03 MPa

Shaft speed, n

≤10000 r/min

Swash plate angle, βs

≤0.25 rad (14.4°)

Oil density, ρ

837.4 kg/m3 (20 °C)

Oil kinematic viscosity at

13.2 mm2/s (40 °C)

40 °C

4.9 mm2/s (100 °C)

Figure 4 Flow chart of optimizing surface textures for the slipper/swash plate pad
working media. Assuming that the oil temperature inside

the spin motion module. Besides, the module also solves

the pump is 55 °C, the kinematic viscosity of Kunlun

the spin angular acceleration at the current moment t and

No.15 is calculated to be 10.3mm /s at this temperature.

the spin velocity at the next moment t+Δt, so as to obtain

2

2.3 Simulation model
The flow chart of the multi-objective optimization
model of the multi-scale textured slipper/swash plate pad
is shown in Fig. 4. The optimization model is mainly
composed of three modules: the oil film characteristics
module, the force and torque balance module, and the
multi-objective optimization module. For the textured
interface, the model needs to consider not only the tilt
motion but also the spin motion of the piston and the
slipper. Therefore, the oil film characteristics module
needs to be executed constantly to obtain slipper oil
chamber pressure pops which are regarded as one of the
current pressure boundary conditions to satisfy the flow
continuity equation. Then pops is constantly called by the
force and torque balance module. Finally, when the
slipper reaches the force and torque balance, the spin
motion driving or hindering torque can be substituted into

new velocity boundary conditions.
Under the fixed dimple depth condition, the objective
of the simulation module is to find the optimal radial
coordinate array Rop of the dimple shape for the
slipper/swash

plate

pad,

which

maximizes

the

load-bearing capacity ΔFoils of the additional fine-meshed
area and minimizes the tilt angle αs, the viscous friction
torque Tτsz and leakage Qss. Comparing the viscous
friction torque Tτszg around the Zsw-axes and Tτsz around
the zs-axes produced by the bottom of the slipper as
shown in Fig. 5, it can be found that the mechanical loss
decreases with the decrease of Tτsz. As a result, when
optimizing the textured slipper/swash plate pad, we can
choose to minimize Tτsz as the optimization objective, so
as to avoid the problem that Tτsz is insensitive to different
surface textured dimples due to the small area of the
textured area in the optimization process.
–6–

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Optimal dimple shape
The simulated micro-motion and oil film characteristics
of the untextured slipper/swash plate pad are shown in Fig.
6 and Fig. 7. In the last three revolutions, there is a slight
difference between the maximum tilt angle and the
minimum oil film thickness of the slipper/swash plate pad
in each revolution. The range of the maximum tilt angle
varies from 0.00564° to 0.00578°, which is located in the
azimuth angle of 175.5°-179.1° and the shaft rotation
angle of 308°-314°; The minimum oil film thickness
varies from 0.000241mm to 0.000261mm, which is
located in the azimuth angle of 225.9°-227.7° and the
Figure 5 Variation of viscous friction torque with the spin

shaft rotation angle of 160°-173°. It can be seen that the

speed of the slipper

slipper tends to form the maximum tilt angle on the

The parameters of the multi-objective optimization
model based on NSGA-II are listed in Table 2, and the
aspect ratio of the surface textured dimples is constrained
within the range that can ensure the validity of the
Reynolds equation [17]. By establishing the parallel
computing model, multiple individuals in a population
can be assigned to multiple processors to operate and
evaluate at the same time, thus reducing the cost of
computing time.

low-pressure side near the Outer Dead Centre (ODC) and
the minimum oil film thickness near the Inner Dead
Centre (IDC).
The simulation data above provide the minimum oil
film thickness azimuth and shaft rotation angle on the
maximum

tilt

multi-objective

angle,

according

optimization

to

module

which
can

start

the
to

optimizes the additional fine-meshed region at this shaft
rotation angle
. The specific parameters are listed in
Table 3. The rank of individuals is realized by comparing

Table 2 NSGA-II parameter

it with the objective function at the next shaft rotation
angle
.

Parameter

Value

Dimple depth

5 μm

after the algorithm searches exceed the Stall generations

12

spread reaches the pre-set accuracy. If the final solution

Number of decision variables
(number of Rop elements)
Population size

60

Pareto fraction

0.35

Crossover fraction

0.8

Migration fraction

0.2

Lower bounds

≥ 0.1 mm

Upper bounds

≤ 0.2 mm

Objectives

The Pareto non-dominated solution set can be obtained
and the geometric average of the relative change in the
spread is less than the average spread of the solution in
the previous Stall generations, the iteration is terminated.
Table 3 Positioning parameters of the fine-meshed
regions and starting shaft rotation angles of the
optimization procedure.
Parameter

Value

θds

171.90°

1. maximization ΔFoils

θde

182.70°

2. minimization Tτsz

Rds

5.00 mm

Rde

6.05 mm

φop

2110°

3. minimization αs
4. minimization Qss

–7–

Figure 6 simulated micro-motion of the untextured slipper/swash plate pad
17 kinds of surface texture dimple shapes are created in

Among the four target functions of the slipper pair,

the model as part of the initial population as shown in Fig.

only the maximization of the bearing capacity and the

8. After the surface texture multi-objective optimization

minimization of the tilt angle in the fine-meshed region

model reaches the termination condition, the Pareto

change in the same direction. On the contrary, these two

optimal solution set is generated, and the surface texture

functions are in conflict with the minimization of leakage

dimple shapes represented by the optimal solution are

and viscous friction torque. Besides, there are also some

shown in Fig. 9.
–8–

Figure 7 simulated gap height and pressure distribution of the untextured slipper/swash plate pad

Figure 8 Different dimple shapes created in the initial populations

–9–

Figure 9 Dimple shape represented by the optimal solution on the Pareto front

Figure 10 Pareto front with the optimal results
differences

in

optimization

the

The pressure distribution produced by the partial

minimization of leakage and viscous friction. The Pareto

optimal dimple shapes of the slipper/swash plate pad in

front of the slipper/swash plate pad is depicted in Fig. 10,

the EHA pump is shown in Fig. 11, and there are obvious

where the number of optimal points is also marked. The

differences in the dynamic pressure caused by the

representative optimization results which are concluded

different surface texture dimple shapes. The pressure

under different dimple shape parameters Rop and the

distribution curves along the cylinder rotation direction

radial size with only 1 μm accuracy show that the dimple

produced by the approximate water-drop-shaped dimples

shapes between the 9 and 10 are similar to the arc-sided

(No.5) and the approximate arc-sided square-shaped

square, which can also produce the maximum oil film

dimple (No.9) are drawn in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the

capacity of load carrying.

position of the

th

results

between

th

Meanwhile, the dimple shapes between the 5 and 21

maximum

dynamic

pressure and

st

deaeration pressure of dissolved air are different. The

are approximated as water-drop shapes, which minimize

maximum dynamic pressure produced by the approximate

the leakage flow. In addition, because of its small sharp

arc-sided square-shaped dimple (No.9) is about 5MPa

angle, the overall approximate water-drop-shaped dimple

higher

is almost similar to the circle.

water-drop-shaped dimples (No.5).

th

– 10 –

than

that

produced

by

the

approximate

Figure 11 Pressure and gap height distributions of the textured regions with the optimal dimple shapes

Figure 12 Leakage differences ΔQss between the optimal dimple shapes

– 11 –

Figure 13 The textured swash plate pad area covered by slippers in large-scale textured slipper/swash plate pad
In order to find out the reason why the 5th and 21st

from the os-xsyszs coordinate system to the Osw-XswYswZsw

produce less leakage, the difference leakage between

coordinate system, the surface topography parameters of

approximate

the static swash plate pad surface can be converted to the

water-drop-shaped

dimple

(No.5)

and

approximate arc-sided square-shaped dimple (No.9)

slipper bottom surface which is revolving around.

shown in Fig. 12 is analyzed. It is tempting to conclude

Two reasons are considered why the study of

that the latter surface texture causes higher hmin and h0 and

large-scale textured interface select to analyze the

larger leakage in the positive xso-axe region than in the

circular-shaped dimples (No.1) and the approximate

former. Meanwhile, the leakage in the negative xso-axe

arc-sided

region of the two shapes is similar, resulting in a smaller

optimization results of slipper pair. Firstly, it is much

leakage Qss with the approximate water-drop-shaped

more difficult to measure the leakage than the torque of a

dimple (No.5).

single slipper pair. Besides, the water-drop shape which is

3.2 Effect of optimal shape surface texture on largescale textured slipper/swash plate pad interface in
EHA pump
In order to see the influence on the tilt behavior of the
slipper, the leakage, and the friction force distribution of
the slipper/swash plate pad, the optimal dimple shapes are
arranged in the entirely textured swash plate pad interface
so that the slipper can cover them in an entire shaft
revolution. According to the simulation results in section
3.1, it is known that the slipper is prone to tilt towards the
splined shaft, so the surface texture is arranged in the
negative yso-axe slides as shown in Fig. 13. The azimuth
parameters of the fine-meshed region are also marked in

square-shaped

dimples

(No.9)

in

the

almost similar to the circle is hard to process. The oil film
thickness field and pressure field produced by the optimal
circular-shaped

dimples

(No.1)

and

approximate

arc-sided square-shaped dimples (No.9) are shown in Fig.
14. By comparison, it is found that the dynamic pressure
effect caused by the approximate arc-sided square-shaped
dimples (No.9) is more significant than that of the
circular-shaped dimples (No.1). The large-scale textured
slipper/swash plate pad interface is compared with the
non-textured interface in four aspects，including oil film
load-bearing capacity Foils_l as expressed in Eq. 9, viscous
friction torque Tτszg, tilt angle αs and leakage Qss of the
specific region.

the figure, of which the total number of dimples on

(9)

surface texture is 1596 (radial 6 rows × circumferential

The ratio of the four performance parameters are

266 rows). By transforming the slipper bottom coordinate
– 12 –

(a) circular (No.1)

(b) approximate arc-sided square (No.9)
Figure 14 Pressure and gap height distributions of the large-scale textured interfaces
calculated as Eq. 10:

reduces the friction torque by about 4.89% on average
during the entire shaft revolution.
(10)

As shown in Fig. 16, under different shaft rotation
angles, the leakage produced by the approximate

As shown in Fig. 15, the performances of the

arc-sided square-shaped dimple (No.9) is less than that of

large-scale surface texture are different under different

the circular-shaped (No.1). Different from Section 3.1, the

shaft rotation angles. In terms of the average effect in the

principle of reducing the leakage is not reducing the

entire shaft revolution of the EHA pump, the surface

central oil film thickness h0 and the minimum oil film

texture plays a positive role in improving the load

thickness hmin of slipper/swash plate pad. Instead, the oil

capacity and reducing the friction torque of the oil film

flow velocity from the slipper oil chamber to the housing

but has difficulty in reducing the tilt angle and leakage.

is decreased by reducing the oil film radial pressure

When the slipper runs near the ODC position, the

difference Δpsn.

circular-shaped dimple (No.1) not only slightly increases
the tilt angle but also increases the leakage by 0.24% to
0.46%. On the contrary, the approximate arc-sided
square-shaped dimple (No.9) reduces the tilt angle and
the leakage by about 0.48% and 0.90% respectively and
– 13 –

based on the multi-objective optimization algorithm
NSGA-II is established. By coupling the lubrication
model of the oil film and the component dynamic model,
the arbitrary-shaped surface texture is optimized under
the time-varying and unevenly distributed boundary
conditions of the gap film. A large area of the
slipper/swash plate pad interface is divided into
fine-meshed and arranged in hundreds of micro-dimples
with optimal shapes. The performances of large-scale
textured friction pairs in reducing energy loss and
resisting the slipper tilt behavior are analyzed, and a
design scheme of the textured slipper/swash plate pad in
the EHA pump with superior comprehensive effect is put
forward. The specific results can be found below:
1.Because of the smaller central oil film thickness h0
and the minimum oil film thickness hmin, the approximate
water-drop-shaped dimple (No.5) has the best ability to
decrease the leakage comparing with the other shapes in
(a) Ratios at different shaft rotation angles

the Pareto solution set. However, this shape usually has
difficulties in increasing the load-bearing capacity and
reducing the tilt angle. On the contrary, the approximate
arc-sided square-shaped dimple (No.9) dramatically
improves the bearing capacity of the oil film.
2.The large-scale arranged dimples with the optimal
shape do not always play an advantaged role at different
shaft rotation angles. Judging from the average effect of
an entire shaft revolution of the EHA pump, the entirely
textured slipper/swash plate pad interface with the
approximate arc-sided square-shaped dimple arranged on
the inner side of the slipper sliding trajectory reduces the
friction loss and the leakage by about 4.89% and 0.90%,
respectively.
3. The surface texture of the slipper/swash plate pad
with less leakage can be designed by increasing the
average oil film thickness while decreasing the radial
pressure difference of oil film to reduce the oil flow

(b) Mean ratios during an entire shaft revolution

velocity from the slipper oil chamber to the housing.

Figure 15 Performances of the large-scale textured
interfaces compared to the untextured one
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OPTIMUM HYDRAULIC OIL VISCOSITY BASED ON SLIPPER MODEL
SIMULATION FOR SWASHPLATE AXIAL PISTON PUMPS/MOTORS
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ABSTRACT
Viscosity of hydraulic oils decreases due to loss reduction and efficiency increase of fluid power systems. However, low
viscosity is not always appropriate due to the induction of large leakage and small lubricity. Therefore, a detailed study
on the optimum viscosity of hydraulic oils is necessary. In this study, based on the thermohydrodynamic lubrication
theory, numerical simulation was conducted using the slipper model of swashplate-type axial piston pumps and motors.
The viscosity grades’ (VG) effects of oils on power losses are mainly discussed numerically in fluid film lubrication,
including changes in temperature and viscosity. The simulation results reveal that the flow rate increases and the friction
torque decreases as VG decreases. The film temperature and power loss were minimised for a specific oil with a VG. The
minimum conditions regarding the temperature and loss were different and closed. Under various operating conditions,
the film temperature and power loss were minimised, suggesting that an optimum hydraulic oil with a specific VG could
be selected for given operating conditions of pressure and speed. Otherwise, a preferable operating condition must be
established to determine a specific VG oil.
KEY WORDS
Tribology, hydraulic oil, viscosity, thermohydrodynamic lubrication, slipper, piston machine, optimal design

NOMENCLATURE
a

recess radius ratio = R1/R2

B

pad thickness [m]

Bi

parameter = BhT/’

cp

specific heat at constant pressure [J/(kgK)]

Ec

parameter = (R2)2/(cpT0)

H
ℎ̄

representative clearance [m]

ℎ̄𝑐

centre clearance = hc/H

hT
𝐿̄

heat transfer coefficient [W/(mK)]

𝑀̄

moment = M/(psR23So)

𝑁𝑢

parameter = HhT/

clearance = h/H

power loss = L/(psR23So)

𝑃𝑟

parameter = 0cp/

𝑝̄

pressure = p/(psSo)

𝑝̄𝑟

recess pressure = pr/(psSo)

𝑝̄𝑠
𝑄̄

supply pressure = ps/(psSo)

Qout

leakage flow rate [m3/s]

𝑅𝑒
𝑅̄0

parameter = H2/0

𝑅1

recess radius [m]

𝑅2

pad outer radius [m]

𝑟̄ , 𝜃, 𝑧̄

cylindrical coordinates = r/R2, , z/H

𝑟𝑤

load eccentricity [m]

So
𝑇̄

parameter = 6(R2/H)2/ps

~ 94 ~

flow rate = Q/(R23)

revolution radius = R0/R2

temperature = T/T0

𝑇̄𝑎
𝑇̄𝑓

ambient temperature = Ta/T0

components. However, a low viscosity may not always be

Tf/(psR23So)

appropriate owing to the induction of less sealing effect

𝑇̄𝑟
𝑇̄𝑠

recess temperature = Tr/T0

and small hydrodynamic pressure, resulting in large

supply oil temperature = Ts/T0

leakage and solid contact and subsequently low

𝑇0

reference temperature [K]

volumetric efficiency and wear and seizure. Therefore, a

𝑢̄ , 𝑣̄ , 𝑤̄
̄
𝑊

velocities = u/(R2), v/(R2), w/(H)

detailed study of the optimum viscosity of hydraulic oils

load = W/(psR22So)

is necessary.

X, Y, Z

orthogonal coordinates on disk

x, y, z

orthogonal coordinates on slipper

(VG) for a hydraulic system does not exist because a

𝛼̄

pad inclination angle = R2/H

circuit of systems consists of several components


’

thermal conductivity of oil [W/(mK)]

including hydraulic pumps, valves, pipes, actuators and

thermal conductivity of pad [W/(mK)]

auxiliary components, having different flow behaviours

𝜇̄

viscosity = /0

and functions. Among them, hydraulic pumps and motors

friction torque =

An appropriate oil with an optimum viscosity grade



3

density [kg/m ]

are the main components; thus, the losses in such

𝛷̄

angle = R2/H

components largely degrade their performances and the



'


maximum pad azimuth [rad]

efficiency of a system [6].
pumps

and

motors

are

positive

sliding angular velocity [rad/s]

displacement machines, whose performance depends on

pad angular velocity [rad/s]

the tribological characteristics of sliding parts. For piston

Subscripts
0

Hydraulic

reference angular velocity [rad/s]

pumps and motors, prime parts are the interfaces between
reference (high pressure period)

the pistons and cylinder bores [7-8], the cylinder block
and valve plate [9-10] and the slippers and swashplate

INTRODUCTION

[11-12]. Precisely, the oil viscosity and the lubrication

Hydraulic systems are widely used in the construction,

characteristics affect interface between slippers and a

aviation and manufacturing industries because they can

swashplate because of the severe operating conditions of

effectively transfer energy or power with high efficiency,

high load and speed. Sliding parts are heated by viscous

responsivity and flexibility [1]. A large amount of power

dissipation in a thin fluid film, increasing oil temperature.

can be transmitted using hydraulic equipment with high

Because viscosity varies with temperature, viscosity

pressure, linking the low efficiency of pumps and

distribution becomes uneven owing to temperature

actuators to large losses [2].

variation. Since viscosity is determined by a reference 

Selection of hydraulic oil with appropriate viscosity is

at a specific temperature, e.g. 40°C (oil VG) and oil

a way of improving efficiency because viscosity dictates

temperature (viscosity–temperature relation), accurate

the physical properties of oils [3], particularly in terms of

estimation of temperature distributions and appropriate

lubrication and leakage that are directly related to

selection of the oil VG are important.

mechanical and volumetric losses [4]. Generally, high

The

viscosity causes mechanical loss, whereas, low viscosity

lubrication

causes volumetric loss. Since the total loss is the

lubrication (THL) theory [13]. Several theoretical and

summation of mechanical and volumetric losses, an

experimental studies of THL have been conducted mainly

optimal viscosity may exist, e.g., the kinematic viscosity

for hydrodynamic bearings rather than hydrostatic

() equivalent at 40°C is ~43–172 mm2/s empirically for

bearings [14]. Therefore, a model of hybrid (hydrostatic

axial piston pumps [5], although the preferable and

and hydrodynamic) thrust bearings, including the changes

optimum viscosity of hydraulic oils depends on pumps,

in physical properties of oils, was developed [15]. This

motors, systems and operation.

model applies to a slipper installed in swashplate-type

Recently, the viscosity of hydraulic oils decreases
owing to flow loss in pipes [4] and churning loss in

theoretical
behaviour

approach
is

the

regarding

thermal

thermohydrodynamic

axial piston pumps and motors, suitable for thermal
lubrication analysis of hydraulic equipment.

~ 95 ~

In this study, we investigate the thermal lubrication

and

characteristics of a slipper relating to the oil VG and

1

conduct a numerical simulation using the THL model

𝜕

𝑟̄ ′ 𝜕𝑟̄ ′

between a slipper and a swashplate of axial piston pumps

(𝑟̄ ′

𝜕𝑇̄′
𝜕𝑟̄ ′

)+

1 𝜕 2 𝑇̄′
2
2
𝑟̄ ′ 𝜕𝜃

𝑅2 2 𝜕 2 𝑇̄′
+( )
=0
𝐵 𝜕𝑧̄ ′2

and motors [16]. Based on the optimum design of the
components [17], oil VG effects on the slipper

(6).

characteristics including flow leakage, friction torque,
In the following simulation, viscosity is treated as a

film temperature and power losses in fluid film

function of temperature only although density, specific

lubrication are discussed.

heat, thermal conductivity and viscosity are functions of
temperature and pressure. Additionally, the thermal

THEORY

expansivity of oils is neglected in the energy equation.

Theoretical model
The schematic of the THL slipper model is shown in
Fig. 1 [14]. The basic equations consisting mainly of the

The kinematic viscosity () is estimated using the
following Walther equation.

Reynolds, energy and heat conduction equations are given

log log(𝜈 † + 𝑐) = −𝑚 log 𝑇 † + 𝑏

by
1 𝜕
𝜕𝑝̄
1 𝜕
𝜕𝑝̄
(𝐹̄2 ℎ̄3 𝑟̄ ) + 2
(𝐹̄2 ℎ̄3 )
𝑟̄ 𝜕𝑟̄
𝜕𝑟̄
𝑟̄ 𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝜃
̄
𝜕 𝐹̄3 ℎ
∂(𝐹̄4 ℎ̄)
= 𝜔̄
(
) + Ω̄𝑅̄0 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃
𝜕𝜃 𝐹̄0
∂𝑟̄
+Ω̄ (

𝑅̄0
∂(𝐹̄4 ℎ̄)
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + 1)
𝑟̄
∂𝜃

where ν† is the kinematic viscosity in mm2/s, T† is the
absolute temperature in K, b and m are specific constants
depending on each oil and c is set at 0.7.
The boundary conditions of Eq. (1) for pressure and
(1)

Eqs. (3) and (6) for temperature are given by

with
{

1

𝑑𝑧̅
0 𝜇̅
1
𝑧̅𝑑 𝑧̅
𝐹̄1 = ∫
𝜇̅
0
1 𝑧̅
𝑑𝑧̅
𝐹̄3
𝐹̄2 = −6 (∫ ∫
𝑑𝑧̅ − 𝐹̄1 )
𝐹̄0
0 0 𝜇̅
1 𝑧̅
𝑑𝑧̅
𝐹̄3 = ∫ ∫
𝑑𝑧̅
{
0 0 𝜇̅
𝐹̄0 = ∫

[𝑢̄ (

𝜕𝑇̄
𝜕𝑇̄
𝑣̄ 𝜕𝑇̄
𝜕𝑇̄
𝑤̄ 𝜕𝑇̄
− 𝑚𝑟 ) + ( − 𝑚𝜃 ) +
]
𝜕𝑟̄
𝜕𝑧̄
𝑟̄ 𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝑧̄
ℎ̄ 𝜕𝑧̄
1
𝜕
𝜕𝑇̄
𝐸𝑐
=
(𝜆̄ ) +
𝜇̄ 𝜑̄
2
̄
𝜕𝑧̄
𝑃𝑒 ′ ℎ 𝜕𝑧̄
𝑅𝑒 ′

𝑝̄ (𝑎, 𝜃) = 𝑝̄𝑟
𝑝̄ (1, 𝜃) = 𝑝̄𝑎

(2),

(3)

with
𝑧̅ 𝜕ℎ̅
ℎ̅ 𝜕𝑟̅
𝑧̅ 𝜕ℎ̅
𝑚𝜃 =
ℎ̅ 𝜕𝜃 }
𝑚𝑟 =

(4)

,

and

𝜙=

1 𝜕𝑢̅ 2
𝜕𝑣̅ 2
[(
)
+
(
) ]
𝜕𝑧̅
ℎ̅2 𝜕𝑧̅

(7)

(5)
Figure 1 Schematic of the slipper model
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(8)

The friction torque (𝑇̄𝑓 ) is computed using

and
𝑇̄ (𝑟̄ , 𝜃, 0) = 𝑇̄𝑤
𝑇̄ (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝑧̄ ) = 𝑇̄𝑟
̄
′
𝑇 (𝑎, 𝜃, 𝑧̄′) = 𝑇̄

𝑇̄𝑓 =

𝑟

𝜕𝑇̄ ′ (1, 𝜃, 𝑧̄ ′) 𝑅2
−
=
𝐵𝑖 [𝑇̄′ (1, 𝜃, 𝑧̄ ′) − 𝑇̄𝑎 ]
𝜕𝑟̄
𝐵
𝜕𝑇̄ ′ (𝑟̄ , 𝜃, 1)
−
= 𝐵𝑖 [𝑇̄′ (𝑟̄ , 𝜃, 1) − 𝑇̄𝑎 ]
𝜕𝑧̄ ′
̄ (𝑟̄ , 𝜃, 1)
𝜕𝑇̄ ′ (𝑟̄ , 𝜃, 0) 𝐵𝑖 1 𝜕𝑇
−
=
̄
{
𝑁𝑢 ℎ
𝜕𝑧̄
𝜕𝑧̄ ′

2𝜋

∫

(9)

0

1

𝜇̄
∫
̄
𝑎 ℎ

𝐻
×
6𝑅2

𝜕𝑢̄
|
sin(𝜃 − 𝛩)
𝜕𝑧̄ 𝑧̄ =0
𝑅̄′𝑟̄ 𝑑 𝑟̄ 𝑑𝜃
𝜕𝑣̄
+ |
cos(𝜃 − 𝛩)
[ 𝜕𝑧̄ 𝑧̄ =0
]

(14)

with
𝛩 = cos −1 (

In Eq. (3) and the conditions of (9), Bi, Ec, Nu, Pe’ and

2
2
𝑅̄0 + 𝑅̄ ′ − 𝑟̄ 2
)
2𝑅̄0 𝑅̄′

(15)

̄
̄
√ 2 ̄ 2
{ 𝑅 ′ = 𝑟̄ + 𝑅0 − 2𝑟̄ 𝑅0 cos(𝜋 − 𝜃)

Re’ are the Biot, Eckert, Nusselt, Péclet and Reynolds
numbers, respectively, and 𝑃𝑒′ = 𝑃𝑟𝑅𝑒′ , where Pr
represents the Prandtl number.
The clearance between the slipper pad and the disk is
ℎ̄ = ℎ̄𝑐 + 𝛼̄ 𝑟̄ cos(𝜃 − 𝜙)

The power loss (𝐿̄) can be estimated by summing the
losses due to leakage (𝐿̄𝑄 ) and friction (𝐿̄ 𝑇 ); thus,
𝐿̄ = 𝐿̄𝑄 + 𝐿̄ 𝑇 = 𝑝̄𝑠 𝑄̄𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝛺̄𝑇̄𝑓

(10)

The moment load-carrying capacities around the x and
y axes (𝑀̄𝑓𝑥 and 𝑀̄𝑓𝑦 ) and the load-carrying capacity
̄ 𝑓 ) are calculated using
(𝑊

(16)

where 𝛺̄ is the sliding angular velocity of the disk.
Calculation conditions
The Reynolds, energy and heat conduction equations
were solved numerically along with pressure and

2𝜋

𝑀̄𝑓𝑥 = ∫

1

0
2𝜋

𝑀̄𝑓𝑦 = − ∫
0
2𝜋

{

̄𝑓 = ∫
𝑊
0

temperature

∫ 𝑝̄ 𝑟̄ 2 sin 𝜃 𝑑𝑟̄ 𝑑𝜃
∫ 𝑝̄ 𝑟̄ 2 cos 𝜃 𝑑𝑟̄ 𝑑𝜃

(11)

𝑎
1

and

viscosity–

equations were discretized using the finite difference
method and were solved numerically. Additionally, the

2

∫ 𝑝̄ 𝑟̄ 𝑑 𝑟̄ 𝑑𝜃 + 𝜋𝑎 𝑝̄𝑟

THL solutions were compared with the isothermal (ISO)

𝑎

solutions.

The flow rates (𝑄̄ ) in the slipper land at radius (𝑟̄ ) and
flow rate (𝑄̄𝑟 ) through the capillary restrictor are given as
2𝜋
1
𝐻
𝑄̄ =
𝑟̄ ∫ ℎ̄ ∫ 𝑢̄ 𝑑𝑧̄ 𝑑𝜃
𝑅2
0
0

Table 1 lists the five hydraulic oil models designated
as VG 22, 32, 46, 68 and 100 that are relatively used in
general and distributed in the market. The table also
includes the density () and  of the oils. The specific

(12)

heat at constant pressure and thermal conductivity of all
oils were assumed as 2000 J/(kgK) and 0.13 W/(mK),

and

respectively, although these properties must be somewhat
(13),

respectively, where, 𝜇̄ 𝑠 is the viscosity at the restrictor
and  is the recess parameter (= 4H3lc/(3rc4), where lc and
rc are the length and radius of the restrictor, respectively).
The leakage flow rate (𝑄̄𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) can be obtained when 𝑟̄ = 1
in Eq. (12).

conditions

temperature relation of the Walther formula. The

𝑎
1

𝐻 1 𝑝̄𝑠 − 𝑝̄𝑟
𝑄̄𝑟 = 𝜋 ( )
𝑅2 𝜇̄ 𝑠 𝛽

boundary

different because of the VG dependency. Under these
fluid models, the coefficients of the Walther equation, m
and b, are specified using Table 1 as m = 3.760, 3.729,
3.654, 3.615 and 3.477 and b = 9.521, 9.487, 9.341, 9.285
and 8.985 for VG 22, 32, 46, 68 and 100, respectively.
Further, the representative geometrical and operating
parameters are the pad radius (R2), recess radius ratio (a)
and pad thickness (B) of 10, 0.7 and 5 mm, respectively.
The load eccentricity ratio (rw/R2), revolution radius ratio
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(R0/R2) and normalised load (hydrostatic balance ratio) ()

Comparison between ISO and THL solutions

[18] are 0.1, 3 and 0.9, respectively. The thermal

Figures 3−6 present the VG effects on the leakage

conductivity and heat transfer coefficient of the pad are

flow rate (Qout), friction torque (Tf), power loss (L) and

50 W/(mK) and 50 W/(m K), respectively.

maximum temperature (Tmax) in the film. These figures

2

also include the differences between the ISO and THL
solutions under a supply pressure of 21 MPa and a

Table 1. List of hydraulic fluid models

rotational speed of 1500 rpm (25 rps).



 [mm2/s]

 [mm2/s]

[kg/m3]

(40°C)

(100°C)

monotonously, mainly because of flow resistance and

As VG decreases, Qout increases and Tf decreases

VG 22

866

23.0

4.44

viscous friction, respectively (Figs. 3 and 4). In Figs. 5

VG 32

869

32.6

5.49

and 6, L and Tmax were minimised at the mid-VG because

VG 46

872

45.8

6.86

L in low and high VGs increased owing to the Qout- and

VG 68

875

68.0

8.73

Tf-based losses, respectively.

VG 100

882

105.5

11.92

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Kinematic viscosity of the lubricant models
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of  with
VG 22−100 for the hydraulic oils. Owing to the

Qout [mm3/s]

2000

ISO
THL

1000

viscosity–temperature relation, the  of higher VG oils at
high temperature is close to the  of lower VG at low
temperature. Thus, if  at 40°C of VG 32 (32.6 mm2/s) is
selected as the reference, the same  for VG 22, 46, 68

0

and 100 are obtained at 31.6°C, 47.9°C, 56.7°C and

VG22

VG32

VG46

VG68

VG100

66.8°C, respectively.
Figure 3. VG effects on the leakage flow rate (Qout) for
VG 22−100 (1500 rpm and 21 MPa)
1000

100

0.3
Tf [N.m]

 [mm2/s]

VG22
VG32
VG46
VG68
VG100

ISO
THL

0.2
10

0.1
1
20

40

60

T [C]

80

0

Figure 2. Kinematic viscosity () vs temperature (T) for
oils with VG 22−100

VG22

VG32

VG46

VG68

VG100

Figure 4. VG effects on the friction torque (Tf) for VG
22−100 (1500 rpm and 21 MPa)
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increased and its minimum value shifted to a lower value
of 0 because of the influence of viscous dissipation in the

60
L [W]

ISO

oil film.

THL
75

20

50

L [W]

40

25

0
VG22

VG32

VG46

VG68

VG100

2100 rpm
1500 rpm

Figure 5. VG effects on the power loss (L) for

900 rpm
0

VG22−VG100 (1500 rpm and 21 MPa)

0

20

40

60

80

0 100
[mm2/s] 120

Figure 7. VG effects on power loss (L) in terms of
kinematic viscosity (0) at 40°C (21 MPa)

Tmax [C]

55

50

Relationship with the operating parameter
Figures 8–10 respectively display L, Tmax and the
power loss ratio (LQ/L) against the normalised operating
parameter (N/ps, : viscosity = 0), corresponding to

45

the operating conditions of ps = 7−35 MPa and N =
300−1500 rpm (5−25 rps).
If  is constant, N/ps would have the same value for

40
VG22

VG32

VG46

VG68

VG100

the combination of (ps, N) = (7 MPa, 300 rpm), (14 MPa,

Figure 6. VG effects on the maximum temperature (Tmax)

600 rpm), (21 MPa, 900 rpm), (28 MPa, 1200 rpm) and

for VG 22−100 (1500 rpm and 21 MPa)

(35 MPa, 1500 rpm). In Fig. 8, L is minimised at (21 MPa,
900 rpm) (additionally, (35 MPa, 1500 rpm), (21 MPa,
1500 rpm), (7 MPa, 900 rpm) and (7 MPa, 300 rpm).

On comparing the ISO and THL solutions, Q, Tf and L

Hence, L is minimised at N/ps  (4−7)10−8 over the

of the ISO were larger than those of the THL. The

various operating conditions, corresponding to VG

minimum conditions for Tmax and L were given at a

68−100.

mid-VG and the conditions were close; however, they

Moreover, in Fig. 9, Tmax is minimised at (35 MPa,

were slightly different; Tmax was minimised with VG 46,

1500 rpm) and (21 MPa, 1500 rpm) (additionally, (7 MPa,

whereas, L of THL and ISO were minimised with VG 68

900 rpm)). Tmax was minimised at N/ps  510−8,

and VG 46, respectively. In any case, L was minimised at

corresponding to VG 68. Further, in Fig. 10, all LQ/L

a specific VG oil because of the opposite tendency

values are located on one curve against N/ps under these

between leakage loss and friction loss against VG.

numerical conditions. N/ps  (4−7)10−8 coincided with

Figure 7 depicts L in terms of rotational speeds of 900,

LQ/L  0.4−0.3. These results indicate that an optimum

1500 and 2100 rpm. The pressure was constant at 21 MPa.

hydraulic oil with a specific VG can be selected for given

VG is represented as 0 that is the kinematic viscosity at
40°C for each oil. Under these conditions, L was
minimised at a specific 0. As the speed increased, L

operating conditions of ps and N. Otherwise, a preferable
operating condition is established to determine a specific
VG oil.
~ 99 ~

CONCLUSION
35 MPa, 1500 rpm
35 MPa, 900 rpm
35 MPa, 300 rpm
21 MPa, 1500 rpm
21 MPa, 900 rpm
21 MPa, 300 rpm
7 MPa, 1500 rpm
7 MPa, 900 rpm
7 MPa, 300 rpm

L [W]

1000

100

Using a THL theory-based slipper model and
considering the oil viscosity changes against the
temperature distribution in the film, an optimum viscosity
of five hydraulic oils with ISO VG 22−100 was explored.
Under the operating conditions of a supply pressure of
7−35 MPa and rotational speed of 300−1500 rpm (5−25
rps), an optimum kinematic viscosity was numerically

10

determined in terms of minimised power losses and
temperature increment.
1
1.E-09

1.E-08

1.E-07

N/ps 1.E-06

Figure 8. Relationship between power loss (L) and
operating parameter (N/ps)
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